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OHCHIPEDIDAE

Skrjabin, J B:!4

Family diagnosis.
Elongate distomcs with its forebocly distinctly
marked off from hindbody or not. Oral sucker subterminal, directly
followed by phary11x; esophagus very short; ceca undulating, tPrminating
at or rlt'ar posterior extremity ..\cetalrnlum large, in antl'rior half of body.
Testes clivicled into nunwrous folliclrs, ocrnpying t.·ntir<' postovarian
intercecal field. Seminal vesicle strongly winding. l\io cirrus pouch.
Genital pon• nwdian, postbifurcal or prc-acetabnlar. Ovary submedian,
postacetabular. \'itellaria consisting of nnmerou::, folliclt.'s, extending
in lateral fields of hindbody, sometimes intruding into foreuo<ly, may
be confluent at po:-.terior extremity. Cterus winding between testes and
genital pore; eggs large. Excretory vesicle tubular, long, receiving at its
anterior end a pair of collecting arms running forwards; pore terminal.
Parasites of birds and m;nnmals.
Type genus: Orclzipcdmn Braun, 1901. Other genera unknown.

Orch1ped1dae
Family ORCHIPEDIDAE Sk~jabin, 1924
More or less elongate worms with a smooth skin.
Anterior end somewhat eet off from the posterior end.
Acetabylum somewhat lar ~er than the oral sucker. Pharynx
present, esophagus absent. Intestines parallel to sides of
body, reaching to near the posterior end of the body.
Testes numerous, l1ting between the intestinal orura, and
filling most of the space from near the ovary to near the
posterior end. Cirrus pouch absent. Seminal vesicle large,
uterus short. Vitellaria well developed, composed of
numerous follicles, extending from the posterior end of the
acetabµlum, lying dorsal, lateral, and ventral to the crura.
Genital pore median, near the pharynx. Laure~•s canal
present. Eggs large, but few in number.
Parasites of birds.
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OrchiJicdU'm Hra1111, 1901
Gc1wric <liagnusi:-..
01, liqwcli,la1· · H1 ,dv di\'ide<.l into conical furebody
,Uld hatkW;lnlly t,qwn·d t11, ,. llu11h " r •·long,ll•· oval t11 lanct·olate.
Arl'talmlum largl'f th.111 or;,, 11, ~1,
,, 11rq1lt.tr\' t1-.; E-.llphagus very
·hurt or practicall~· ab:-l'nt. (n,111 ·.1, 1111 ,g 1,1 pu . . t1 ·11111 1.xtremity . Testes
arrang<·d in one layl'r 1>r tw11 betwl'1•11 tr,u1::--, ,.r..,t· ntdline ducts and level
of cecal ends. Genital pore immediately or soml' distance behind intestinal bifurcation. 0Yarv rou11<.kd, on one side of median line immediately in front of tl'sticul~r area. Recrptarulurn '-it•minis small, posterior
to o\'ary. \"itellaria confined to lateral fidds of hinclbody or extending
further forward to level of pharynx. 'Cterus ,-.·inding mostly in intercecal
field between tcstl's ancl genital pore. Parasitic ill t r.1chea or esophagus
of hird"' or nasal fossa of mammals.
Cenotype: 0. !mclit·icolu. Braun, l!Hll (1'1. lil, Fig. 744), in trachea of
Anas fusw,· .\11 . . tria. :\lso in U1dt1niia ju.sea dci;landi; Michigan.
Other ~peci,·::--:
0. akhtari Bhalt-1 ,LO. IH42, in Plata/ea lcucurodia var. major;
Afghani--tan.
0. armeniarnm ~krjahin. IH25, in Fulica ,1tr,1; .\rnwnia.
0. ccntrvrchis \Vitenberg. H.125, in bronchi pf I' , fr, ,mus onocrotalus;
Turkestan.
0. /ormosum (Sonsino, JHOO) in Grus cinereu ; curope.
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I,rprcsentatives from mammals:
O. £?::~~mu_ (I{i:cl., 18H)) (Pl. 85, Fig. 10:{2), in Astacus /litviatilis.
Sk,tJ<trbu1
(U47)proposedAiammorchipedumn
·
:\-1
·
• g • f or th·1s species
.
c.:tacnca.na
from
Astacus
pallipes
fed
to
M
t
l
l
· ·
'\,f j
,1 · ·
us e a vu garis
. . . uro, : .. /ur.tula, Fdis maniculata domestica and Canis vulpe'
,nth pos1tl\·e n--~ults . - Dollfus (1935).
s
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Key to Species of O,chipedum
I. \"ir, l!1111' follic:lt>s t'Xi<'ml anterior 0111> as
t.ir a, tilt' n·ntral ,111-ker
\",r, ll111t· follidl's e,tl'nd anterior a, far as
:,

2

e

pl,ar) II\
Di,t111d latlTal constrictions at k,d of
\t'lllral :-.11ller; fon•hody slightly 11arruwcr tha11 hind hotly; te-..tl'S about ,50
0. lral'lici<-ola Bra1111, l \)OJ
l.aternl c:onstril'lion-.. l.1c:king or indisti11d ;
lon•hody ,111d !,ind Imel~ of 1'q11al wiclth ;
11•,tt•, 11H1n• or lc ·,s than .30

I. Testes utort· than 100; body length mon·
than 8 mm
Tei;tes 30 or less; hocly l<>ngth 7 mm or less
I. Tt'stes about 12.5; body IC'ngth 11 mm ;
parasites of pelican

4
,5

0. ,·entrorchis Witenherg, 1!)2:2
Tl'stes aho11t 16.5; liody lenl,!th 8.7 mm ;
neotenil' in fn ·,hwafrr shrimp

•

0 . fearuleri Farooqi, U),58
,. Tt•stes 25 to 30; body length 6 to 7 111111:
parasites of eoot .
. ... . ....... .
__ . -·· 0. ar111e11ianm1 Skrial,iu, 192,'5
T1·,te, ahout 17; hocly length about ,'5 mm;
parasites of gull"
. 0. kir~Wc11111 Ahlasov and Il-:-.ctm>v, 19,58
i. Pm,terior , 11d nf body with either :..pacNl
t ran~\ 1.'I'" · rn I gt•, or contig11011s trans, ·c•rst· an11uli
7
Po,tl'rior end of body without ridges or
annuli
8
B(Jdy 19 mm long: posterior third with
-;paced transverse ridges; oral suc:ker
11H>rC' than l mm in dianwter; parasite,
of little lirnwn cram•
0 . ;ol/iri ~p. 11.
I\ , ,h J "5 t , l(i 111111 llln!!. P<"ti-n(lr rnu' •
si · v1 ·11tli
\' 1tl1
vimtiJ.!111 ,11,
11111 d1 . 11r:d
Stll'k,·r lt· ,, t 11 ,111 1 111111 11, , !1 111w t1 · 1 ; p.ir,1 :-.1lc" lit :-.tmk
( ). c on I 1111d1w1 Stro111, I !J-17

8. Body 20 to 30 mm Ioug
.
S
Body less tha11 1.5 mm Jong ___
_ . ····- _
10
!-J. Testes ,'380 to 390: para!iites of spoonbill
..
· ·-··· ·· • 0. akhtari Bhalerao H)4:,
I (•-;tes about 200; para~iks of C'rane .. •...
-··· -······ ··· O. fomws11111 ( Sonsino, 1890)
10,
Body 3 .10 ·5 111111 Jong ; wntral Mwker dose
to m1<lhodr region; p.1rm,ites of mam-

(experimental)
_ . -·· _
· · ·- ·· ······. 0. iso.stomum (
·1819 ;
Bo~ly mor<' than 10 mm long; ventral
mal!;

R-~<l.,

.s,_,c:~~-r dose to auterior end of ho<ly ;
p,1r.ts1tes of spoonbill __ _

0. turke.\'f,mirnm Skrjabin,

HH

(= 0. -"llfflar;um Nicoll, rn, 1 13

I

I
I
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ORCHIPEDUU Braun
11ed1
eised distomes, body composed of a conical neck piece
1on1, leaf-like hindbody. Skin unspined. Pre-pharynx lacking,
x and short esophagush present, ceca ending somewhat anterior to
pointed posterior end. Excretory vesicle? Genital pore close
ind the pharynx, cirrus sac lacking. Testes very numerous,
oat filling the entire hindbody between the ceca. ovary lateral
een testes and ventral sucker. L.canal and sem.rec. present.
llaria very strongly developed; two lateral regions uniting behind
tee, also two more longitudinal groups of follicles on the dorsal
face between t•e ceca. Uterus short, little coiled. Eggs few, large
hout filament.
,....,
Type species. O.tracheicola Braun
trachea of Oidemia fusoa (L.)
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Oroh1ped1dae
Orch1pedum traohe1oola Braun, 1901
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Orchipedidae
Orchipedum tracheicola Braun, 1901
(Fig. 67)

The following description is based on a single worm recovered from the oesophagus
of one specimen of Gallinula chloropus collected from the Balloki Headworks area.
· The body of the fluke is roughly divided into a conical smaller fore body and a

posteriorly tapering longe1 hind body. The fore body includes the preacetabular region
and the hind body includes the post-acetabular reg:on. Maximum breadth of the worm
is obtained a short distance behind the ventral sucker. The oral sucker is subterminal and
spherical. The ventral sucker is situated near the anterior extremity at a distance of 1.27
mm from the latter. It is broader than long and nearly one and a half times the size of the
oral sucker. Prepharynx is absent. The pharynx is much muscular, oval, elongated
anteroposteriorly and smaller than the oral sucker. The oesphagus is absent. The intestinal caeca terminate at a distance of 0.245 mm from the posterior end.
The gonads are placed in the post-acetabular region of the worm. The testes are in
the form of 50 rounded to oval follicles, post-ovarian in position, distributed in the '
intercaeca] space, extending to about two thirds of the hind body. The cirrussac is absent.
The vesicula seminalis is a ✓ tubular and winding structure. The genital pore is post
pharyngeal and median in position. The ovary lies a slnrt distance behind ,he ventral
sucker. It is an oval, obliqu~ly elongated structure and median in position. The vitellaria
are in the form of a large number of closely packed rounded to oval follicles occupying
most of the post-acetabular region. In the anterior region they are mainly extracaecal
with a few follicles in the intercaecal space. But behind the testes the vitellaria of the two
sides become confluent in the middle. The uterus is short, intercaecal, extending between
the ovary and the genital aperture. The eggs are large, oval, a few in number, light yellow
in colour, operculate and unembryonated. The excretory vesicle is tubular.
MEASUREMENTS

(All meJsurements in millimetres)
1.181
1.151
6.150
1.818
0.490 x0.490

Fore body length
Fore body breadth
Hind body length
Hind body breadth
Oral sucker
Ventral sucker

0.627 x0.901

Pharynx

0.274 x0.225

Ovary

0.392 x0.264

Testicular Follicles

0.137-0.176x
0. 117 - 0. 137

Eggs

0.063 --0.073 X
0.043 -0.045

Host: Gallinula ch!oropus
Location: Oesophagus
Locality: Balloki Head works area '
DISCUSSION

T~e worm under present study resembles Orchipedum tracheicola Braun, 1901
essential features an? has been identified as such. However, this species is
reported for the first time from Pakistan. Moreover, this species has been recovered
a new host.
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Orchipedidae

5cf!ELL 1 /YC 7

Ore ,pedum ;olliei ~

-

Fg 6

·
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EJeve11 ~pecies of Orchipcd11m ha, L' hl'L'n

pinou ,
1 It t at It·, t I
, Putr 1I
lh from there ' 1 1i11tul
ir~l o ho,h Ii I p.h, ,!
uc.k1 r I ..:! ~11111 I, 1t.! L,
da r t ,ull(I l t 1111&l 111
,
·or third of bot! . Ph.u.530 ,, 1dr, prPph,lryn~ ah e11t.
, nl w that i11te tinal hi fun ,lph.1n, nx, mtt·-.tm.1I ceca narro , .
1111n

\'l<le, 1

to po-.terior end of ho<ly. Cirm

d emmal vt·.,il le , h ent. Genital
\lOtr,,1 uc.ker, to ri•ht of 1m~lia11
llul,11, .11 pn• 1111 ,t ..h JI I pr,- 1·11t.
pa t' po t, rt
1r
, , I, ,.
) 51:t \\llll. h, ,1lul 111 I ("'''' 1 •
r to left of 1111 di,111 I• 1.f •,.,. ,
cle po terol,1teral tu , .11
of o,Jrv. \'itellim· fnllil It·, ,111 ill.
huted l;ter,11 to intt•,ti11.1l Ct l',1 trur11
to po tnior t·ml-. of <.:l'L.t and aJ..,o
n" over clor.s. I urface of te tt•,. l'tnirw
·11 intercc•cal o;;pac-e auterior to tt·,te,. Et!!!,
brow11. ov, I, 92 long h> 61 "id,· ( onlr a fr \ t'!!\.!
pr ·sent m type ,pn·i11w11 ,. E\l·rdory H·,ic.ll' l11h11r. t· t nding antnior to l1·, ('I of ovar~.

Definitice host: Littlt• 1,rown cram· ( C11"· c.
canadcnris Linn., l ";"':i8 ).
fla/Jittrt . Trnc:hea.
Type locality: · ,·z 1-'l"ll ,. C,11111I~. Idaho
'fU1" specimen: Holotyp1·
, (Hi S dPpnsit, •,1
th U • '\1 Helm . Coll

._.,ks
w
I

'

~Olm
n n

amed for Dr. ~falcolm Jollie
• ho t. Thl' d{·-.uiptio11 i~
well-prescr eel ,p •cime11 .
cie of the 1 e1n1 k110\\i1 to
rila 1 0. tmclH i<'oln Bra11ll.
.heatum (HJ1"' fr11111 tht.
tC'r, Oi,lr111ia f11 su1 d, dall(/i
in Michigan . The wntt-r lia,;
of this spe<:i(' from tlw c.:oot,
a G,m•lin, 17 g_ from ( :ooclinl.!
uho • ml .11 o 011e i111m.1tu1L· "P •<:i~
m.1llard cJ11t k, Anm; 11laturl11111c/111s,

r m
County. Id.1ho.
0. ;ollici r • mbl
0 ,·,11111111cl11111 Stro111.
47 111 'krJ 1hi11, l91'i ) m1111· c:l11s1·h th :111
m the , •nu . ·1 l11

h compri

e

i,,11\i

ah111 1t

r (), cm1;1111c;t11m,

on

crn1t.ti1

1111uli •• 11 of wlm:h m
folli le · and tc tl'

third of thC' bocl

,. ,, 11

111\!eS which e tl'w
o< , 1p 1 • l h~ the dtellin,
111 c, cvn,1111,·tum, th 1
f .1. 1.11 ,,. ,11lll till' ventra
<ls • 1.ugr a in ( l in/liri
for 0. con;unctum I tht
" ciconia a.tullka L11111 ..
t·i

c

1

desc:rihed in addition to 0 . ;ollici. All sp<:cies
.m· kno\\"n as parasites of birds except 0.
1, o,,rl, ri F.11111oqi, 19,=58, whic:h was found bt>-

' ..: r, , nf thC' freshwater sh1 unp,
I,, ,d,, f/11nii11iro/a kl·r11p . i11 lndia. a11d 0 .
,,
ltJ ' whid1 \\,ts nrigii1allv
dl':-.L I rlit'd a, a 111ct.1Lt'l 1 11,
/ istonw iso.\10111~
Ruel .. lSH:l) trorn Europe,rn c:ra::, hshes and was
fiual1y n·cog11izl'cl as a species of Orchipedwn
after Dollfos et al. ( 19:15) produced the adult
l'\:perimentally in several species of predatory
ma11m1:1b. Skriahin ( 1947) erected the genus
.\lo11,111or, !,;,,, ,/11111 .111cl designated 0. isosto111/1111 ,1, l!<'not, p, ·. Ile ("h,t1,1d1·rued the l!;t·nus
.\lw1111,0 1•, lu1•· ,f,1111 .1, l1a\'i11g the \'C'lltral sucker
i11 ,t 111ort· pw,tt'riur po,ition, no lateral con;,,lrid iu11:-- at thl' h-,d of tlw \'e11tral ~ucker and
h( •i11~ parasitic: in tht> nasal cavities of predator~ m,mlmab. This ~enus caunot be n•garde<l
a, \ ,did bet·,111sc> experimentally produced
.1d1 ilts C'\l1ihit ~11m1· ,·ariation in thl' location
,.f tlie , cntral ,1Hl1 •r a11d lateral constrictions
.11e distii1ct "11h· i•, 0 . trnrhcicofa.
Besidt•s
tlw ma111111.d1 .i11~l11,-..l n•lationship is based 011)~
1111 t·,1wrin11·11t:1I i11fvctio11s. Skrjabin ( 19-17)

n·carcl1 d ' '. s11fflan1111 • 1i(·l)ll, 191-1 as a s,·n011,w 111 r 1 /11rkcsta11ic11m Skrjabi11, 1913 .

ffl .
creamy
measuring
Bod distinguimed into an anu,rior tri• ~rior namrw and gradually tapering
· ed by the parasite at the pre-equatorial
t:hroughont, mouth subventral and
, measuring 0.86 X 0.8' mm in dimensions.
uatorial, bulging, more muscular ml
iametent. The oral mcker is followed by
uring 0.37 X 0.35 mm in dimensions,
former. Oeeophagm absent, the pharynx
inal caeca which extend upto the posterior
Excretory pore situa~ centrally at the

....~w

merous,
165 in number and disposed in two distinct
along an
ithin the intastinal ceaca. They commencf'
from th beginning of th poBt-equatorial part of the body, immediatel.,
behind th ovary, a
t nd upto the p<>8terior extremity. The varying
di
of inclh:
tatia exhibit their continued developmrn t
ard the
rior region maintain a smaller diameter than
of the anterior part. Va deferens, cirrus and cirrus sac etc. wrn·
not yet developed.
Ovary globular, 0.2 mm in diameters, situated at the left side of th<'
body and lie out of the median plane. Receptaculum seminis tra1i,,.
v nely longated, and measures 0.4 x0.17 mm in dimensions. Roth
of th m are ituated immediately behind the ventral sucker and Ii,, 111
horizontal plan at the same level, the latt.er at the right Ridl· of tht•
f rm r. Yit Ilaria extracaecal and comprise of comparatinaly smaller
follicl . Th y commence from behind the o,·ary and extend upto th1•
po rior I ,.. I of tht> te tes in the poe~rior extremity. Genital pm,·
imm diatel. · behind the bifurcation of the intestinal c•a1•1·11.

Discu &ion
OrrltiPf,dum, with 0. trachaewla as its type· ~Jlf 1·i1•i- w;,
fir dr ribed b~·. IAx BR.lU. (1001), and was later on indud<•cl i11 • ,
f mil.· J> ilo omatid e by OoH BR (HHI). SK.R.JABI." (HH3) di, ,t,•d
h·
unil. · 1 o two uh-families: Peiloetomatinae and Orchipcd111a1•
h a t r uh-family he auigned the genus Qrchipedum, and a<lclPd
,. h r I .,j - OrcAipttlu• tvriueinicum. In RUh!Wquent y<>ar1-,
, nu

1

111 l 11 11r,/11111 1111111/,ri, II. JI. f;J• 1;,.,1il11I
/t' 1111,,,.,111111I 11u.,•11111, O,'-t llral 1<11,·l..1•1
1I
II\ ,II~• /'11 1'11111' 11
/{S ltt'l'<'(tl ur•11lt111;
1 •111111•. 7'7' Tt• ,,
I f I h•tlrlf' 11111,1111•
I I \'11,•ll11ri, I
\ Pntr11l 1<1wl.1•r
'

I •

I
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0rch1ped idae

Orchipedum turkestan1cum Skrjabln, 1913
r
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Pl eor ch 11dae

PL.EORCHIWA£

Puch,•, 19:!ti

.
.
osis - Distomes with elongate oculate body covered
_Fam1_l\!as~nes. Oral sucker followed by loug prepharynx. P~rnx
with mm
I . f I I' b with anterior branch at very begmnrng,
well develope
: ntesatmaposterior
im . "'Xtrem1·ty
• f
blindly
.. .
· Acetabulum one fourth . of
termma mg
f m anterior extremity Testes numerous, fonnmg
bod}:' len_gth or mo~e _ro
.. 1 f Id of hindb~dy. Cirrus pouch present.
longitudinal rowsdi~n mtprer:< ·c.. ·tab1eular Ovary pretesticular. Uterus beGe
'tal pore me an,
t .1 ..
•
.
h' db d
O IY·
t run ovary an d aceta b u lum. \' 1· tellaria follicular, lateral
I mI dm
'
wee
· Ie t ubular
Excretory
ves1c
. : Parasites of marine fishes. nc u mg on Y
one ~enus Ple<?t'chis Ra1ll1et, H~OO .
..__,_
--- --- -

d

______

Pleorchiidae Poche, 1926.
Fumilr diuR11osis
Digenca with elongale body covered with spines. Eye-spot pigm~nts pre ent. Oral sucker
ventroterminal followed by prepharynx; pharynx well developed, with or without muscular
ring on its anterior margin; oesophagus short or absent; caeca with or withoul two anterior
diverticula, posterior caeca, with or without short invaginations, extend to nea r pos terior
end of body. Acetabulum in anterior half of body. Testes numerous, forming two or four
longitudinal rows in intercaecal field of hindbody. No external seminal vesicle . Cirrus pouch
extending poster.ior to ventral sucker, enclosing bipartite seminal vesicle and prostatic
complex. Genital pore median , immediately preacetabular. Ovary lobed , ventral , immediately pretesticular, seminal receptacle absent, Laurer's canal present. Uterus coiled,
preovarian. Vitellaria follicular, forming two broad lateral bands extending from posterior
end of the body to near aecal bifurcation . Excretory vesicle tubular, extending in median
field to ovary. Parasites of marine fishes. Two genera: Pleorchis and Parapleorchis.

Fvon,i Al~

Yt1m,u1i 4htd Nal,l,u,1

/ff'/

Pleor ch 1 idA.e

Pleorchis Railliet, 1896
Syn. PolyMcJ,is (Stoss1ch, 1>~88) nee Polyorchis Agassiz, 1862
Generic dic1~osis. Pleorchiulae : Body elliptical to lanceolate.
Prepharynx prominent. Pharynx large . E!--ophagus short or practically
absent. Anterior cecal branch ft'achmg to pharynx or a little more
anteriorly. Ceca may or mav not ht· pro\·1dt>d with numerous outpocketings on outer side. :\cetabnlum comparat1vrl~· small. Testes in four
longitudinal rows, occup,·mg most of 111tt'r<'1'cal field of hindbody. Nu
vesicula seminalis extern., 1 irru-, pouch l'XtPndmg back of acetabulum,
enclosing bipartite ,·c·,,1, ul.1 , , 11un.d1, and d1stmct prust ,ttic complex.
Genital pore immediakl~· Ill rrn1,t ot ..1c.:t:>t,1hulum. O\'ary \'entral, immediately prett•sticul.ar, lobatt-. ~o n•cf'pt,1culum -.;emims. Laurer's canal
present. Uteru~ codnl antnodnr-..tl tn 11\ My. \'itdline follicles small,
forming two br«i.td lc1teral bands t'\.t«·nd111~ whole lt!ngth of hindbo<ly.
Excretory vesicle extending among ftJur ruw~ uf lt>stes to ovary. Parasitic

in intestine of marine fishes.
Genotype: P. ,polyorchis {Stoss., 1889) Stiles, 1896, in Coroi1'a nigra;
Triest.
Other species:
P. ftMlnc.tttw Luhe, 1906, syn. D. polyorchis Linton, 1901; P. li"'°1ti
Yamaguti, 1938; P. mo/lis (Leidy, 1866) Stiles, 1896 (Pl. 48,
Fig. 682), in CYftOscw,, ,egalis; Woods Hole.
P. u l i f ~ s Manter et Van Cleave, JN!. in Cy,eo.sci011 ,wbuis;
uilifffllll.a.
P. scuaenae Yamaguti, 1938 (Pl. 16, Fig. 200), in Sci11e,ua albi/lo,a;
East China Sea.
P. oligMchis Johnstvn, 1913, from Tetr"°"'1ft ltispilltu, is transferred
to Sc/Jistot·chis Ltihe, 1006. P. 11,ocotyu Parona, 1899, from
ScMf>aena sc,o/a does not belong to PIMwcJais.
-

---~

Pleorchis: Pleorchiidae
Body elongate, covered with spines. Eye-spot pigments present. Oral sucker ventroterminal followed by prepharynx; pharynx well-developed, with or without muscular ring on its
anterior margin; oesophagus short or absent; caeca with two anterior diverticula; posterior
caeca with or without short invaginations, extend to posterior end of body. Acetabulum
comparatively small, in anterior third or fourth of body. Testes numerous, forming two or
four longitudinal rows in intercaecal field of hind body. No external seminal vesicle. Cirrus
pouch extending posterior to ventral sucker, dextral or sinistral, enclosing bipartite seminal
vesicle and prostatic complex. Genital pore median , immediately preacetabular. Ovary
lobed, immediately pretesticular, seminal receptacle absent. Laurer's canal pre~ent. Uterus
coiled, preovarian. Vitellaria follicular, forming two broad bands extending laterally from
posterior end of the body to level of ventral sucker. Excretory vesicle tubular, extending in
median field to ovary. Parasites of marine fishes . Type species P. po/yorchis (Stossich, 1889)
Stiles, 1896.

in distinguishing the eight species of Pleorchis:
I.

A. testes 24

. The following key is an aid

P. pleorchis

B. testes 92-108

P. californiensis

C. testes 44-60
2.

2

A. testes 60; eggs 69-78 x 45 µm; vitellaria extend to posterior edge of acetabulum,
P. americanus

cirrus unspined

b. testes 54; eggs 46-56 x 27-3 I µm; vitellaria extend to intestinal bifurcation or to
level of oesophagus; cirrus spined
P. uku

3.

4.

C. testes 44-48

3

A. cirrus sac sinistral

4

B. cirrus sac dextral

5

A. sucker ratio about I: I; vitellaria extend to posterior level of acetabulum; posterior
caeca with short invaginations; ovary with few lobes.
P. magniporus

B. sucker ratio I :065; vitellaria extend to anterior level of acetabulum; posterior caeca
without invaginations; ovary with many lobes
.
P. arabicus
5.

A. cuticular spines in anterior part of body only; pharyngeal ring absent or poorly
developed; ovary with shallow lobation; eggs 69-72 x 33 µm
P. sciaenae

B. cuticular spines throughout body except near preoral lobe; pharyngeal ring well_ _ _d_e_v_e_loped; ovary with dee~bati~n; e g g ~ x 33-47 µm
P. ghane1 ,;is

Ftow,

IH- '/1uw1n: o,,,,,,c/ AlaJJ/J11s" lfr/

PamHy PleorclaHdae Poclae, 1'25.
Oia~no9i1 : ·\ llocreadil)idca : Body 1mall, don gated, somewhat
rod-shaped, blun tlv pojnted anteriorly and somewhat rounded posteriorly.
Oculate wuh a pair _of eye spou on dorsal surface behind oral sucker.
Suckers 1u~q~al or oral suck.er tomewhat largu. Acetabulum near
anterior end, 1a: mt<i iately behind intestinal bifurc.tt1on. Prepharynx long;
pharynx near 1ntemnal bifurcation; ocaopbagus very short, practically
absent. Caeca H-aba peJ with 1mall anteriorly directed a rm1 or d iverticula
and terminat:ng blindly near posterior end. Genital pore median, preaceta•
bular. TNtet follicular, large in number ~10-lOt •, arran11ed in two char a<>
teristic lon~itudinal paireci donio-vetitral rows in intercaecal median 6cld
immt'diuely bf"hind ovary. Cirrus sac claviform, curving round a, , d cxten
dinl! bt"hind acet-\bulum, containing large bipamte vcaicula aemir.alis of
broad basal an<i narrow a.nterior parts and smaH prottatic complex. Cirrus
unspincd. Ovary
aubmedian, preacetabular,
jun
behind
cirru1
aac. Receptaculum 1cmin1s ab1ent. Uterua abort, coiled, preov4n&n.
Matraterm sinuoua, weU datferentiated. C',en1tal atrium median, preaceta•
bular, unarmed. !Kg• thio 1helled, cll1pucal. Viteilana lateral, ma11ive
comp,)teJ of smaU fo1Jicte1, ponctc~tabular aurrounding caeca and extending
to hinder end between body margm and tettea row,. Excretory vesicle
tubular, 111edian, e,cccndang forward among four row• of teatea to ovary.
Paraaiuc in inteatine of marine 6shes.
Type ~enus : Pleor,Jlis Railltet, 1896 syn. Polyord,is (Stoes., 1888) nee. PolyMdis
.\giHiz, 1862 with genotype Pl,o,,J,if polyo,eltiJ (Stossicb, 1889) .Raillict, 1896.

Other · spec-it'~ : P enrric41,u,1 Luhe, 1 11 16, P. linlo,a Yamaguti, )938 (syn. P.
f)n/,i,,lii1 Stl),s. 1R9' ♦), P. ftiam41 Yamal{uti, 193R and P. ealifoninsu. Mant~r an ii CJea ve, 191 I.
Ca haller,) ( 1952) in his revision of the genera and •pecics of Acan.
thoc()lpidae Luhe, 1909 reduc-ed the family PleorC"hiidac to snbfamily Pleorch llnaf" 11 nder Ar:\ nthocolp1da"· Hr men tinned on that buis Pleorchidae
Po he, l'Jl5 anrl Pleorcbi1dae Hu.the,, Hi~ginbotham and Clary, 1942
s nl)nvm~ '>f .\cant1ocolpidae Lube, 1909.
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The family Pleor;hiidae Poche, l~f25 is mainta1nf'd only for the genus
Pleor,lris Rcltlliet, 18~6. There is no do tbt th u Pltor , hi1 is closely related to
Acanthocolpidac u first pointed out by Cable a ·,d lfonninen in 191-2.
\{ant~r and Gleave _l'J5I) on comparing Pl , ,c~i, w th the subfamily Campulinc1e , ~·amily c.-mpulidae OJhner, , ~1 ..'. f; , µ 0 1 ntrd out the su pcrficial
resemblance pret<'n1ed by this genus to th(" _lat1 t r
rbe H-shap.;d caeca,
abscntc of reccptaculum aeminis and rescmula nee 1n tubular exretory vesicle,
preovarian uurut and extensive vitellaria Are ft'aturcs that should not be
considered to abow such genetic relationship as to entitle its inclusion in
Campulida~. The pretence of eye spots in Pl,Mc!Af is a cercarial character
tAhich cbaracteriaes .-lso the Acantbocolpidae. But these authors heaitated
to include Pl,or,laJ in the latter family. Uaballero ( l95i) create4 the subfamily Pleorchiioae under the family -\canthocol.p.iJae for it. We retain the
family Pleorchiidae Poche even though it is a very small family c~ntaining
only one ~enus because of the fundamental differences from the Acanthocolpid:-l" in the H-1haped caeca and the characteristic follicular testes.
It is likely that this fam1ly aepa. ~tcd off from the ancestor of the latter
fam·ily and the ruemblancet shown by it to Acamho:olpidae, Fa1ciolidae
and Campulidae are basic ancestral features common to all these groups
that aroee from the hue near the junction of the Echinostomatoid and
1

Allocread ioid

llelDI.

ON THE STATt:S OF J 1LFOl<CWS M<JLU.\ ll.Ell>\'. IKSo) STILES,
1896 (1 RDiATODA)
The trematode genus I'lcorrhis was named by Railliet in 1896 for / 111/y11rchis Sto!;sich, 1892
( preoccupied). Plenrchis polyorc'h is. the type -,pecies, i~ f rum the inte-,tine of a marine fish,
r orvina nigra, at Trieste. Other ,pec1es are Pfrorchis st'ianiar Yamaguti. 19.38 from Sciaena
l ll>iflora in the Ea~t China Sea. and !'l,·nrcl11s on11·ncan11s l.uhe, 19(16 from Cyt1nscio11 ri•ga/is at
\'oods Hole, 1:assachusetts. Tim, latter .,pecie~ ha, ha<l ;i rather inv()lvecl history Linton
11<>01) first reported it as "D1stom11m pvl)•orrhis Stoss." (Bull. l'. S Fi-,h Comm. ior 1899,
p. 460). Ltihe (19()6, Rep. Cm . Ctylc,n Pearl Oystl'r h,h. Culi 11! :-.L.i11a.ir. pt 5, p. 101) rec1gnizecl its differences fr-o'll1~the Eun,pt'an ,peci,·, and named it f'I, ·, rd11s u,11airunus . Yamaguti
( 1938. Studie~ on the helt11inth f~tma 11i Japa, , Part 21, 'Ky11t11, Japan. fl 57), eviclentl.} unaware
:i f I uh~•~ name, gave it the name Pfrori/11s l111to,11
In llN{ ~tile--, and Has!>all transferred
!rmusto1111w1 11101/r Leidy. IR56 tu tht ,ul,~t·nm !'olyurchif ( - /'/,·,.rt his I Their 1895 ( Vet.
, Jag .. I (11): 7.37-741) de~cription 11f tlH ,uppo~ed .\/ . 11101/r clca1lv indicate-. tht'} ~ere dealing
with a ,pecit'!, of Pfrorcl11s and the 11a111t latl'1 lw,·anw Pl,·or, /11s 111,,//i.r < Ltidy, 1856) Stiles,
J, 9b. :\ ,;tudy of Stiles an<l lfa,!,alJ'., cl,,, 1ip111i11 anrl f1l!t1rt'., .,h.,\, , that thi -.pelies agn·es with
-'l. crchi.r amcri.-a1111s, a ~umin~ that tlll d"\11,le nc1tlll"l' 11i the tt:,h.., \\a, u\'erlnc,kcd as ,,.oul<l be
i+lf!
se without study of cru!>s-sections. Suspicion that ~umething is wrong arises when it is
n
that Leidy collected his .Hvnostomum mo/le ftom the lun~s •Jf a turtle, that he called it a
stome, and that his two poorly preserved specimen, ~ ere Y lines ( = I 9 mm . ) in length
ugh this descriptinn ;., vny incomplete it suggests, today, the common lung monostome of
cs (Heronimus) . Cc:rta111ly, it dPes not agree at all with /'il'nr,l11s ~hieh is very dearly a
e only 3 to 7 mm. in kngth and parasitic in the intestine 11f marine fo,ht:s. It seems to
obvious error of so~ kind was made in identifying the _\1,.nnstr11111,m i,10/le uf Leidy as
chis. A possihle clue lies in the fact that in Leidy'~ ,;ame list 11i parasites ( Leidy, 1856,
. Acad. Nat. Sci., X: ..2-58) is a distome, Dist11111um i11ci1•ilr, reported from a marine fish,
tomus obliquus-now L .ranthurus. The dimensions ,,i !>. 1no1 ·1/e agree with those of
chis americanus and with the trematodes de~cribed h .. ~tiles an<l l!assall, and the host i
cd to the genus Sciaena from which one )pt-cies of !'/,·or, h,s i~ definitely knov.n. 1n Leidy'!!
lis..J, .,Monostomum mo/ 1~" is number 18 and "/)1stomu111 1,1 Ii ,t,•" is number 28
In view of the above fact:,, the following name ..nt· l• ,n,.idercd a) synonyms of l'lcorchis
q,,,
·canus: the "Diston,un, polyor •·his Stoss." of L111tt1n, 1901; Pll!Or, hrs lintoni Yamaguti,
l'13 (new synonymy) ; the ".\/ m111ston1um mollr Leidy" ,,, ~tilt'~ and Ha-,,:tll ( 1894 and 1895)
wh,
they named "Diston,a (Po/yorclris) mo/Ir (l~1dy. 11<561" and which Stiles in 1896 trans.fu
to Plrorchis. The actual Jf. mollr is probahly lfrrm11,,,us dulydra1•, although practically
scription was given and unless more authentic ty~· ,pceimen~ are located the name should
sidcred a no,nen nudu,,,. It is suggested that ronfu~1011 h,H re:;ulted possibly 'ly a mising of Leidy's material or by misintcrpn·tati11n uf hand-v. rith·n fiRUrf'~.-HAROLD \\'. MANl' nit•ersity of N rbrask~incoln, .Vehraska

J.')

/J,1</1111111111 11ul,1,11·1•}11s :--1.,:,, idt.

[ l'I. \, \ 111. lil!,.. :11;;; .;,;.-, ·

111-1 th 1· 1,1 ·1·a"'i"11" int 11.- :,,1111111ll'r .,f I \NHI ,I 1,.1, 1111, ·- ,, , r, r ,111,, I 11 t 11, I'' 11111o · ,·;,, .t ,,j r 111· "•flldt•a:!'ue,
\I liii-11 agr1•1·, 1·r,1 «·l11:-:1·ly \I ith tl,i:,, ,-p1·, ·i,·:- .
'1'11,· " .' 11, •1•- 1- , r 11,. 'I",,, .,. .!I 1,·11 1,, .... , .... ,.j, 11 1- a .. i,,lltJ\\'H:
1:, ,,1,1 tlat11·1wd, «•llipti,·al , r111111,l1•,l :11 1111 · , ,rr,·1,,111, ·\ 111 ,-, ,,.il1 ti,, -,1rt :1, ·, ,- ,,,1, ·1,•.t 11itl11·1111kul
'l'irw,-, ,wf i11 tr:111,-, 1•1-:-:1· :-:1·ri1--. Th· a• •·tal,1111111, i- -1111:it, ·•l .11 t 111 1,1, n," t l,i ,·, I 1- ,.. ,,,,, •, l,.11 ,.11,:tlkrtl,au
1111· 11rnl :,,1wk,•ra11,I 1,ri,111i1 w 11t
Tl11· "ral :-11..l,,·1 1- l, ·r-111111:tl .:l , ,l ,111.11 . :,11.t 11- .. ,,,all :q ... ,t,11, · , ir,·1d11r.
Ir,,. j11 i1H-d I,_, a :-1,·ntl, ·r ,·:111.il 11itl, 11,,, 1.i,ar.111, 111,itl, ,,. ,· 11 l. 11.,:, · .11,,I ,,f ,,11.1d 1, ,11!!11l.1r i11n11.
Tl11•r, · j,. 1111 11 •-.11plw).!11-. . I 111111, ·clia1t-l_1 lwlii11d 1111' 1,l,:1r_1 1,, 1I,, 1111, ... , 111, ,11, 1.(, ,,. 1111,, I 1\" lirarwhP..a
1d1i, ·li ,-,11:11.! !11 !lit· p11:-l,·ri11r "'"' .. 1 tlw 11111! _1 . :1111, ,,- ,.,,1, f, ., ,1, , , , . ,·,1o ·I, l,1.1111 I, i- 1,r,,f1111~1·d i11to a
, ·:, l ' lllll II li1,·l1 , ,, 1,•111I.- a- far :t:- 1111· :l1Jl1'1'1 1 •1' 1,,.,,1,•r . , I I 111 · 1d1:1n II\.
Tl1;1I II l11o •11 ,·l1ar:l<'h·1·i1.1•!" the
i- p('1·i1·.- 11111r,· parti1·11I : rly i- th,· l11r!!1· 111111il11 ·r 111 t, ·-1, ..... ,. , . .. , ti,, -., .. rr11-, .. ,11Hi11 :1 1 J'l:in·d i11 t\\o
,., ,,·i,·:- l<111!!it11,li1iall_, in tit, 111id,II,· .,f 1111· 1... ,1_,
'1'111 , 1n 11- 1" '"' ·1, i- .-1111, :-l1.q11 ••l. l.1r:..t1 ·, and 1, ,n111-1lll
an ·I, at tl11 · rig-lit ..:iii, · .,f ,1,.. ;e, ,·l!ll,,il,111,
I,, ;, ,_ 1I,, -,·11 ,i11 , I ,.,.,, f, , ,111 ,,t, ,I 1111 .. 111 .. 111i, ·,,11al part
I,~ :1 1·1111-11 i, ·ti1111
Tl"' , i1, lli,w :.!l:111,I-, ,, .,.,q,_1 all II,, . I",,.,, r " ' I'"' t :111,I -1,I, ... .,f I 111 111 ,,! •. :1 :;,J ,-,h•i1d
lat,·r:111., :i- ht :,- tl11• l,if11r,·:1ti 11 11 1 .f 1111· i111,--ti11,·
Tl ,,·, •·ll•f"' ,, 1,, 1,1 " J,,11::1111+1111,il ,·:111:d, 11 lilt'l1 an•
J"irll'd \I it I, ,•ad, 11tlll'r I,, a rnw-, ,.,.... ,. 1111'd1a11 1·.11, .d . 1, l,i, I, 1- I'""' i,l,,,t 111111 ,1, ,t, •111111 · 1, •,·1·1•ta..t1> of
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Tl11· 111111ilwr 111 t.111· t,·1--ll'"' \\HJ- 1·arial,I, , i 11 1111 - 1u•1 ·111w11Tr,, • f, +ll.,11 ill:.! 111111il11·r- 11,•n• 111 1tp1I,
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111,, , 14 I:!. 11111
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PLEO&CHJS A11ERICANU8 LIiie
Pl.ATE

24, FJOUllll:8 324--330

tor 1899, pp.
460, 461, figs. 368-865, 1001.
Pleordt.is america11H Lt'Br.. Rt•p . Pt>arl OyMtl'r Fish. Gulf of Manur, pt. 5,
p. 108, 1906.
Dii;tomum. polJION'IIU Stossicb, Lnnul'f, Bull. ti. 8. Fl.sh Comm.

Revised description of specie.a: Of nearly the same bre&dth
throughout mo t of the length, tapering slightly from a point a little
back of the ventral sucker to the anterior end; posterior end more
or less truncate; body covered with fta.t, round-pointed spines.
Oral and ventral suckers nearly equal· pharynx much smaller than
oral, from which it is separated by a prt-pharynx; prepharynx and
esophagus each longer than the oral sucker. The rami of the intestines exten<l to the posterior end of the body, each sending ol
numerous branches, which themsekes may branch one or more times.
In the vicinity of the testes this branching is only on the lateral
sides, but behind the testes the branching is both lateral and medial;
anteriorly ea.ch ramus is prolonged into a caecum which extends
forward beyond the level of the anterior end of the pharynL The
genital pore is on the median line in front of the ventral sucker.
The cirrus is smooth; the cirrus-pouch lies dorsal to the right side
of the ventral sucker, encloses the aeminal vesicle, which is in two
divisions, and extends well back of the ventral sucker. Testes
~umerous, lying in two double rows, dorsal and ventral, on each
side of the 111edian line for a distance approximating half the length
of the body. In the specimen of which the measurements are given
the distance from the anterior end to the first testis is 2.6 mm., from
the last testis to the posterior end, 1.1 mm., while the distance from
the anterior to the posterior test1s inclusive is 3.7 mm. The ovary
is lobed, morulalike in horizontal section, and lies at the anterior
borders of the first testes, more of it on the right than on the left
side of the median line. The shell gland lies on the anterior border
of the ovary. Laurer's canal enters about on the median line dorsal
to the anterior bordn of the ovary. There is no seminal receptacle,
the early folds 0f the uterus acting in that capacity. The folds of
the uterus lie between the ovai-y and ventral sucker, passing on the
dorsal side of the ventral sucker to the genital pore. Thl vitellaria
fill the bod) behind the testes, and form broad lateral bands forward ,
to about the le,·el of the posterior edge of the ventral sucker. The
main excretory vessel is sin£1e and on the median line. Ova rather
numE>rous, in balsam mount~. 111a.xim11m, n.v7 by 0.048 mm. Me1lSurements in balsam: J,eng-th. 7.4 nun.; mnxi111um breadth, 2.:! mm.;
breadth at Ye11tral sia~hr, u1 111nL: lt>11~1h of 11r,·1,l1 ry11x aml
esophagm; flnch aho11t 0.4 mm.; nr·il :--11ek1•r. h•11;rt h. o.:~t 1111P . ht·t•adth.
0.36 mm.; pharynx, h-•ngt h, 'fl. rn ·rn111., l,r1•:1d1 Ii. O.:!i 111rn.: n•ntral
sucker, length, 0.31 rnm .. hrt•a,lt h, O.a~ r11m.: om. o.or.~, by u.n-t.·, m111.
In a series of cro-.s st-C'tion~ of a "J ►1-.·inu•11 1.4 rnn1. ill bren1hh. tl,e
breadth of t}ip oral s11<:ker i~ 0.31 111m .. \"1•rt 1,·al tha111Plt•r. Oj!!> 111m. ·
diameter of pharynx, 0.17 1111.-,. in 1•ad1 d1N>(·tion: ,·1·•.1rttl ~twker.
breadth, 0.28 mm., vertit·al diarm•ter, n.~:, 111111.: o, u. o., •7~ h~· 0.045

mm.
In a series of" sagittal S('Ctinns tltere are> 14 pair-- of t•"l4t•~ 011 01tt>
side of the median line and 15 on th.- other. In thi:-- !-il'r1es of :--e'<·
tions Laurer'!v·anal is nn th•· clor~al si<le a littlP to tlw rig-ht of the
median line and about Oil R 1'·\'l'l with thf> aritt-rior third of tht- onn·.
The canal was trn<'ecl to th~ _-,\'idurt "hi,·h is t-nt•~rNI just bt•forP the
oviduct expar.del: into th utt-rus which "as t)urr"t' filleJ with sperm
antl ovn intermit1~l<-rl.

HoRt.-Squef Pa(r111• (!_ 'y,,o"r-irm r,.'?,11li~).
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Pleorchis mollis
Sinonimia

(Leidy, 1856)
1896

Stiles,

Monostomum molle

Leidy, 1856: 43; Monostomum molle
Diesing, 1858: 328; Monostomum molle
Brandes, 1892: 510; Monostomum molle
Monticelli, 1892: 715; Monostomum
molle Braun, 1893, 876, 915: Monosto- 1
mum molle Stiles & Hassal, 1894, 162;
Distommum <Polyorchis) molle Stiles
& Hassall. 1894: 162-163, fig. 2; Monos- [
tomum molle Monticelli, 1896: 165, 166;
Polyorchis molle Monticelli, 1896: 166;
Pleorchis molle Stiles, 1896: 205; Distomum polyorchis Linton, 1901: 460, 1
pl. 33, figs. 363-365; Monostomum molle
Braun, 1901: 54; Distoma molle Braun,
1902: 23; Monostomum molle Leidy,
1904: 86; Pleorchis americanus Luehe,
1906: 103; Pleorchis lintoni Yamaguti,
1938: 55; Pleorchis americanus Linton, 1
1940: 162; figs. 324-330; Pleorchis
mollis Hughes, Higginbotham & Clary,
1941: 42; Monostomum molle Hugh~s.
Higginbotham & Clary, 1942: 114;
Polyorchis molle Hughes, Higginbotham & Clary, 1942: 114; Pleorchis
mollis Hughes, Higginbotham & Clary,
1942: 114; Pleorchis mollis Hughes,
Higginbotham & Clary, 1942: 92; Monostomum molle Manter, 1949: 220- 1
221; Distoma I Polyorchis) molle Manter, 1949: 221: Pleorchis mollis Manter,
1949: 220-221; Pleorchis americanus
Manter, 1949: 220-221; Pleorchis lintoni
Manter,
1949:
220-221;
Pleorchis
americanus Manter & Van Cleave, 1951:
331; Monostornum molle Caballero,
1952: 14: Distoma <Polyorchis) molle
Caballero. 1952: 14: Pleorchis mollis
Caballero. 1952: 14: Pleorchis americanus Caballero, 1952: 14; Pleorchis lintoni Cab,1llero. 1952: 14; Pleorchis
mollis Yamnguti, 1953: 132; Pleorchis
amcricanus
Yamaguti,
1953:
132;

Pleorcht, lintoni Yamaguti, 1953: 132;
Monostomum molle Skrjabin, 1954:
98; • Dutoma ' <Pol11orchis)
molle
8krJab1n, 1954: 98; Pleorcht.s mollis
8krJab1n, 1954: 98; Pleorchis americanus Skrjabin, 1954: 98, pl. 27, 3 ·ngs.;
Pleorcht.s ltntont Skrjabin, 1954: 98;
Pleorcht.s
amertcanus
Bravo-Hollis,
1958: 252; Pleorcht.s americanus Yamaguti, 1958: 200; Pleorcht.s mollt.s Yamagutl, 1958: 200, pl. 48, fig. 582; Pleorc11b Hntont Yamagutl, 1958: 200.
Bedescrt~4o - Tremat6deos alongados com extremidades arredondadas;
medem 5,70 a 6,59 mm de comprimento
por 1,84 a 1,99 mm de largura. Cuticula
coberta por diminutos espinhos escamiformes caducos. Ventosa oral sub-terminal, com 0,27 a 0,35 mm de comprimento par 0~2 a 0,38 mm de largura.

-

tJV6£-

Fig. 1 - Pleorchis mcllis (Leidy, 18561,
total (n. 0 28.855 Al. Original.

Pre-!arlnge com 0,20 a 0,21 mm de comprimento. Faringe muscular presente,
com 0,16 a 0,21 mm de dlA.metro. Eso!ago
curto. Cecos intestlnais estendendo-se
ate a extremidade posterior do corpo;
anteriormente cada ceco apresenta um
dlverticulo que se estende ate o inicio
da zona !aringeana. Acetabulo dlsta
0,94 a 1,07 mm da ventosa oral e mede
0,24 a 0,32 mm de comprimento por
0,27 a 0,35 mm de largura. Poro genital
mediano ou sub-medlano, pre-acetabular, tendo aproximadamente 0,08 a
0,09 mm de dis.metro. Balsa do cirro
pre-ovariana, intra-ceca 1, ultrapassando anterior e posteriormente a
zona acetabular; tern aproximadamente
0,73 mm de comprimento por 0,20 mm
de largura. Testiculos em pares dorsoventrals, dispostos em duas !lleiras
longltud.lnals no meio do corpo, geralmente em mimero de 14 pares em cada
lado, num t.otal de 56 testiculos; sao
p6s-ovarianos, mais largos que longos,
J!ledindo 0,19 ~ 0,~4 mm de compr-imento por 0,27 a 0,40 mm de largura.
Ovario mais ou menos arredondado.
pre-testicular e pos-acetabular, medindo 0,38 a 0,56 mm de comprimento
por 0,43 a 0,67 mm de largura. Glandula de Mehlis situada na area do
ovario, com 0,07 a 0,13 mm de comprimento por 0,08 a 0,14 mm de largura.
Canal de Laurer nao evidenciado.
'Otero curto, ocupando a area intracecal da zona pre-ovariana ao poro
genital. Ovos amarelados, de casca
Ilsa, com operculos muito pequenos.
medindo 0,072 mm de comprimento
por 0,043 a 0,058 mm de largura. Vitelodutos confluindo ao nivel da glandula de Mehlis. Vitelinos constituidos
por diminutos foliculos situados lateralmente, nas areas cecal, extra-cecal
e parcialmente intra-cecal, estendendo-se da zona acetabular ate a extremidade posterior do corpo. Poro excretor e vesicula excretora nao evidenciados.
Habitat - Intestino de M acrodo?z
ancylodon (Bloch).
Proveniencia - Baia de Guanabar::i.
(Oceano Atlantico), Brasil.
Material estudado - Depositado na
Cole~ao Helmintol6gica do Instituto
Oswaldo Cruz sob o numero 28.855 A-E.
--

--------

Ocorrencia de Pleorchis mollis (Leidy,
1856) (Trematoda, Pleorchiidae) em peixe
da Baia de Guanabara, Bruil, por Anna
Kohn (Com uma figura no texto).

Pleorchis mollis foi insuficientemente
descrito por LEIDY em 1856 de dois especimes colhidos no pulmao de Sternotherus odoratus (Chelonia); foi reestudado em 1894 por STILES & HASSALL,
que basearam sua redescri<;ao no material tipo, colhido por LEIDY.
Em 1949, MANTER considera a redescric;ao de STILES & HASSALL correspondendo a especie Pleorchis americanus
Luehe, 1906.
Pleorchis americanus fora proposto
por LuEHE em 1906 para a especie representada e fracamente caracterizada
por LINTON em 1901, que confundira
seu material com o Distoma polyorchis
stossich, 1889, hoje especie tipo do genero Pleorchis Railliet, 1896. O material
colhido por LINTON era parasito de
<Cynoscion
regalis,
"Squepeixe
teague'').
YAMAGUn em 1938, provavelmente
desconhecendo o trabalho de LuEHE
0906), propoe para o material de
LINTON (1901) o nome Pleorchis lintoni,
que MANTER (1949) acertadamente coloca na sinonimia de P. americanus
Luehe 1906.
Ao considerar a redescri<;ao de
STILLES & HASSALL correspondente a
Pleorchis
am er i can us,
Manter
documenta sua opiniao em uma prova vel troca de r6tulos no material coletado por LEIDY em 1856.
Julgamos que o nome especifico
mollis deva ser mantido, pois o estudo
de STILES & HASSALL feito no material
tipo, firmou a designac;ao dada por
LEIDY. Consideramos assim. P. americanus sinonimo de P. mollis, contrariamente a opiniao de MANTER.
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Genus PLEORCHIS Railliet, 1896
PLEORCHIS AMERICANUS LUhe
I

PI.ATE

24,

FIGURES

l~

(ii

324-330

Distomum polyorohis Stossich, LINTON, Bull. U. S. IPlsb Comm. for 1899, pp.

460, 461, figs. 363-365, 1901.
Pleorc1ds americanus LURE, Rep. Pearl Oyster Fish. Gulf of Manaar, pt. 5,
p. 103, 1906.

Revised description of species: Of nearly the same breadth
throughout most of the length, tapering slightly from a point a little
back of the ventral sucker to the anterior end; posterior end more
or less truncate; body covered with flat, round-pointed spines.
Oral and ventral suckers nearly equal; pharynx much smaller than
oral, from which it is separated by a prepharynx; prepharynx and
esophagus each longer than the oral sucker. The rami of the intestines extend to the posterior end of the body, each sending off
numerous branches, which themselves may branch one or more times.
In the vicinity of the testes this branching is only on the lateral
sides, but behind the testes the branching is both lateral and medial;
anteriorly each ramus is prolonged into a caecum which extends
forward beyond the level of the anterior end of the pharynx. The
genital pore is on the median line in front of the ventral sucker.
The cirrus is smooth; the cirrus-pouch lies dorsal to the right side
of the ventral sucker, encloses the seminal vesicle, which is in two
divisions, and extends well back of the ventral sucker. Testes
numerous, lying in two double rows, dorsal and ventral, on each
side of the median line for a distance approximating half the length
of the body. In the specimen of which the measurements are given
the distance from the anterior end to the first testis is 2.6 mm., from
the last testis to the posterior end, 1.1 mm., while the distance from
the anterior to the posterior testis inclusive is 3.7 mm. The ovary
is lobed, morulalike in horizontal section, and lies at the anterior
borders of the first testes, more of it on the right than on the left
side of the median line. The shell gland lies on the anterior border
of the ovary. Laurer's canal enters about on the median line dorsal
to the anterior border of the ovary. .T here is no seminal receptacle,
the early folds of the uterus acting in that capacity. The folds of
the uterus lie between the ovary and ventral sucker, passing on the
dorsal side of the ventral sucker to the genital pore. The vitellaria
fill the body behind the testes, and form broad lateral bands forward
to about the level of the posterior edge of the ventral sucker. The
main excretory vessel is single and on the median line. Ova rather

324_, , •&::\
1~'

,~/'f)

I

-numerou~; maximum 78 by 48µ. In balsam: 7.4 mm. long; 2.2 mm. ~ide;
width at acetabulum 1.9; length of prepharynx and eqophague eac
about o.4; oral ~ucker width 0.36; acetabulum width 0.32; pharynx
0.19 long and 0.22 wide; eggs 69 by 45 µ.
14 P ire of tePtes
In a !=1er1e ~ of ~agittal ~ect1ons there are
a
on one P id e and 15 on the other.
Host: equeteagua (Cyno~cion re5al1s)
Locality: Woods Hole, Mase
Reference: Linton,1940 p.162-163

PJeorchi.r american11s Luhe, 190()
SJnon 1 nu: Di11omMm pol_1orch11 Limon,
190 I nee Srossich, 1888: Di1toma mo/le
< Leidy,
1856 J Stiles & HassalL 1894:
Pleonhi1 m1J//tJ ( Leidy, 1856, Stiles, I 896:
P/e1Jrch,.r limrmi Yamaguti, 1938; PolJ Mthi1
mr,lh ( Lt-idy, 1856J Mom., 1896
Hr,'11: C1nrJidon arenarius: C. nebulo.r111
.~1lt : imescine
l.1,, 11bt1es: Alligacor Harbor: Dog Island
Red: St. Marks

AP/J1-/lcll££
r~/t'I

-- BAY_,

J1//l#HAf ,,;9/11.l)

G'P~r

Pr ,/t'1,&.x1C6

S#dA!T

{/91,5)

Pleorchis americanus Liihe, 1906
Synonyms: Distomum polyorchis Linton,
1901 nee Stossich, 1888
Distoma molle (Leidy, 1856)
Stiles and Hassal, 1894
Pleorchis m,nllis ( Leidy, 1856)
. Stiles, 1896
P. lintoni Yamaguti, 938
Polyorchis molle (Leidy, 1856)
Monticelli, 1896
Hosts: Cynoscion arenarius and C. nebulosus
Site: Intestine
)
Locality: Santa Rosa Sound/ ( fi,-soco/g

/kt

Flo~ida.

I

Pleorchiidae

Pleorchis arabicus ~ Al- Yaman,
Host:
Site:
Locality:
Holotype:

11HJcJ

#anhtiS,; lfi'/

Otolithes argenteus Cuvier and Valenciennes, ..!..
Intestine
IO
Qita Arifiyan

U.S.N.M. 75560

Description and measurements based on one mature speci~1en. B_ody bro~dly elongate,

5.847 mm long, l._~41 ml!!_ wide at level of ventral sucke~ut1cle spmose, spmes large and
conspicuous, extending to near posterior end of body. Eye-spot pigments present. Oral
sucker subterminal, 0.392 mm long, 0.460 mm wide; ventral sucker near junctioQ. of anterior
and midbody thirds, 0.277 mm in diameter; sucker ratio 1:0.65. Prepharynx 0.240 mm long;
pharynx globular, 0.275 mm in diameter, with inconspicuous muscle ring on its anterior
margin; oesophagus 0.097 mm long; caeca with anteriorly directed diverticula, each
approximately 0.535 mm long; posterior branches extending to near posterior end of body,
lateral branches not evident. Testes irregular in outline, in four longitudinal rows, two
ventral and two dorsal, each row with 11 testes or 44 total. Cirrus sac claviform, 0.792 mm
long by 0.200 mm wide at its base, to left of ventral sucker, extending approximately twothirds distance from acetabulum to ovary. Seminal vesicle internal, consisting of posterior
ovoid part and long tubular segment which seems to extend anteriorly within cirrus sac,
makes one loop and curves posteriorly to near base, then ascends anteriorly to join short
unspined cirrus; prostatic duct short, prostate cells inconspicuous. Ovary multilobed, 0.346
mm long, 0.723 mm wide; Mehlis' gland preovarian; seminal receptacle absent: uterus short
and chiefly preovarian, extending on both sides of cirrus sac and entering genital atrium
sinistral to midline. Vitellaria follicular, small follicles extending laterally from anterior level
of ventral sucker to posterior end of body, confluent posterior to testes. Genital pore
median, a short distance anterior to acetabulum. Eggs 66-76 by 26-35 µm. Excretory
bladder tubular, extending__!_o ovary~_pore terminal. _ __
Discussion

~i~~t sp_ecies are recognize~ in the genus P_leorchis: P. polyorchis (Stossich, I 898); P.
a~1~ 11 wnw ~uhe, 190?; ~- scta~nae Yam~gut1, 1938; _P. ca/iforniensis Manter and Van
C eave, I?51, P. magmpo, us Arai, 1962; P. ghanensis F1schthal and Thomas 1968· p k
xama_gut'., I9_70, and P. purie~si~· G~pta and Ahmed, I 976. P. puriensis lacks a'nteridr c~:ca~
i;verti~~la. Smee one of t~e d1stmct1ve characteristics of the genus Pleorc/Jis and the family
p eorc. nd~e ~oche, 1926, is the presence of two anterior caecal diverticula it is evident that
, . punens1s either d~es _not belong in the genus and the family, or thes~ taxa should be
;me_~_dfd ~o r~rect this dif~erence. The authors consider this characteristic of generic but not
ami ia sigrn icance: It_ is suggested. that a new genus, Parapleorchis, be erected to
accommodate P. pur1ens1s, a~d the family Pleorchiidae amended to reflect this characterifil_ic.
T~e sin_gle most if!1portant ~haracteristic that distinguishes P. arabicus from the other
spec~e~, with !he poss1 b!e except10n of P. magniporus, is the sinistral position of the cirrus sac.
~dd1t1onal d1fferenc~s include~ comb~nat~on of features: sucker ratio, number of testes, egg
si~e,. de~ree of ova!1an l?bat1on, spmat1on of the cuticle, absence oj pharyngeal ring,
d1stnbut1on of the v1tellana, and structure of the seminal vesicle
--

•

2 mm _ ___.

PLEORCHIS CALIFORNIENSIS, new species

fi1 ~ "' Vt?M ~

IrS'(
I

PLATE

13,

FIGURE

14

Description (based on two mature and five immature specimens. Measurements given are for the mature specimens).Length 4.901 to 6.435 mm.; width 1.495 to 2.058 mm.; a specimen
3.536 mm. long is immature. Oral sucker 0.365 to 0.400 mm. in
transverse diameter, somewhat wider than long; acetabulum circular, 0.292 mm. in diameter; sucker ratio 1 :0.73 to 0.8. Forebody
0.766 to 1.261 mm. or about one-fifth to one-sixth body length.
Anterior half of body with large conspicuous spines. A pair of
small, rather widely separated eye spots on the dorsal surface
at, or slightly posterior to, posterior edge of oral sucker. In the
holotype (largest) specimen, ·the eye spots show signs of being
lost and the one on the left has disappeared although very fine
black granules occur at its location. Prepharynx 0.043 to 0.243
mm. long, varying with contraction of the fore body; when extended it is almost as long as the pharynx; pharynx 0.215 by 0.241
mm. long by 0.219 to 0.234 mm. wide; esophagus a very short narrow tube only 0.021 to 0.029 mm. long; ceca with anteriorly directed arms 0.343 to 0.438 _mm. long (ace, pl. 13, fig. 14), and
with short lateral branches (ca) arising from outer (or lateral)
edges beginning shortly posterior to acetabulum; ceca ending near
posterior end of body. Testes in dorsoventral pairs arranged in
two longitudinal rows, usually 26 or 27 pairs in each row to total
104 to 108 testes; smallest number observed was 21 and 25 pairs or
92 testes. Testes wider than long, close together in the rows. Cirrus
sac thin walled, containing a large, ovoid seminal vesicle, more or
less clearly divided into a narrowing anterior portion curving
around the acetabulum and a saclike posterior portion (sv) ; extending well posterior to acetabulum to near the ovary; prostatic
cells few; cirrus tubular, unspined. Ovary lobed with short, thick
lobes all close together; slightly to right of midline; not far posterior to acetabulum. Mehlis' gland anterior to ovary, between
ovary and seminal vesicle; seminal receptacle lacking; uterus short,
preovarian; eggs few, rather thin shelled, variable in size ( owing
to abnormal shapes), normal eggs 59 to 67µ, by 40 to 45µ,. Genital
pore (gp) median, immediately preacetabular. Vitelline follicles
( v) close together, extending from slightly posterior to acetabulum
to posterior end of body, covering most of the ceca; confluent posterior to testes. Excretory pore terminal; excretory vesicle Ishaped extending to posterior end of ovary where it flares out
laterally to receive the collecting tubes.
Host.-Cynoscion nobilis (Ayres), white sea bass. {fto/,';.1,i;Ja
Location.-Intestine.
Types.-Holotype and paratype, U.S.N.M. Helm. Coll. No. 37148.
Discussion.-The genus Pleorchis contains three other species:
P; polyorchis (Stossich, 1892) Railiiet, 1896; americanus Liihe,
1906; and sciaenae Yamaguti, 1938. Manter ( 1949) has indicated
that P. mollis (Leidy, 1856) Stiles, 1896, almost certainly does not
belong in the genus. Pleorchis oligorchis Johnston, 1914, was
transferred to the genus Schistorchis by Yamaguti (1942). P. californiensis differs from all three species in possessing many more
testes ( almost twice as many as occur in any of the other species) .
It has a much shorter esophagus than does P. americanus. The
vitellaria do not reach to the acetabulum as they do in the other
thr~e species. The ovary is more deeply lobed than in P. sciaenae.
-
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le, pars _prosta t1 ca, (·1rrus, ana prn:-wtt·

The family Pleorchidae was named by Poche (1926) to include
Pleorchis Railliet and Schistorchis Liihe, 1906. Cable and Hunninen (1942) pointed qut that these two genera seemed unrelated
and that Pleorchis should be considered in the family Acanthocolpidae. Schistorchis, with its unspined body· and presence of a
seminal receptacle, seems more closely related to Decemtestis
Yamaguti, 1934. Since Pleorchis is the type genus of the Pleorchidae, its transfer to the family Acanthocolpidae forces the family Pleorchidae to become a synonym of Acanthcolpidae. Pleorchis,
at least superficially, suggests the subfamily Campulinae (family
Fasciolidae) . Similarities include such characters as large size,
body spines, H-shaped ceca, lack of seminal receptacle, I-shaped
excretory vesicle, preovarian uterus, and extensive vitellaria. The
testes are entirely different and the Campulinae are parasites of
marine mammals. Probably an important difference is the presence of very definite eyespots on Pleorchis, the cercariae of which
must therefore be oculate. Eyespots are lacking in all the known
life cycles of Fasciolidae. The H-shaped ceca may have developed
independently in Pleorchis and in Campulinae as well as in the
Accacoeliidae.

(Ft. 12-14).
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r: Sn,all intec;Lin<.".
Loe .\LI n: Terna, Chana.
Sru J\tF~'-: l 'S:'\ ~l Helm. Coll. '.\o. 6:31-91
1 holot> pl'.
C. 111cu·1og11atlws ); No. 63192
( p.1ralqws. C'. macrog11ath11s); :'\o. 6319:1
rp.ir tlqw,, P. ;11/wlini).
1)1 ,c..,0-..1.., ( based m1 18 specimens; eight
adult~ nwasured):
Body 4,660-5,247 b)
1,:3 \ll-1,.S:SO, fiat, e longate, sides nearly paraTT1•l, t,qwring sli!,thtlv preacetabularly tc.
ro1111ded a11tcrior extr<'mity, posterior cxtremit)
,non· or less trn11cate and slight!: emarginat~
,tl (''.cwton pore.·. Tegument spined except fo1
pre(IJal l11IH', spines 'ic-alelike ventrally an(
dtlrs,tlh, lung and pointed late rally and sub
l,t!c.-ralh . Clanc.l cells in preacetabular paren
1IAl3JT\

,

Seminal vesicle bipartite', relaliv<"h- thinposterior chamber 188-.386 b,· 12.5smallcr :-interior chamber ] 22-22-1 bv
115. Pars prostalica re lat ivelv thin -\\ •dl<·cl

l1•d,

p!,1\('~/1 K~fh~l~~cMtiRB

llo T'.:
r Hled.c, 1. l.1rgc-11w11ll1 weakfisl1 ( S<"iaenidac):
Po11u11lusys 11tl}('[i11i ( Cuvier ;1 nd \ 'ak-11<'ien -

le, pars prostat1ca, c·11Tus, a11a prosrait•

1

Familv Plt.• or,·hiiilae
Pleorchis· gh,mensis n. i:.p.

I-lined, 106-168 by 24-67. Ci;·rns mus~·ular'
ger than par prostatica. Proslate c('lls s11r~
'. 1J1ding anterior chamber of seminal vesic·le,
rs prostatica and part of cirrus. Ct•11ital
· 1um wi<lc, shallow. Cenital pore medi:t 11 ,
,mediately preacetabular.
Ovary 246-416 by :391-.525, deeplv n1ult1,hed, wider than long, median, lying 3:31-4.5~

,,sta~etabular, intercecal. may partly ovc>rlap
ntenormost testes.
O, id11c-L thick-wallt'd ,
scular, ,nising from o,·ary dorsum. La11rn's
u1al thick-walled, mus<.:ular, sinuous, opt·11i11g
n dorsal surface over ovary. Seminal re('l~p,\Cle lacking; uterus containing sperm. :\foldis·
•land poorly developed , lying anterodorsal [(I
,vary. Uterus may fill intercec-al spac·<· b, ween ~vary and a<.:etabulum, Ol'c:a.~ im,alh
•\. ~rlappmg both dorsally as \\'l'll as 1~ i11 g
mistral to acetabulum. Melrnterm short, com
11e11l'ing dorsal to acetabulum, sn,-rotmded I"
. l,tnd cells. ViteJline follicles small, 1111m('nH1.~.
xtending from posterior extremitv lo k"c I nt
·c·al bifurcation or slightly mcfr~ poskri<1rh .
tending to body margins, filling posttestJC dar space, may he c.:011flue11t ventral and
101:sal to entire testicular field or more pm, Pnor part of this region, frcq11f'11tly pr<'se11t
, a ladderlike arrangement of follicles w11tralh
md dorsally in testicular field as bridges o·I
ollicles extend from between testes · anchs
'i.Cretory bladcl<'r; riglit and left vitelJinc dtll'h
lllite postcroc.lorsal to ovar~ to form sm,dl
•itelline reservoir. Eggs thin-shelled, yell<)\\ ish ,

l

ch~-ma · Ey(''>pots, or rarely scattered pigmen
gra1111h•s 1mt posterior to oral sucker or 01
eacl1
of pharyn,. Forebody 878-1,23,d
long. J.11 dhocl~ 3,l-15-:3,995 long; preoral lob,
1:3-:32 long. Or,il sucker 2,58-314 by 276-354
trans, l'rse h
l longate,
subterminal veutrnl
Po!>tornl C'i;·c11lar muscle ring present. Acetab
ttl11111 224-298 b> 218-:310, round to slight]:
l011git11dinallr nr tra11sversely elongate, cente
al len·I o! anterior one-fifth to one-fourth o
ho<h le11gth . Sucker length ratio 1 : 0.83-1.02
Preph.ir~ nx ,,, ide. 155-:J-!6 long, mus<.:ulai
phai} 1,x large, mu,dl~ slightly wider than Jon~
l C>S-2.:50 b) I H."i-2:30, with ""ell-developed an<
c-m1spic-11011s anterior circular muscle ring, re
I
maindc>r weakly muscular or muscles c.legeu "1tl1 small opcrc-ttlum, ~:1 measming 52-GG In
T3--l 7 ! a, 1·rag111g (H b: :39 l.
Pl .ttc·d and replaced hy vesicular cells. srn
E,crt'tOI"\" bladder ] -shaped, <'longate. lubt1
rounded ll\· ~land c-l'lls; esophagus 110-16,
Jar. , ,tl'11<li111.., hetw<'<'n ro , ·s of tesks lo ovan
lone;. slighll) m11sc-11htr; c-ecal bifurcation 10:3
a p.1ir of collccling tulrnle~ e,tencl aJJterio,h
~)r<',tt·et.ihular; n ca extPncling to posterio
to approximate· l<', el of posterior margin of ora
l xtrem1l\, a ..,111glv p,tir ol lar-ge. elongat} sul'her, cxc-retory pore terminal.
s,t<Tttlar di\C'1til'11la extend to prepharyn
D1scess10": Our collectio11 consisls of ll
I<,, 1•1. 111;111y ,111.illcr di, ('I tic:ula prese11t on out
adult ;rnd Jive imnrnturc worms from C. mac
,ide~ nl ('<'c,1 f ro111 po~tacelabul.tr level to neu rog11otl111s. anrl one adult ,tncl one immatun
t< ·: ii l'11ds ceca a11cl clin·rt1t1il I co11spicuousl
worm from P. ;11bcli11i. The hocly spines apu ll li,,l(l.
p,•,u to he easily lost. The gbncl cells in the
J'P,lt·.., l l in 11111nbe1 in l; specimens an
prcacC"tabular parenchym,t were observed in a
-Hi i11 orw, I: i11~ 111 intt rc1Tal space on eac
few specimens only. Five species of Pleul'chi.\
----- --------Railliet, 1896, arc recognized: Type, P. poly1d1 nf excretory blacldn in two , c11tral ,111 d n1·c/ti,'i ( Slossich, 1888) Railliet, 1896 ( Adriatil
two ,1_1pe1ii:11poscd dnrsal longitudinal ro,, s. Sea); P. am<"rica11us Liihe. 1906 (l.:. S. Atlanextc11c.l111g from just postovarian to 820-Y611 tic): P. sciaenae Yamaguti, 1938 (East China
I rnrn posterior extremity 22 tesfo on righl SPa l; P. califomiensis !\tanter and \'an Cleave.
19_:51 (U.S. Pacific), P. mag11il'orus Arai, 1962.
,111d 22 on left in 12 i11divid11als, 20 ai1d :.?. l
( \le,ic:an Pacific). All are from sciaenid
111 four, 24 and 20 in one, and 22 a11d :24 j 11
teleosl fishes: an additio11al host for the last
oJJe; testes mvas11ri11g 132-220 by 140-2,5.J.
named species is a dasyatic.l sting-ray. The
11s11ally transversely elongate lmt m:1, lw
latter probably is an accidental host, havinp:
•>t111d to longitudi11ally elongate, smooth to
mgeslc d the teleost harboring the adult stage.
,lnrhtl~· lohed. Cirrns sac 563-766 ( l011g1t11diExamination of specimem of P. americmws
,,tl ""tent) by 1.'33-177, relati\ eh thick-\\'allecl.
(US;\'M Helm. Coll . l\o. 8400) and P. califorr,1\1111al extremity 242-416 postacetabuL1 1
1
11ic11sis ( l\"o. 38872) re,·cal the presence of a
1' 111g dorsal to dextrolateral part of acetahpostoral m1tsc>lc• ring, an inconspkuous circula1
11 I} i11g dorsal to uterus, separated from
muscle ring on the anterior e11d of the pharynx.
' by uterine coils, containing semi11al
•
.l..
,mcl an open ulum on the <·ggs; no mcntio11
,, as made of thc::.l' features for anv of the
species in the gen11-;, Our sp<'cil'S. appears
l lOs(•st to P. scirl('nar and P. magniporns.
P.

sciw11rw d,Hns

111

hm·i11g o n ) ~ anterior

~

part ,,l th e bud~ :-.pi11ecl. lacking a circular
m11:-l·k 1i11g 011 tliL' a11terinr part of the pharyn\.
tor if onL· i-; prl'SPnL it probably is i11con- '
spic11ous ). t lie esupkl!.!;m being pr,1dicall~
ah'>Pllt. th1• m'ary bl'il 1!!. slullowly lobed, the
, ·itv lli1w fo1licle, not lwi11g p.11 tly cn11fluent.
or tH•,nly SP. ,·<:1dr,il a11d dors;al to the tc.'stes.
,111d th<· cgl.!;s hPi11~ lm1ger ( <i9-72). P. mag11ipor11~ dilit'r-; fmm om sprcies in lacking a
cir('1ilar nm..;c:]c ri11e; ou thC' anterior p.trt ol
tl1C' pharynx ( or ,f one is prc.:se11L it prohahl~
i-; incou-.;pit•u1)11s,. the ovar~ being rm<'tte-.h:1p1·<.L the vit ·lli11e follH'l<'S 1•xtending anterinrh· only to tlie leYel ot th<' posterior margi11
ol tlH · acetahulum. ,111d 11ol being confluent.
01 neurh- so. i11 tlw tcstin1l.ir region, and i11
tlH· t'!,!\!S a\'Cr,1 ~i11l!, 1011!.!/'r (75 \.

Pleorchis l\hanensis F1scuTHAL and TeoMAS, 1968.
HosT : • Umbrina ronchus

VALENCIENNES (Sciaenidae).
Small intestine.
LocALITY : Goree, Senegal.
DATE : 18 January 1954.
SPECIMENS DEPOSITED : USNM Helm. Coll. No. 71900.

SITE :

This specie~ was described from Cynoscion macr<>
gnathus (BLEEKER) (Sciae.nidae) and Pomadasys jubelini (CuvrnR
and VALENCIENNEs) (Pomadn~yidae) from Ghana. Our collection
consi~ts of 14 adult and one immature worms ; they range both
smaller and larger (3,950- 7,435) than the Ghana specimens.
F4.,... F/st&,/.. flto-1 J,, r1ioMCIJ- s/ 1, rZ..
D1scuss10N :

----------

--

-

Pleorchiidae
Shen., l'}i3

Pieorchis hainanensis ~ - (Fig. 1)
Type spec:ei

Holotype: 548-1-1.

Host
Argyrosomus aneus (Bloch)
Location
intestine
Date
May, 24, 1964
Locality
Baimajing, Hainan Island, Gua11gdong· Province
Infection
1 specimen from 10 hosts

Description
Body oblong, 6.379 long, 1.069 wide, covered with minute spines. Oral sucker terminal, 0.351 in diameter; acetabulum smaller than oral sucker, 0.217
in diameter, situated just behind middle of anterior third of body.
Prepharynx 0.367 X 0.084; pharynx developed, 0.184 X 0.200; esophagus short 0.217
X 0.102, ceca with a pair of anterior diverticles and several outer diverticles.
Testes arranged in 4 ( 2 dorsal and 2 ventral•) longitudinal rows in intercecal field,
42-44 in number. Seminal vesicle 0.618 X 0.084, situated behind acetabulum. Cirrus pouch
ellipse, 0.251 X0.117, lies at the left of acetabulum. Genital pore immediately anterior to
acetabulum.
Ovary divided into rounded lobes, 0.367 X 0.468, pretesticular vitelline foHicles extending from level of pharynx to posterior end of body. Uterus between ovary and acetabulum. Eggs 60-69 X 30-36.
Discussion
This species resembles closely to P. ghanensis Fischthal et Thu
mas, 1968 and P. magmiporur Arai, 1963 but differs in the acetabulum standing far from
the intestinal ceca; the esophagus being longer, the vitellaria extending from level of pharynx, the eggs being small, and in coming from different hosts.

Pleorch1R 11nton1 Yamaguti,1938:57
Yamaguti gave th1~ name for the DiPtomum polyorchis (StoAs.
of Linton,1901.
Yamagut1 wae evidently unaware of the fact
that luhe (1906) had already named this Rpecles Pleorchle
americanus.
Therefore, f.!..!.!.nton1 is a 1=1ynonym of P.americanus.

26. Pleofl'his rrwgn 1porus

11.

$p.

/>, rtt)1 lq6 ~

Ho:-prdadore~: Cnwscion parvipinnis i\yres y l' rohat is maculatus Carman ( ho~pedador ti pico).
LoC'alizacion: intt>sti no .
Distribucion geografica : Bahia Magdalt>na, Baja Cali forn ia, Mexico (localidad ti pica) .

• I

Holotipo: Colecci6n Helmmtol6gica, Museo Nacional, Estadoe

Unidos.
Paratipos:· Colecci6n Helmintologica, Museo Nacional, Estados

Unidos, y Colecci6n Helmintol6gica, Departamento de Zoologia

de la Universidad de California en Los Angeles, California.
Descripci6n hasada en diez y nueve ejemplares. Cuerpo alar•
gado, 2.92-6.07 (5.195) de largo, por 0.990-2.10 (1.75) de ancho,

con eepinas gruesas anteriormente y pocas espinas posteriormente.
Vmtoaa oral casi terminal, mas o menos esferica, de 0.165-0.329
(o.329) de largo por 0.197-0.359 (0.359) de ancho. La prefaringe
~ variable en longitud. La faringe muy musculosa, de 0.1500.216 (0.216) de largo, por 0.014-0.212 (0.212) de ancho. El
_ , . . , muy corto. Los ciegos intestinales poco angostos, se extienden a la parte posterior del cuerpo, con las ramas cecales prominenta ( algunas ramas con ramificaciones secundarias) comenzando a
.... del acetabulo.
La ventosa ventral esti situada en la parte anterior del cuerpo,
redondeada en secci6n 6ptica, de 0.179-0.306 (0.306) de diametro.
La proporci6n de las ventosas en el holotipo es casi igual. El poro
genital grande, preacetabular y medio. La bolsa del cirro, curva,
contiene a la vesicula seminal, a la pr6stata y al cirro, mide aproximadamente 0.752 de largo (en el holotipo), se extiende anterior al
ovario. Los testiculos numerosos, estan dispuestos en cuatro lineaa,
dos lineas sobrepuestas a las otras en orientaci6n ventral y donal;
generalmente, cada testiculo es lobulado y variable en forma y ta•
mafio, casi cuadrados en contorno general. Ovario muy lobulado,
en forma de una rosa, de posici6n casi media y pretesticular, mide
de 0.244-0.423 (0.376) en su eje mayor. Las vitel6genas se extienden desde el horde posterior de la ventosa ventral hasta el limite ·
posterior del cuerpo, llenando el espacio lateral a los testiculoa y
al ovario; los foliculos son de dos tamafios (los foliculos mayonl
son poco abundantes y dos veces mas grandes que los pequrnoa).
El utero esta limitado al espacio intercecal inmediatamente anteriar
al ovario, y contiene pocos huevos; los huevos elipsoides, con cu-,
cara delgada miden de 0.063-0.077 (0.075) de largo por 0.0330.046 (0.041) de ancho. La vesicula excretora tubular se extiende
anteriormente y adelante de la linea media a nivel del ovario.
D1scus16N. El genero Pleorchis agrupa a otras cuatro especiee:
P. polyorchis (Stossich, 1892); P. americanus Liihe, 1906; P. californiensis Manter y Van Cleave, 1951; y P. sciaenae Y amaguti,
1938. Pleorchis rruzgniporus se diferencia de las primeras tree et-

pecies por el numero de los testiculos. En esas la cantidad de teeticulos es de 24, 60 y 104-108 respectivamente; nuestra especie tiene 44 testiculos. P. sciaenae tiene 44-48; pero se distingue de nu~
tra especie, porque esta tiene el es6fago mas corto, un ovario con
lobulaciones mas profundas, porque la forma y lobulaci6n de lot
testiculos es diferente, los ciegos intestinales son mas angostos y
con ramas cecales secundarias y porque la bolsa del cirro es mu
grande. El hallazgo de esta especie en Urobatis represento la primera observaci6n de una especie del genero Pleorchis en un pez que
no pertenece a la familia Scianidae.
El nombre de este trematodo se debe al gran tamaiio del poro
~ital.
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Pleorchiidae

Sne~,

1~~3

Pleorchirs nibeae ~p. uov. (Fig. 2)
Type species
Ho!o ype: 908-6-6; para type: 908-6-1. 908-6-2 . 908-6-3, 908-6-4, 908-6-5.
Hoat
Nib ea albilora (Richardson)
Location
in :estinum caeeum
Date
June, 29, 1978

Loca1ity
Infection

Qinhuangdao, Hebei Province
12 specimens from 1 host

Description
Body linguiform, overed with spines, 4.629-8.828 long, 0.986
-1.751 wide. Oral sucker terminal, globe-shaped, 0.323-0.510 X 0.408-0.561, acetabulum small 0.272-0.340 in diameter.
Prepharynx long 0.289-0.595 X 0.102-0 .136 pharynx 0.221-0.340 X 0.221-0.425,
esophagus short, 0.085-0.136 X 0.085-0.136, ceca with anterior and outer diverticles.
Testes oval, 29-40 in number ( 22-23 dorsally, 7-17 ventrally), occupying most
of interceca} field of hindbody, Seminal vesicle ellipsoid, 0.102-0.221 X 0.068-0.136,
cirrus pouch claviform 0.374-0.935 X 0.136-0 .340 , lies at the left of acetabulum. Genital pore in fornt of acetabulum.
Ovary multilobed, 0.221-0.442 X 0.476-0.680, anterior testes no receptaculum,, vitelline fol'!icles extending from level of acetahulum posteriorly hindbody. Uterus winding
between ovary and acetabulum. Eggs 57-63 X 36-48.
Discussion
In this genus only. the present new species and P. ployorchis ( Stossich, 1888) Railliet, 1896 are with the testes number less than 40, but this species may
be distinguished by the size of body, the number of testes and the different host it comes.

Fleorchi1dae
.12.

Plcurd11\ sriru:,wc

11 •

sp.yamagut1, 1938

Four gravid specinwns were found in the small intestinc> of Sciacna albijlora
(Richarcf<;on1 from the East China Sea, May 2, 1935. They were all ftxcc.l in alcohol,
and Olll' was cut into serial sections.while the others were stained with hematoxyl in·
eosin and mounted in balsam.
Rody flat, rod-shaped, 2.7 3.1 mm long by 0.75 0.85 mm broad at about middle,
bluntly pointed in front but rounded behind and sli•~htly c marginate at excretory
pore; it may be somewhat con<;tricted at or behind the phary ng<•al level. Cuticle
beset with very minute spines in anterior part of body. Oral sucker subtcrminal,
0.17-0.188 mm long by 0.21 0.25 mm broad. Prepharynx wide, o.on; 0.13 mm Ion~.

U

V

0 ..5mm

Pleorclzis sciaenae; ventral
·1iew.

On each side of the latter is a very co n
spicuous eye-spot and a cephalic g-anglinll
united with its fell f) \\' b y a dnr,._ a] trarh,·1, .. ,
commissure.
l he pos terior p,u t ot Ll w
prepharynx is widenf'd in the form of tt
funnel, into which projects the mu sctt l,d·
pharynx measurin.~ 0.1:i 0.175 0. 15 0.Hi mm .
and i<; surrounded on t~ither side by i. ,··gc·
gland-like cells.
Esuphagu-; practically absent. The elongate saccular anlertor cec:11
diverticula extend a" far as t lw ;111 1,
,d
of the pharynx or a littll' further fot \\ ;i ; cl.
while the posterior with numerous outpocketings on the outer side reach to the extreme
posterior end of the bo(ly.
Acetabulum
0.185 -0.21 mm in diameter, in second -..;xth
of body.
Testes subglohular, 44 •18 in number,
situated in intercecal fit•ld in four loni_:1t :
dinal rows, _two dorsal and two ventr~tl, t: '\
tending from imm<'diatcly behind L!Je ovary
to a point 0.25 0.4 mm away from thl' posterior extremity. Cirrus pouch curved. dubshapcd, 0.4-0.55 mm long by 0.1 0.12 mm
broad, extending over acetabulum to nP:tr
ovary, from which it is separated Iv
uterus. Vesicula seminali<; inte-rn;1
constricted into two portions, of 1,
1c
distal gradually narrows ant<-ri,,rl;, .ind L'.untinues into a shnrr well differentiated p , · prostatica. Prostatic cell<; numc·rnus.
nital atrium relatin·h, \\ 1tlv ,,,.di;
rounded by subcuticular cells , ,p<
mediately in front of acetab11lum
Ovary multilobed, Vl'lltral. '·
tl.25 ,
0.25-0.4 mm, at antenor part of middle third
of body, partly ovcrlappilL! anterio. most
testes. The germiduct ari<;i:1.., from 1110 dorsal side of the ovary ~oon gives off the
Laurer's canal opening dorsally and then
joins the short duct from tilt' vitd 1, w r,•,t•rvoir, which is subglobul;,r, 'il
1q ,

and lies slightly to the left of the median line dorsal to the ovary. No receptaculum seminis. Shell gland dorsal to ovary.
When fully developed, the uterine
coils occupy almost the whole intercecal tield between the acetabulum and the
transverse vitelline ducts passing dorsal to the ovary just in front of the anteriormost testes. Metraterm sinuous, wcll differentiated, surrounded by numerous
accompanying cells, dorsal to acetabulum, openin" into gc•nital atrium along with
cirrus. Eggs ellipsoidal, thin-shelled, l'ontaining ~l•gmrntl·d ovum, 69 -72 p. long by
33 µ broad in life.
Vitelline follicJt,c; small, surrounding ceca on all sides, beginning at level of genital pore in the type but further in front in the paratypes.
Excretory vesicle tubular. extending forward in n•nter of four rows of
testes as far as ovary.
•
This species differs from P. polyor.-/tis (Sto,;;-;ich, 18891 in body size, the position of the acetabulum, the number of testes, etc. Stiles ~ays in his foot-note at
page 740, "According to Stossich's figure. which has been copied by Braun, and
which we reproduce on Plate HI. there arl' twelvt· te<;til lf' pre">ent; according to
his text, on the other hand, there are tw.:mty-four testicles present." Further it
is to be noted that Distomum polyorchis Stoss. of Linton, 1001, differs markedly
from Stossich's species in the number of testes and the posse!)sion of a fairly long
esophagus and of numerous short cecal branches.
I venture, therefore, to look
upon Linton's species as di.stinct and to propose for it the name Pleorchis lintoni.
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HABITAT: Stomach, pyloric ceca and intestine of
Aprion virescens (local name "uku"}; Hawaii.

HOLOTYPE : U. S. Nat. Mus. Helm. Coll., No. 63577 .
DESCRIPTION (based on 30 whole mounts}: Body
2. 0-5 .2 mm long, 0.6-1.6 mm wide in midregion, apparently aspinose, spatulate, more pointed anteriorly
than posteriorly, often notched at terminal excretory
pore. One pair of eyespots at level of prepharynx or
pharynx . Oral sucker terminal, bowl-shaped, muscular,
0. 13-0.23 X 0.15-0.25 mm. Prepharynx wide, 30-130 µ
long. Pharynx barrel-shaped, 80-180 X 90-150µ.Esophagus 0.03-0.2 mm long, bifurcating some distance anterior
to acetabulum. Ceca with a pair of anterolaterally directed
div.:rticles anteriorly anc! numerous outer diverticles
elsewhere, ending blindly one on each side of excretory
vesicle at posterior extremity. Acetabulum 0.14--0. 25 mm
in diameter, situated just behind middle of anterior third
of body.
Testes transversely elongated quadrangular, with
uneven surface, arranged in four (two dorsal and two
ventral) longitudinal rows in intercecal field, 54 in the
type (20 dorsally and 34 ventrally}, occupying greater
part of posterior two-thirds of body. Cirrus pouch
claviform , membranous, 0.35-0.8 X 0.09-0.24 mm, extending from genital pore around right margin of
acetabulum to ovary. Seminal vesicle bipartite; posterior
part elongate oval, 0.03-0.37 X 0.025-0.23 mm, obliquely
postacetabular; anterior part 0.03-0.2 X 0.025-0.2 mm,
separated from posterior part by a slight constriction;
pars prostatica, prostatic cells, and cirrus lined with
rosethorn-shaped spines well developed. Genital pore
immediately or slightly anterior to acetabulum.
Ovary divided into numerous rounded lobes, rather
rosette-shaped , measuring 0.14-0.6 X 0.2-0.6 mm as a
whole, a little to right of median line between cirrus
pouch and anterior testes. Germiduct arising dorsally
from central lobe of ovary, running obliquely backward,
giving off Laurer's canal a little before joining vitelline
reservoir. Laurer's canal turning back on itself and
opening dorsally posterosinistral to central lobe of ovary.
No seminal receptacle, but receptaculum seminis uterinum
present. Uterus first winding forward dorsal to right
portion of ovary, crossing seminal vesicle ventrally, then
descending along sinistroventral side of posterior portion
of seminal vesicle as far backward as sinistroposterior
end of ovary, where it turns forward and ascends al'ong

cornutus (type host), Z. canescens, and Amanses sandwichiensis; Hawaii.
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Bod_ elongate o,· red with pines. Eye-spot pigments present. Oral sucker subterminaL
folio\\ d b_ prepharynx: pharynx with well-developed anterior circular muscle ring;
oe ophagu hort: int stinal caeca simple. without anterior diverticula. extending to
po tcrior end of body. Acetabulum in anterior third of body. Testes numerous in four
longitudinal rows. two ventral and two dorsal. No external seminal vesicle. Cirrus pouch
partly po krior to acetabulum. enclosing bipartite seminal vesicle and prostatic complex.
Genital pore median. immediately preacetabular. Ovary lobed .. ventraL immediately
pret ticular. eminal receptacle absent. Uterus preovarian. Vitellaria follicular extending
from po terior end of body laterally to pharyngeal level and confluent at intercaecal
junction. E ·cretory ve icle tubular. Parasites of marine fish. Type and only species: P.
puriensi. (Gupta & Ahmad. 1967) n. come.. r-1- Yom~ni &encl /4 '7h 1 s,, /?4'/

Hemiuroidea
PROSOGONOTREMATIDAE Vigueras,1940
Distomata Zeder# 1800. Anter i or end of body with
two semicircular lips,ventral sucker considerably larger
than the oral sucker, pharynx without pr epharynx, sex
organs exclusively preacetabular in position, two testes
small, preuterine, lntercecal, near the anterior end of
body, ovary lateral posttesticular,ceca large, extending
to posterior end of body, uyerus exclusively preacetabular,
posttesticular, intercecal, forming transverse coiles,
caudal appendix invaginable, rudimentray.
Type genus : Prosogonotrema Vigueras,1940

Reference: Mem.Soc.Cubana Hist.Nat.,14 (3):249-252

PR0SOG0!\OTNBI.\Tll>.\E,

l'frn \"igueras, 1940

Family diagnosis. -- Jfobu~t distornes . .-\rt•tahulum very large, wide
apart from oral su~kn. Pharnn-: pn·se-nt. Cc•ca long. All genitalia in
forebo<lv. Tt>stes doublt', in fror.t of m:un bulk of uterus. \'esicula
seminalis anti prostat1t: compl1·x well dt•wl"ped. Genital cont~ large,
containing t<>nninal <lucts of both ..;(•xt• .... , <'nrlo::-ed in gc-nital atrium.
Geni_tal ~m· \·~ntral. near .inknor t'~ tn·mit~·- Ovary post testicular.
l"tt:rus wmding for mnst part b, twc·<·11 at'd,1hulum and testf.'s. \"itellaria
tubular, n·ry le.mg .rnd ,knd1 ·r main]~- later.ti to ce, d.. Ex~n·torv ;·stem
Y-shaped, with arms llllitf•d ,llltc>rior)y_ Para--ites of marine fishes.
Including_ only one genus, J>r,,,:;o~nnotrema Pt•rn \"igueras, rnw.
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BH~LERAOIIDAE Srivastava,1948
Insufficiently de5cribed to recognize as a family

HH.\LI-. HAOIJP.\L

~rJ\·,1:,;t,1 \ ,l, J!J48

1)

Familv dial,!'.nosi,.
Dig-C'nca: .\lt·dium-. ilt'U, muscular dis tomes with
,mooth cutidt> and wt'll dt-nl,,ped ..,uck,·r'-. . \,·etabulum larger than oral
-uckn. post.t-qn,ttori.d. Or.d ,1wk,·r) l'h<1ry11x prominent, prepharynx and
l'50phagus incon..;pic11011s. ceCil opt'ning into 1·xrrl'tory \·esiclf' at posterior
,Jnd of body ..\II gonad, in pr,•.iretahul.ar part of bod~•. TPstrs two, symmetrical. Cirrus pot1ch? Gt•nital porr at hase of pharynx. Ovary to
"nt· side 11( mrdi.rn line 1mmedi.1td\· in front of acetabulum. \'it(•llaria
tubular, long, irrt'gularJ~· coil<·d, extending from a little behind genital
port• to anterior IP\'t•i of acc(•tabulum . t·teru~ wdl devdop<'d, prt·acetabu-lar; eggs 11umt·rutb, smctll. Exi rd, ,ry n~~idt'? Excretory pure subtermmal.
Parasitic m ~ut of marin<' fi,ht''-·
·
Type genus: Uh,,/erao,·u ~n V,bta\'a, JH4~. 2 )
Bh,l!a,1oia Sri,·asta\'a, J!f4S
Gt.·n,·ric diaKnosis. -

Hhaleraoiidac-: With chara.cters of tht• familv.

Furtht.·r characters unknown.

--

Gen?typt>: B. p.-scicvl" ~ri,·a:-.tarn, lH4~. in a marine- fo,h; Karachi.

- . -- 1

-- ~
1

and ) Tlus fam1h· ..'.nd g-1•nth .1r 1 • ,11h 1u,/z., p• nd111i.: lurthf'r detail<'d de. cnption and illustration, <.'SJlPt.i,llly 1111 th,. t,·rm111,d g,:111talt.1,
)

--------
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Prosogonotrematidae Perez Vigueras, 1940, emended.
Family diagnosis.

Oigenea van Beneden, 1858. Body robust. Acetabulum
very large. wide apart from oral sucker. Pharynx present. Ceca long. All genitalia in forebody. Testes two, in front of main bulk of uterus. Vesicula 1eminali1
and prostatic complex well deve{oped. Genital cone containing terminal ducts of
both sexes, enclosed in genital atrium. Genital pore ventral, near anterior
extremity. Ovary posttesticular, uterus windin~ for the most part between acetabulum and testes. Vitellaria tubular, very long and slender. mainly lateral to
ceca. Excretory system Y-i<hap«"d, with the arms united anteriorly. Parasites of
marine fishes.
Type genu,. Prosof(OttO/rema Perf'Z ViR'Uf'f88, 1940.

l'rosogrmn/rema l'r: r , \ 1.rurr •• 1940, emended.

-

Generic diug,,osis.

I roaogonotrr nMt1dae l'erez Viirueras, 1940, with emen-

Paraaitic Wann. mainly froa C.lehN,
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ded character• (v.1.). Body large, 1ubc1liadrical to fueilann. C4tftfed with thicls.
•mooth cuticle. Oral aucker aubtermiml, 9111111CM1ted l,y two-lobed • eimpl•
preoral lobe and directly followed by pharyns. E.oph..- .ery ehort ; cer.a
-winding, ieaching to po>terior eztremity. Aeetabuhun much Jarpr than oral
•ucker, nearer to poaterior estremity than to anterior extremity. Teetee jata•
poeed, intercecal. Veaicula aeminalie tubular, windin1, chiefly in front of teetee.
Para proatatica winding, aurrounded throuahout by denae layer of proetate cella.
Ductua ejaculatoriua convoluted, embedded in ..iecular ti__. at baae of aenital
cone, ita terminal portion nannin1 tN0111h aenitaJ cone, at the tip of which it
open• into the genital atrium. Genital pen poeteri• CII' ••lnl to phar,nL
0..ry anterolateral to acetabulwn (may be median in immature namplee). Shell
•land poeterior or poeterolateral to war}', Recaptaoalwa Nminia and Laur•"•
-canal abeent ()). Vitelline sland mainly eatracecaJ, partl1 ialNclins llate inter•
eecal field; no definite •itelline reeenoir. Uten. coiled 1rma......t, between
leete• and acetabulum. may or ... ,. not pue betweea two teetiee ; melratam nmnin1 throagh senital cone and openiq at ite tip. Fae .......__, rather emall.
Genotype. PrOSOIJOIIOt,.,,,a 6IIM1111tt,111 Pe,-a Viaueru. 1940.
Other epeciea. P. c/11,-. a. ap.

Prosorronotrematida

Prosogon1 ,trcm,i

l't.Tt-'7

\"1g111 ·ra~. 194-0

Generic d1agnos1s. - Pn,-.,,g-11nqtrcmat1ria<': Bod~· large, ~ubcylin<lricaJ
tofu. iform, rnYered with thick sm,,,,th rutwlc· . Oral sucker subtc·rminal,
surmounted by two-lol)('d 1,r '-1mplt- pn·nr,1I Johe . direct)~· foUowt'd by
pharynx. E-.ophagus \"<.' ry -!--h,,rt. n ·1 .1 windm_g. reachin~ to posterior
f>Xtren1itv .. \cetabulum mud1 l.u1-;f•r th.,n Pr.ti ,w ker. nearer to posh:rior
extremit~· than to anrerior <·xtn·m1t _,·. J c~tl'. juxtaposed, intercecal.
Yt>~icula seminalis tuhular, w111d!llg, < h1t~fh· in front of tesk~ . Par-.
prostatica winding, surroun<lc·d throughout hv dense layer of prustate
cells. Ductus ejaculatorius cc,rn·ulutc~d. eml>t'ddt·d in mu:,eular tissue at
base of genital cone : it... tnnun<tl por.tio11 ru11ni11g through genital cone,
at the tip of which it opt>ns into the g1•111tal atrium . (;enital pore posterior
or n-ntral to pharynx. Ovary anternlat, ·r,tl to act>tahulum (may be median
in immature specimen!->). Ut-ct>ptarulum '-<'lllll.lb and Laurer's canal
absent(?). \'itelline ~land m.unly t•xt r<.1cet:al. part I~- mtt-rcecal. l'terus
coilt>d transvt."rsely bt:twet>n t<'ste~ and act't.1hul11rn . Metralt'rm running
through genital cun<' and Op<'ning at 11' tip. Egg~ 11urnerou., rather small.
Parasitic in stomach of marine fishe~ .
Genotype: P. hi/ahi'alum J>frn \'igunc1s. HMO
Ocyurus ch,ysurus; Cuba.
Other species: P. clupcae Yama#(uti,
clupeo,:des; Celebes. ·
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THE OCCURRENCE OF AN ACCESSORY EXCRETORY VESICLE
IN PROSOGONOTREMA PEREZ VIGUERAS, 1940 (TREMATODA:
HEMJUROIDEA) 1
University of Nebr.;tska, Lincoln, Nebraska, USA
B cTaTI:,e p;aHo nepeonncamrn TpeMaTO)];hl Prosogonotrema bilabiatum Perez Vigueras,
1940, napaanTa meJiyp;Ka MopcKnx phl6, paao6paHhl cJiyqan Haxomp;emrn: p;o6aB01IHoro Bhlp;eJIHTeJibHoro IIY3hlpH y pHp;a BH)];OB Prosogonotrema H IIOKa33.HO ero rHCTOJIOrH1IeCROe CTpoemi:e, OJIH3ROe R TaROBOMY CTBHOR RHmeqmrna. ABTOp paa6npaeT IIOJIOiReHHe pop;a Prosogonotrema B CHCTeMe.

Eight mature specimens of a digenetic trematode collected from fishes
at Heron Island, Queensland, Australia, were identified as Prosogonotrema
bilabiatum Perez Vigueras, 1940. Study of this material showed the need
for a redescription of this species. A peculiar dorsal sac opening through
the excretory pore has been confused with the excretory vesicle.
Four species have been named in the genus Prosogonotrema. All of them
are large, muscular worms living in the stomach of marine fishe~. Usually
only one or two specimens are reported from a host. Specimens of three of the
four species were available for comparative $tudy. The other species, P. clupeae Yamaguti, 1952, from the Celebes, is probably a synonym of P. bilabiatum.
Prosogonotrema bilabiatum Perez Vigueras, 1940 (fig. 1-5)

H o st s: Lutjanus amabilis (DeVis); Lutjanidae; crim~on hussar; yellowbanded hussar, Platax pinnatus (Linn.); Chaetodonidae; ba.tfish. L o c al it y: Heron Island, Queensland, Australia. Lo cat i on: stomach.
N u m b er: 8 specimens in 1 of 2 Lutjanus, 1 specimen in 1 Platax (collected by Peter Young).
D e s c r i p t i o n (based on 8 mature specimens; measurements in mm
on 5). Length 4.275 to 6.878; width 2.090 to 2.565. Acetabulum posterior
to midbody; forebody 1.634 to 3.154. Body thick, muscular, with thick
cuticula. Oral sucker 0.49·4 to 0.589, acetabulum 1.273 to 1. 786 in diameter;
sucker ratio 1 : 2.5 to 3. Preoral lobe well developed, more or less bilobed
or not. Pharynx usually wider than long; 0.234 to 0.268 long by 0.234
to 0.308 wide; esophagus lacking; ceca somewhat distant from sides of bods,
slightly undulating in forebody, more undulating in hindbody, with cellular
and often corrugated wall, usually with dark brown content, ending blindly
near posterior end of body.
Testes side by side in middle of forebody; smooth to slightly indented•
separated by short space. Seminal vesicle tubular, coiled, partly intertesti~
1 Studies from the Department of Zoology, University of Nebraska, No 391. Research
supported by National Science Foundation Grant No GB 468.
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cular, partly pretesticular. Pars prostatica tubular, coiled, with conspicuous
prostatic cells, anterior to seminal vesicle, about same length as seminal
vesicle, entering base of genital cone. Genital cone tapered, 0.335 to 0.502
long, muscular, lying in genital atrium, penetrated by male and female
ducts; hermaphroditic duct rather short (fig. 3). Genital atrium long,
thin-walled. Genital pore ventral, close to mouth, inconspicuous, often
invisible from ventral surface being covered by fold of body wall at ventral
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edgeOvary
of mouth
(fig.immediately
3).
ovoid,
anterior to acetabulum or overlapping acetabulum dorsally to left or to right of midline. Mehlis' gland to one side
or the other of ovary or directly posterior to ovary. Vitelline tubes long,
slender, coiled, extending anterolaterally from region of Mehlis' gland,
between ovary and testes or rarely slightly anterior to testes, partly lateral
to ceca. Tubes probably ari'Sing as 4 on one side, 3 on the other, but some
branching may occur, at least on one side, to result in 8 to 9 ends. Ute,rus
preacetabular, preovarian with narrow coils, passing between testes, mostly
interceca.l or slightly lateral to ceca, entering base of genital cone. Eggs
thin-shelled, often abnormal. Normal, uncollapsed eggs 24 to 27 by 13
to 16
me.
Excretory
pore terminal. Excretory vesicle Y-shaped; stem 1divided
into two parts: a posterior saccnlar or broadly tubular part (ex ) with
small outpacketings, separated by a membranous partition irom a similar
anterior part (ex,) forking near middle of hindbody. Entire excretory vesicle
lined with thin membrane to 'which adhere small granules. Excretory arms
lateral to ceca, with bulbous swellings, extending along each side of oral
sucker than bending backward to unite dorsal to pharynx.
Accessory excretory vesicle a wide, conspicuous, glandular tube, tapering
at anterior end, near posterior edge of acetabulum, dorsal to excretory vesicle (fig. 4), opening with excretory vesicle into terminal depression of posterior end of body; function unknown. Wall of vesicle lined with columnar
epithelium, often with folds and outpocketings; a more or less distinct pair
of slender, lateral folds at its posterior tip near junction with excretory pore;
these folds extending to or overlapping tips of ceca.
DISCUSSION

The genus Prosogonotrema was named, with P. bilabiatum as type species,
by Pt\rez Vigueras (1940) from Ocyurus chrysurUS (Bloch) in Cuba. It has
been reported from that host in the Caribbean by Sogandares-Bernal (1959)
and by Nahhas & Cable (1964). Pt\rez Vigueras named for it the family
Pr'osogonotrematidae. Yamaguti (1952) added .the species P. clupae from the
Celebes, and corrected a number of errors in the original description. Yamaguti retained the. family Prosogonotrematidae. Two other species have
been named in the genus: P. carangi Velasquez (1961) from the Philippines,
and P. subequilatum Pritchard, 1963, from Hawaii. In all cases, either one
or only two or three specimens were collected.
Holotypes of P. carani(i and P. subequilatum were kindly loaned by the
Beltsville P arasitological Laboratory, Beltsville, Maryland. The single
specimen of P. bilabiatum collected by Nahhas&. Cable (1964) was loaned
to me by Dr. Raymond M. Cable.
The single known sp~cimen of P. carangi is clearly macerated and much
flattened. The hindbody shows no trace of organs other than intestinal ceca.
The arms of the excretory vesicle are described as uniting posterior to the
pharynx and median to the ceca in the forebody bnt the condition of the tissues was sue~ that these arms and the intestinal ceca may have been confused.
New collection, of better-preserved specimens of this species is needed. Pro174
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Fig. 1-5.
Fig. 1-4 - . Proaogonotrema bilabiatum from Lut;antu amabilia:, l - v~ntral view; I - lateral view
of anterior end, showing genital pore (only anterior end or excretoty arm ls shown); a - sagtttal section
of anterior end; 4, - . lateral view or posterior end, showing accessory expretory vesicle. Intestinal ceca
omitted. Fig. 5 - P, aub,qu.ilatum. Ventral view or posterior end.
Abbrev 1 at lo n s: ac - acetabulum; t.iC17 -accessory excretory vesicle; ce - Intestinal
cecum; ,x1 - posterior portion or stem or ;excretory vesicle; n:1 - anterior portion or stem or excretory
vealclei· ,= - aim of excretory vesicle; ,. c - genital cone; I• p - genital pore; p. p - para prosut ca; ,. "' - semlnaI vesicle; ut - uwrua; 1't - vltellarla. The proJeoted aoaJe ii In mm.
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sogonotrema carangi is -so much larger in size _(14 by 6 mm)_ than ~ny other
species in the genus that it is accepted tentatively as a vahd species.
Prosogonotrema subequilatum Pritchard, 1963 does possess the dorsal
accessory vesicle (fig. 5). It was easily co~fus~d with the ex~retory .vesicle
because the anterior portion of the latter 1s thm-walled and mconsp1cuous.
The posterior portion of the excretory vesicle (ex 1 ) is swollen and separated
by a -p artition from the sinuous ex 2 in~o which the excretory arms. ope_n near
the . edge of the acetabulum. The anterior part of the accessory vesicle 1s flattened against the acetabulum; its posterior extent was not vi~ible beyond
the anterior part of the excretory vesicle. This species is considered valid
because of its different sucker ratio and more posterior geni.tal pore (opposite
the pharynx).
~
Dr. Cable's specimen of P ·iabiatum from the type host and near the type
locality, was in excellent condition. The genital pore is, in fact, very close
to the mouth. The dorsal accessory sac is present. Egg size is up to 29 by
15 me. Thus, all ~pecific characters including body size and sucker ratio
agree well with my specimens from Australia.
Variations known now for Pf/:labiatum indicate that P. clupae from the
Celebes is a synonym. The absence of a bilobed preoral lip is probably an
individual variation since my specimens show this lobing to varying degree
or even absence. The location of the genital pore described /,l.S near the tip
of the genital cone needs confirmation since this pore may be invisible beneath the lower lip of the mouth cavity at the end of a thin-walled atrium.
The Caribbean specimen has eggs up to the size reported ·for P. clupae. The accessory excretory sac was not described, but this has been true of all descriptions hitherto.
The significance and the function of the acces8ory sac or vesicle are problematical. Histologically, it is unlike the excretory vesicle and more like
the intestinal ceca. Its wall con::iists of tall cells close together. Each cell
contains two or more distinct nuclei usually near its base but sometimes
one occurs near the distal end. The inner (distal) ends of these ceUs taper
and appear frayed or disintegrated although the specimens were alive when
pre5erved. Numerous granules within the cytoplasm of these cells suggest
a secretory function. In contrast, the lining of the excretory vesicle is a thin
membrane almost indistinguishable from · the stroma of the parenchyma.
Adhering to this membrane are numerous minute granules of varying size.
The :wall of the intestinal ceca, thrown into folds, is lined with columnar
epithelium resembling that of the accessory sac. However, the cells are not
, so close together and rather than tapering they tend to widen at the distal
end. These cells are secretory along the entire ceca as evidenced by the varying distribution of granules in the cytoplasm. The worms feed on blood
of the host.
The excreto:r:y system of Prosogonotrema shows some resemblance to that
of Sclerodistomum as described by Looss (1912). His <<Figure 8, Taf. 17>>
of a frontal section of Sclerodistomum italicum (Stossich) shows parts with
histology almost identical with Prosogonotrema except that ex 1 with epithelial lining (resembling that of the accessory vesicle) connects anteriorly
to ex 2 which c.orresponds to the terminal part of the excretory vesicle (which
I have labeled ex1 ) of Prosogonotrema. The <<sediment>> Looss shows in his
ex 2 and e.x3 are exactly as in Prosogonotrema.
SYSTEMATIC POSITION OF PROSOGONOTREMA

The genus Prosogonotrema may justify the family Prosogonotrematidae
Perez,Vigueras (1940) on the basis of all gonads, including the uterus, being
preacetabular. Otherwise. it is clearly related to the Sclerodistomatidae
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Dollfus (1932) and Hirudinellidae Dollfus (1932). All three families are muscular, thick-bodied Hemiuroidea living in the stomach of marine fishes.
All possess winding tubular v-itellaria and a genital cone.
Stunkard (1965) reduced Botulidae Gui'art, 1938 to synonymy with
Hirudinellidae. ID: Botulus cablei Stunkard (1965) the intestinal ceca enter
the excretory vesicle. The cecal connections of B. cab lei and the terminal
outpocketings of the accessory vesicle of Prosogonotrema suggest the possible
origin of that vesicle from the ceca; or the connection may be the result
of a former unconnected accessory vesicle. As noted above, the histology
of the accessory vesicle is much like that of the intestinal ceca.
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0 HAXOIBAEHHH AOBABOqHOfO BbIAERHTERbHOfO Il¥3bIPH
¥ PROSOGONOTREMA PEREZ VIGUERAS, 1940
(TREMATODA: HEMIUROIDEA)

PeBIOMe

;r:\aHo nepeonncamrn TpeMaTOAhl Prosogonotrema bilabiatum Perez Vigueras, 1940, napa3RTRpyrom,eii B ;KeJiy;n;Ke pa;n;a MOJ)CKRX pb16. -y PHAa BRAOB
poAa Prosogonotrema onncaHbl cJiytiaR HaxoIB;n;eHRH y HeKoTopbIX oco6eii AOnoJIHRTeJihHOro Bbl;II;0JIRT0JlbHOrO ny3blpH. IlpRB0A0Hbl ;n;aHHbl0 0 ero TOHKOM
CTpoeHRll, 6JIR3KOM K CTpoeHRIO CT0HOK Kllfil0llHRKa, B qacTHOCTR Kllfil0llHbIX
oTpocTKOB. B 3aKJIIOlleHne pa3o6paHo noJiomeHRe po;n;a Prosogonotrema
B
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Prosogonotrematidae
PROSOGONOTREMA Vigueras,1940

Bdfy elongate,cylindrical, slightly flattened dorsoventrally, a tenuated and rounded at bodth ends, oral sucker
globular, subterminal, ventral sucker considerabl• larger
than oral sucker, anterior end of body with two semicircular
lips, pharynx smaller than oral sucker, prepharynx and esophagus
lacking, ceca large and sinuous, reaching to posterior end
of body, sex organs totally preacetabular, testes preuter1ne,
small, one beside the ot nerm seminal receptacle lacking,
seminal ducts large and describing numerous coils, cirrus
~
sac pretesticular, behind and beneath the pharynx ana about
ln median line, ovary lateral, left, preac•tabular,vitelline
glands forming a small number of compact follicles, uterus
1
preacetabular, posttesticular, intercec·aI, describing numerous
'
transverse coils, eggs small and numerous. Parasites of fishes.
Type species: f.bilabiatum Wigueras,1940
Reference: Mem.Sbc. Cubana Hist.Nat.,14 (3):249-252 .
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R. Family PROSOGONOTREMATIDAE
Vigue-ras, 1940
P-rosogonot-rema bilabiatum Perez
Vigueras, 1940
Host.~Ocyu-rus ch-rysu-rus (Bloch), yellowtail.
Location.-Stomach.
Lo cality.-Near Cat Cay, B.W.I. [new locality record}.
D iscussion.-Manter (1947) examined 47
0. chrysurus from Tortugas, Florida, but did
not fi nd P. bilabiatum. This species has
been reported only from O. ch-rysurus in
Cuba by Perez Vigueras (1940). The family Prosogonotrematidae is of doubtful validity. At most it probably deserves subfamily status within the Hemiuridae.

FAMILY PROSOGONOTREMATIDAE
Perez Vigueras, 1940
P-rosogonot-rema bilabiatum Perez
Vigueras, 1940
Host: Ocyurus chrysurus (J).
Site: stomach.

Prosogonotremat1dae
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Prosogonotrema bilabata Perez Vigueras,1940

.\li:MORl.·1S DE LA SOC/ElJ.-ffl CUb'A.VA DE IILSTOR !A NATC'J< ,tL

Df·.-:Nipl'i1111. - Fig. 1. l 1 to.'wgm1ofl'r 111a 11. ~~It. C11<'l'pu c•i ii 11.J rn idr •,
Ji!.!tran1c111 <' c1 plai--taclo dn l'1.,o-reJ11 rnli11e11tt'. r:-..i n •r11 1,-, al 111111c1 , I,)-, .,· r c•<10I}(1 Pa uos, cl,~ 1.:olur ru. ado fuerte tua11d<1 ,·iY,1. lllll,\' <·011 I r,i<'1 ii, C't1 tk11la ~TlH'..,cJ. y lisa . I~] tip•1-1•:-; pu_.iP 111· k: lo11git11<I {) ri1111 .• laf 1tud
rn~xima ;~ 111111., Jc,s p::iratipos son dt' :J.~ y -t :'l 11u11. ri<' b 1rgt, IH,t' ~-~ .,·
:.LS lllm. ch' und11,. \" 1•utosa oral ~11 b-tr•rmiw-1L prP<'l'd ida d,, do-.: lal ,i rn;
~t''Hl i•<·irc·nla1·<·" o-lohnlo~a cm1 ~l orifi ,·i" oral ,•p uiJ' a l ,. 11 ntt•r inr,
fuertPJtH'nte rn·u:C.1110-.,a. u~ide 460 µ. de li-iru·o pn1· ,>-HJ /t (!<· dif1t11t'tro
i raYhrt'rsal. fJJ 'f -p har_1111i.· ;111se11tP, pharJ/11.1' 11rn.,· n111 sc: ulosn . }wrni~, r1··1·ic·a, tlr ~()() µ. d,· largo por 250 µ ,le di(1metro traw,, Pr:,nl rn ;'L \irn n.
olsopl1r1y11s unspnt,,: <.:it'~O:-; largos.,· fJ('X HO"O". JH'l1\ i,tm; dl' 1111111!'1·0..,< 1~
: · ])f''tlH ' llO:-i pli<'gncs transvr1·salc>s, ,;,;c {'\.1 i,·11dt•11 hasta al<·atL1..1r 1•l <'Xtrernn pc,stt>rior dPl vrnHC\ (U'cfabului/1 );l's1 -1 Tt1atn1·ial. 1·<do1·11rl 1 " "
la pri111t"1·a parte cle la mitad pn-.;tt-ril)r d1•l <·1H·rpn. r s g1 anrlt-, . !..!loli11l"so, fuPrtrmente rnusenlar. rnide l.8li m111 . dP di(uaetn1, sn al11>1•t-11ra
<'S t' ll't'll lar. Lo-.; ,,rga11os ~cxualr•-.; ( trsti<.:u )(I,;_ on-1ri11. ,·it 1•l l;1 ria . ,·1tvrn.
hol-,a ll<'I cirn1s, co11dudn~ <kff'r<•11t<·s ) <'st ;1n 1·1,l,11.'a,],,..., 1·11 ,it 1wr·it,11
pn· -a,·1•tabular. Los tPi-;t1eulos estan eoloc·1:1dn)., 1111 u al lad11 dd ut1 ·11,
sepnrntln-., t'ntre si pr ,r nna distaneia apruxi1rn1 l._11111•1 11<' iµ·11aJ al di:'1
m1·t1·0 dP unn de -t·Jlo:,;, entre los dos <.' tll'SH 1111a ilsa ut«Ti11a. e-..t;'til
proxjn10.-., .,· r1 tlHla lado de ]a l11i1' a rnt-dia de! (· 1wrpo. dt't r(1 :-; d(' lc1
l,oh-H clel C'irn1-... <klant«' 1lrl (1tero. l't1tn~ J<,:-. 1·i<>.!..Ws, soi1 ~dul,ulos,1:-.,
ap]H!--t1:1do" Pn su vnlo postPrior, rnid •· 11 :2.--:, p I'· de di~tll1f't1·0 a111t~r o
p1>steri•>I' por :J.iO µ. clr c1ia111Ptro tram.;,·e r, ·al. ~n sf> ohst'l'\'t·, rr1· r pla cul11111 s, mi111·s: 1.. .., 1·011d1wto..; cl,·fen'nt,•:-; t',1rll!a11 nn larg·o tuho qn e
,l(,serilJp 11uuH~ro,as a:-.as lcwulizndas <'ll la:-- (11· ,·;1:-. l,11<·rah•-.; de la zoua
ufrrina, pnr;1 r.-1troc•Pdt·r. i11t(ln:,·1nd,,..,e ('Tl la 11li1'><1 11t(•1·itlll. .,· ll q.r,n·
a la zm1a (l\•;1ri1·a . La hnlsfl d,~l ,·in1ts SC' 1'tH·tI1•1It ra d,•haj11 .v dt'tr(1...,
de la plwryn.r. dt•lallte d,· lo)., tt',til·Hlos;, d1•11trn tit· IH 1.11111-1 i11tPl' -l'f't·al,
midP c1pr<,xi111ad,111d•Ht<' j()O 1, dt• l..1r!!o p111· ~1() 11 d,· dinrnetrn trum, \"l'l"!-,al w:'1.\t1111>, 1•1,111 i1•11(• 1111a \'f'!--)lt'llla sPrni11al ri1l111ia1· 'Jll<' dl':-.l'rihe
Ya1·ia~ a,a-.... :• u11 1•i1T11-; ~·ru<'st,, 111ll~l·t1l, 1,n. lis'1. ,1ll' 111wd, 1 ,• 11 ·u i'Xtr,,111<,. El ,,val'i,, i" .!.dolndn..,o, li _!.!t'l'rlllH'1J11• itlarr.:ado 1nUJ-;n•i-,,11111r11tP.
,,,1(1 :-.1111,1dn d 1 ·li111t1• di• la ,·1•11tc,...,a ,·,•11 tral. <·1·1·,·:1 tlc• -..11 b11rdt' ,llltt>1·ir>J·,
hw· i,1 Pl l;1d<1 j ,: Jlli•-r,lo d1· li1 l11wa 111t·diu. pr11xi1110 ,ii IH•nll· d<·I <·11t>rpo.
mid(• :..!!ltl /A. ap1· .. :-;i111adit1llf'J1t(', <1,, diarn"ll'I) aI1t(•l'I) JIO">f<•rior. jllll' :l)() /1..
d,· di,'i1J1t>1rr, 111:t~ Pl' . El p111·r, g"t>ni1al "" ;ihl'e i11ltlrdi;ita111!'11t1• ddr[1,;;
d,• la pho,·.1n,.r .,· prt',~i,nri a la lh1ea 1w·dia rkl e11r1·pn. l:'l ,itf r11 p-..:
p1·e-a1·t>l .i I11.dar tot a Inie11b•, po st-trst icular. i ,1tel'-l'l<·c·a I. -..11 ,-., 1111 n11•1·osas . I
a-;a~ Ip11• ,.1:-.t'lll'l'l'll f raJJ,\"f•r,a 1)llt'llte lll'llpa111 1() to, H 1a ZOJJU J)J 't'- ;tl'('taI
hular ~- st• dirig-<'ll hac·ia ad<·lilnt<• parn pasar por c·11tr,• lc,s dos tf'sti~u]P-;, tc·nuiJJa11 1-11 1m t·nrto wc•trnt1·1·1111; <j11" desc'mbm·tt ,,11 t•l poru
g'f'llital. Los glu11d11las vit1•Ji'1g1•11as pstirn r,•d1H·iila-.: <l I \I· l'1 fnlh·nlns
eo111pad<1s, pP111w1-11,-.,, n11idos, y prt,xinw-., al IJ11rtl<' po:-.k1'ior d<:1 ovario
y dPJa11te dd ur·f'lal>ulum. El llfcr,u sc• t>11<·1w11trn llt•110 d1• 11mw•r1,..,o-.
huevns. Los h11eYos ~un peqne1i.os, amariJJo, 1 il1=-,eUJ'<, ..... alc11·g·ado~ y c1ngo:-.tos, achatados en los t•xtremos, opt:>rt·nlaJc•s, <'111briu11aclo8, sin filallJCHtos pol ares, y mi<len 21 a 2:>.:! µ dl' l,i 1·<..w por IO.~ a 11.:i ,-, <le a1wlw .
1

PROSOGONOTREMA BILABIATUM Perez Vigueras, 1940

Description
Body highly muscular, thich, fleshy, glandular. aspinose. Oral sucker subter
minal. followed by a preoral lobe of variable length, in some specimens complelely
covered by an underlying layer of body. Preoral lobe from distinctly bilobed to
absent. Prepharynx absent. Pharynx partially overlying oral sucker. Esophagus absent, or poorly represented. Intestinal ceca undulating, extending almost to posterior
end of body. Ventral sucker near posterior than anterior end, surrounded by c1
prominent muscular fold. Acetabular orifice corrugated, bordered by glands. Te~c:;tps
not lobed, almost spherical, anteroposteriorly or transversely elongated, symmetrical
or asymmetrical, generally about halfway between pharynx and ventral suckf?r.
Cirrus sac absent. Vesicula seminalis long, rarely extending po.;terior to testes. di
lated anteriorly to form a pars prostatica. Latter surrounded by prostatic cells.
Neither pars prostatica, nor prostatic cells penetrating genital cone. Ejaculatory
duct short. Metraterm penetrating genital cone, joining with ejaculatory duct to
form a long hermaphrodite duct enclosed in a thick genital cone. Genital cone
included in an elongated funnel-shaped genital atrium, which opens through an
opening in preequatorial region of oral sucker. Genital pore may be obscured due to
an underlying fold of body wall over oral sucker. Ovary transversely elongaled, not
lobed, submedian or median, partly over ventral sucker.
Uterus preacetabular
may extend extracecally.
Vitelline glands tubular: tubes varying from two on
each side to two on one side to three to four on other side; may extend to testes.
Excretory vesicle Y-shaped, arms of Y united dorsally over posterior region of oral
sucker. Accessory excretory vesicle present. _ _ __
Measurements, in mm (based on seven egg-bearing adults): body 5.580 to 8.244
by 2.566 to 2.880; oral sucker 0.540 to 0.720 in diam.; pharynx 0.270 to 0.378 in diam.;
ventral suckker 1.548 to 2.196 in diam.; testes 0.324 to 0.756 in diam., when spherical; ovary 0.360 to 0.405 by 0.468 to 0.630.
Host: Lutjanus griseus (L.).
Location: intestine.
LocaUty: Coast of Cumana, Sucre state, near Universidad de Oriente, Venezuela.
Deposited specimen: In British Museum (Natural History), London. England.

Family Prosogonotrematidae Perez Vigueras, 1940
Syn. Bhaleraoiidae Srivastava, 1948
DISCUSSION

Prosogonotrema abalisti Parukhin <1964), "from the stomach of Abalistes
stellaris, in the gulf of Tonkin, was considered to be a new species because
it differed from Prosogonotrema clupeae Yamaguti, 1952 in a number of
measurements, from P. bilabiatum in body shape, relative ~ize of suckers.
position of ovary, and in the structure of vitelline glands, which form two
twisted tubes.
Velasquez (1961) added Prosogonotrema carangi [carangis for carangi
(Yamaguti, 1971)], parasitic in the stomach of Caranx sp., Quiapo market,
Manila, Philippines, resembling P. clupeae in body form, but is distinguishable due to its large size, slightly bilobed nature of preoral lobes, absence
of esophagus, relatively larger acetabulum, more loops in the coils of the
-vitellaria, position of Mehlis' gland. and relatively smaller eggs. It also
differed from P. bilabiatum in having relatively narrower eggs.
Prosogonotrema pritchardi Hafeezullah (1971), from the esophagus of
Gastrophysus spadiceus (Richardson) and intestine of Pristiopomoides arg11rogrammicus (Val.), in Karwar, Arabian Sea, India, was separable from
all the valid species of Prosogonotrema « in possessing an excretory pore
on the ventral surface well anterior to the posterior end of the body, and
an accessory excretory vesicle independent of the main excretory vesicle~Furthermore, it differed from « P. bilabiatum (syn. P. clupeae) and P. carangi in wialler sucker. ratio, vitelline tubes never reaching testicular
zone and more posterior position of acetabulum. From P. subequilatum
also' it differs in the preacetabular position of ovary, lesser number of vitelline tubes which do not reach acetab~ar zone, and smaller eggs.»

o.a

Pritchard (1963) described another new species, Prosogonotrema subequilatum, from the stomach of Naso unicornis (Forskol), in Hawaii (Yamaguti, 1970, came across the same species in N. hexacanthus, also in Ha-

(9)
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waii), characterized with a median genital pore opposite pharynx close to
posterior edge of it. The other characters employed to establish its entity
were outlined thusly « a more posterior acetabulum and shorter hindbody.
more nearly equal suckers, and the median ovary which is situated dorsal
to the acetabulum. It resembles P. clupeae in the undivided preoral lob~
and egg size, but further differs in the number of vitelline tubes, smaller
body size, hermaphrodite duct, the smaller genital cone. It further differ~
from P. bilabiatum in the undivided preoral lobe and larger eggs; and from
P. carangi in smaller body size, larger eggs, and more posterior genital
cone».
Another species worth mentioning is Prosogonotrema symmetricum Oshmarin (1965), from Pristiopomoides tupus, in Tonkin Bay. Yamaguti (1970)
found it in P. microlepis and P. si.eboldi, from Hawaii. The original publication is not available to the author <~ee Helm. Abst., 38, 502, 1969, no
details), but on the basis of the structural details of the terminal genitalia, as put forth by Yamaguti. 1970, it is identical with P. bilabiatum. (1)
Perez Vigueras (1956) in the original description of Prosogonotrema bilabiatum reported the genital pore as « poro genital ventral y posterior a la
faringe. » Manter 0969). while redesc;:ribing P. bilabiatum, stated << genital
pore ventral, close to the mouth. inconspicuous, often invisible from ventral
surface being covered by fold of body \~·all at ventral edge of mouth». and,
on reexamining a specimen of P. bilabiatum loaned by Dr. Cable, remarked
« the genital pore is, in fact, very close to the mouth. » Prosogonotrema
clupeae Yamaguti, 1952, from Clupea ( Ambygaster) clupeoides, in Celebes,
was relegated to the synonymy of P. bilabiatum. Also, as in the counterpart of the latter treated in this paper. the bilobed nature of the preoral
lobe was described from « lobing to varying degree or even absence». In
addition, P. carangi was regarded as a valid species because « is so much
larger in size (14 by 6 mm) than any other species in the genus that it is
accepted tentatively as a valid species, » together with the validity of P. subequilatum « because of its different sucker ratio and more posterior genital pore (opposite the pharynx). »
A survey of the above cited characters, hitherto relied upon for specific
determination, shows that all that amounts to is a question of size-diff erence, coupled with position and shape of various organs, and structural
interpretation_,. except the number of vitelline tubes along with their extent.
In the specimens of P. bilabiatum, the subject of present investigation, the
number of the vitelline tubes varies from two to four, and in some specimens
these tubes may reach the testicular zone. Consequently, all the known species
are, in fact, the one and the same species, i. e., P. bilabiatum Perez Vigueras,
l 956, resulting in the monotypic status of Prosogonotrema.
The assertion of Sogandares-Bernal (1959) that the family Prosogonotrematidae « is probably a subfamily of Hemiuridae >> is without foundation. because the gonads. including the uterus, are all limited to the preacetabular re_gion, and this has already been alluded to by Manter, 1969.
STATUS MONOTIPlCO DI PROSOGONOTREMA PEREZ VIGUERAS, 1940
<TREMATODA: DIGENEAl
Prosogonotrema aba/isti Parukin. 1964. P. carangi Velasquez. 1961. P. clupeae
Yamaguti 1952. P. pritchardi Hal'eezullah. 1971. P. subequilatum Pritchard, 1963
e P. SJJmmetricum Oshmarin, 1963 \'engono post1 in sinonimia di P. bilabiatum
Perez Vigueras. 1940 . Otto esemplari di questa specie sono stati repertati nell'intestino di un pesce marino. Lutjan1 t3 grisetts (L.). pescato presso la costa di Cumana nel Venezuela. In base al !or:> studio e risultato che alcuni caratteri, quali
le dimensioni, il rapporto tra le ventose. 11 numero dei tubi vitellogeni, la posizione delle gonadi, ecc., variano nell'ambito della stessa specie e pertanto il loro
valore diagnostico diviene nullo.
La famiglia Prosogonotrematidae Perez Vigueras, 1940 viene considerata un
taxon valido.

PROSOGONOTREMATIDAE
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(9) Prosogonotrema caesionis, ep. no-r: (fig. 9)
Only one specimen was obtained from the intestine of •one out of four 0-aiesio
erythrogaster Cuvier et Valenciennes from Sanya, Ha_inan Island, Guangdong Pl."ovince, on April 28, 1964.
This species is characteri_zed by the presence of a notched pre-oral JobE', :i shol't
otsophagus, two symmetrical and contiguo,us testes, a median ov•ary in· front of the
notch of acetabulum, and two vitelline t.u.bules on each side o:f the body far posteriol'
to testicular region.
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JtfiiU.1'.liliJJJUil!&.!h Prosogonotrema
caesionis, ifr.filit'f:Jlf tf-lHllm

l'kO~or;o~oTRE.'.L\'1'111.U: Pt·n·z Yig1H'ra:, Hl-W
0

T'ro.w1fJ011ot rt 11111

,·,ir,111!/i

11.

sp.

(Fi~. l l U~/Q.5~
/lo. I: f'amn.c sp.
I q {i, (
L1Jc"tio11: i--tom:11·!1.
Loct1lit.11:
Quiapo 1-Iarht, 11auila. Philippi11t·s.
l'n 1·nlenrr: One grad,l spe1·imt:'n from one
1111,t .•
TJ1p1 : r.s .. ·atl. ~fos. Helm. Coll. Xo. :~94,~.
/Jt{l!}Jt0sis:
Bo<ly n111 cular, thick, rohust,
. liglitly t:ipering ;1t both (•ntb, 14 in length and fi
i11 wi,ltli. < 'nticle thick arn1 smooth. Preoral lo lies
11.~:1 thiC'k, with slight me,linn 1lepression presen~i11g slightly l,ilohNl fondition . Oral sucker sul1tt-n11i11al. OJU long, 1.33 widl·. Prepharynx and
Psof,h:ignl-' ah'lellt. Pharyux 0.33 long-, O.fi4 wi,le.
<.'l·<·a 1·111111i11g tran:,·prsPl_r from pharynx some dist;i111·P lah·rnlly, turning at right angles, and ('OJI·
ti111~i11g downward to postPrior p111l of worm. Walls
of ,·,·•·a with irrC'gular folds at aut«>rior E>nd more
th:tn :it postrrior. A,·dahulum large>, 3.66 by 3.i 6
lo1·:1fr<l at about tltn•('·fo11rths of bocly length.
T1· tl-s s_,·mmetrie:il, int<'re1·1·,d, at anterior 01H·fo11rth of ho<ly. Hight tl'stis lnrgl'r th:1n kft, 0.97
lty U.fi~. LPft t•·stis globular 0.63~ 1,y 0.t544. Iittl'rt10 t il'ular sp:tc•p ore.uph•rl liy rom·olutNl ,·esic·ula
,-,pmin,ilis and .111tprior 11tcri11C' ,•oils.
VeRicula
:•wn11nalis IJ .14 to fl.~l wi1l1•. P:irs prostnti,·a mus •·11!:ir, 1'(1ill'd jnst posterior to gt•11it:t! atrium.
t:t•nital 1·<HIC' not c·l('Hrly disc·1•rnihlt•, h1•i11g c·on•rC'd
It~· C'g~s in nl('trntcrm. Ornry sul,glohul:ir, O.H9 hy
llA 1, situ:1t1·d oliliq1ic•I.,· ;111tero-d1•xtrnl to :i1·c•taliutuni. H1•1·1•ptanilum 1-11•111inis :id 11tPri1111m just a11·
terior to ov:1ry. Laur('r·s c·n11al ~ ~fehlis' gla11il
l-linistral t,, 11vary, just postl•rior to n·c<•pt:1«·1111~111
l-'('lllinis :id ut1·ri11uni. l'tnitH• eoils mostl.,· i11ter••p1•al, 0•·1·t1pying spnrt· ,111tt·rior to a1•C'tah11lt1111,
,._,tf'111li11g lat,.rally to right :tllll l('ft sidC's of l10,ly,
tlll'11 :ist·t·11di11g hl'twe(•n t••sh·s. forn1i11g frw 1110n•
1·oils aud ti11ally p1111iug in n1l'1rat(•rn1, lattl'I' PX ·
t1"11di11g to a poi11t slightly to h·ft of O)ll'Hing of
11r;il c;;111·k1·r, tPrmi11ati11g i11 1·0111•-sh,1111•d strud11n·
,·oy1•red with 1111mProu~ l'ggs.
Egj{s 11um,·rous,
1•llipti,·:al, thin. \'t•r.r sn,all, :!:I to :!H minons 1>.,· 7
to 1~ mil"rous. Vitellari:i 1·011sisti11g of ahout fou,.
loop" pn 8i,k of slcndl'I', c·1111u,lutC'cl, J';1rtl.1·
hrnrwhl'd tubules, t•xte11di11j! t•xtr:H·1•1·:illv; 011"
hra1U'h of right gl:111,l pa,:-i11J,! n11tr:d •,, t'hl' mitln•11trolatnal marl,!i11s 1tt' thP ril,!ht ti•:--' 1~. ,, . ff gl:m,l
11ot 1•xk11ding U8 far :i11t1·rior to h-ft i• ,ti-, , st1•111s
from two ~i,11·8 unitinl,! with l':tt·h oth<'I ., ' ,,,·eT of
11vid11d; , itPlli111' r<'Sl'n·oir 11ot iwl'n.
F.xerptory po,·" 1lor8al, 'l1thti>n11i11al, arms of
rx(•retor_v vesicle uniting anteriorly ju111t
to pha rJ·nx.

,lM

In hody form this species is somewhat
rlost1r to tht1 Celehes species, Prosogonotr, . .
cl1171Pae Yamaguti, 1952, exrept for ils large
si1.P, :--lightly bilohed nnture. of preoral lobe&,
nhst•n<·e of e~mphagus, relatively larger acetahuJu111, mor" loops in the coils of the vitellaria,
nn<I pm,ition of llehlis' gland. The eggs are
r«·latin•ly smallf'r than in Ynmaguti's species
and rrlativt>ly n11rr11wn than the Cuban speeiet1,
Pr01wgotwtrem11 bi/,1l,u1l11m Perez Vigueras,
t 940. In view of the II t", " differences ProRogonotrema earangi is dt"N1gnatPd a~ a distinct
. pPc•ifls.

PROSOGONOTREMATIDAE Perez Vigueras, 19 40
26. Prosogonotretna c/upeae n. sr;.'(amci.3-uft/qii.,
Pl.III. Fig. 11.
Habitat. Stomach of C/upea (Amblygaster) clupeoides.
Material and loc;ality. Two fully gravid specimens and three
immature ones. Unless otherwise stated the following
description is based on mature specimens; Macassar.
Body plump, fusiform. blunt-pointed or rounded off at extremities of which the posterior may be notched, flexed dorsally at level
of acetabulum, with coarse transverse wrinkles throughout, 9 mm
long, 4 mm wide at middle. Cuticle very thick, smooth. Preoral
lobe very prominent, 0.275 mm thick, not two lobed in contrast
with Prosogo11otr1. nw bilabiatum Pe1ez Vigueras, 1940. Oral sucker
subterminal, 0. 94- 1.0 mm in diameter. No prepharynx. Pharynx
0.38 -0.4X0.4 mm. Esophaguc; very short. Ceca running transver3ely and th'en turning backward at nearly right angles, with
sinuous, folded wall, win<ling irregularly in hindbody, terminating
blindly close to each othn at posterior extremity. Acetabulum
prominent, 2. 9 - 3.1 mm in ,liameter, occupying most of middle
third of body, with its center a little behind equator.
Testes ovoid. 0.6 - 0.7j v 0.4 - 0. 5 mm, situated almost symmetrically medial to cera at about junction of anterior two thirds of
body with their Ion~ axis ohlique or transverse. The intertesticular spac.t> is free in tlw l vp r l11 1t occupi,· d in the paratype by vesicula seminalis and p .irtly ll\ I lie uteri,w , o ils. Vesicula seminalis
1u bul ar. n. 0/, - O. J i m 111 w i,1,,, , onv olut .-cl I>rt w~en testes or i_n front
of left te;;tis. Par pros:atica I rongly d,
loped, tw, ted, situated
.
-- --between vesicula s~mm Jia and genital one. Ductu1 eiaculatoril.18
.about 30 :1 wide, convoluted t b e of
nit l cone in the doae ◄ et
muscle fibers, which are continued onto the posterior part of the
genital atrium. Genital cone blunt-pointed, 0.62 -0.65 mm long,
0. 3 - 0.32 mm wide at base, corrugated transv~raely, eapecially at
it• posterior part, covered with thick cuticle, conaiatina of lonrit udinal muscle fib en and containing in the central axia the atraiarht
or aomewhat undulating distal portion of ductu• eiaculatorius and
the metraterm. It fills up almost e~tire genital atrium, leavina a
narrow apace between. Genital atrium lined with thick folded
cuticle, opening outside ventral to pharynx.
Ovary oval. 0.65X0.45 mm, aituated obliquely in the type an•
terodextral to acetabulum iu■ t in lront of equator. In the paratype,
however, it lies a little more medially, and in all the immature
apecimens it is exactly median and directly preacetabular. Re•
ceptaculum aeminia and Laurer" • canal apparently lac kins. Shell
aland compact, immediately poaterior to ovary (poaterolateral to
ovary in immature specimena). encl~ina fusiform ootype. Uterine
coila occupying whole apace between acetabulum and te■ tea, extending anterolaterally to right or left te ■tia and Unally leadina into
metraterm. They may well overreach the ceca ventrally anterolateral to the acetabulum, and may or may not intrude into the
interteaticular area. Metraterm narrow, windin1 on ventral aide
of convoluted ductue eiaculatoriu1, then runnins atraiaht forward
throu41h genital cone, at the hp ol which it open■ into the aenital
atrium ventral to the male aperture. E1a• elliptical, 27 -30 I' long,
embryonated. Vitellaria Iormina ■lender, convoluted, partly bran•
ched tubule■, extendin.. for the moat part alons outaide of ceca:
in the type the riarht 1land croHea the ri1ht cecum ventrally and
puainar anterior to the riarht teatia, and dor■al to the veaicula ■emi•
nali■ and left te■ tia reachea •• far u the left ■ide of thi■ la■t named
orsan. The ■tem■ from the two ■idea unite with each other juat
before ioinins the aermiduct; there ia no vitelline reaervoir.
1

I

.,

- . Elxcrd~t~rdy dpodre dorsal, close to posterior extremity; excretory
1v1 e
orsaJ to ace t a b u l um mto
.
two very wide arms.
whichl havh~ finely sinuous wall and are united with each other
d orsa to t e pharyn .
The pr t" ent p t-cir differs
>m the nl k nown mem b er of
t hcg nu / ) h,/a / , tum 111 b o
Y 11 '", in the
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preoral lip: in the lensth of the ena and alao in other respects, but
-unfortunately a more detailed compari,on ia unable to make becauae the author of the senotype has made aome miniaterpretationa
which may be pointed out as follows.
I. The eaophagus hu been obviously overloolted.
2. There are a tubular winding vesicula aem~nali• and a weil
developed proatatic complex, though not mentioned. ·
3, Loa conductea deferentes forman un largo tubo que deecribe
.n wnerosas aaaa localizadaa en las areas lateralea de- la zona
.uterinil, .. · ...... · · · · · This tubular organ ia the vitelline arland a■ ia
evident from the contents therein.
4. •• La ·bol■a del cirrus " ia not the true cirrus pouch, becauae
the cirrus which he considers to be, containing the metraterm, too,
should be called •• genital cone ". The •• vesicula aeminal que
·deacribe varias asas " which is contained in the •• bolsa de) cirrus "
corresponds to the convoluted ductus ejaculatoriua, and not to the
true seminal vesicle, which lies entirely outside the basal muscular
tiHue of the genital atrium.
5. .. Laa g)imdulas vitellogenas eatim reducidas a 7 u 8 folicu•
los compactos pequeiios, unidos, y proximoa al horde posterior del
ovario y delante de acetabulum ". It seems very likely that he
mistook the vitellarian convolutions or the optical sections of them
for the vitelline follicles.
The diagnosis o( the genus Prosogonotrema and that of the
family Proaogonotrematidae are emended as follows.

PROSOGONOTREMATIDAE

Gu f:..H-/Htl~ -Do Alfi, .+NO S1+£AJ..; J,
(8)

-Wei)

19r7

Prosogonotrema· plataxum, ap. no,. (rig. 8)

Two and four ~pecimens were collected i:espectively from the intestine of two .
orbicularis (Forskal) from Sanya., Hainan Islan.d, Guangdong Province, on
·1 17, 1958.

f a.x

This species resembles very closely to Proso.gonotrema clupea13· Y amaguti, 1952
he presence of a simple pre-oral lobe and a sucker ratio of 1: 3, but differs dictly from it . in the absence of oesophagus, arid in the testes indented.

IE 8 ~~iruffiB~!k
platax11m,

Prosogonolrema

mr.fli

Prosogonotrematidae
JJrosogonotrema pritchardae~ 1--lqf.C-e-,_ 0 ti Ah 1 ,q V'-tl
figs. 1, 2
Type host:

Gastroph;•sus spadireus (Richardson) ,
toad fish ; Tetrodontidae

Other host:

Pristipomoides arg_vrogrammicus (Val.) ;
snapper ; Anthiidae

Site:

Oesophagus and intestine respectively

Number of specimens:

5

+

2, immature specimens from snapper

Locality:
Karwar, Arabian Sea
Description (with measurements on 4 specimens) : Body 4·57G6· 156 mm long, 1·417-1·687 mm wide, with round anterior and
conical blunt posterior ends, highly muscular, very contractile when
alive. Cuticle very thick. Acetabulum 7fi6-1093 by 810-1120,
spherical, bulging, in posterior half of body. Oral sucker 310-432 by
405-526, spherical, subterminal; preoral lobe 70-112 wide. Suckers'
width ratio 1: l ·73-2·35. Prepharynx absent ; pharynx 192-221 by
218-293, subglobular, slightly overlapped by oral sucker ; oesophagus
swollen ; caeca arising from dorsal surface of oesophageal swelling,
wide, rea~hing posterior end of body.
Testes 249-303 by 303-349, about midway between suckers,
subglobular, entire, symmetrical. Seminal vesicle tubular, coiled,
between testes or anterior to left testis only ; pars prostatica very
long, winding, well differentiated, surrounded by well developed
prostatic gland cells; male duct coiled and covered with muscles at
base of genital cone before entering latter. Both male and female
ducts running parallel to each other for some distance in genital
cone and joining somewhere beyond middle of latter to form hermaphroditic duct. Genital cone 270-675 long, 94-202 wide at base,
enclosed in long genital atrium, latter opening ventrally near mouth
or at base of oral sucker (in contracted specimens) ; cone sometimes
projecting out through genital pore.
·
Ovary 290-366 by 279-405, globular, entire preacetabular, median
(can be submedian due to pressing). Vitellaria seven, long, thin,
winding tubules, mainly intercaecal, sometimes extending dorsal to
acetabulum, occasionally bifid at tips. Uterus voluminous, extending
in transverse coils between acetabulum and genital cone ; metraterm winding at base of genital cone before entering it. Uterine
seminal receptacle present. Eggs 20-22 x 10-13', very numerous.
Excretory vesicle Y-shaped ; stem reaching posterior border of
acetabulum, divided into a broad posterior and narrow anterior
tubular part, both joining through a harrow isthm_u s; arms mostly
extracaecal, uniting dorsa:l to pharynx.; excretory pore ventral, well
anterior to posterior end ,of b?dy. Accessory excretory vesicle a
broadly elongated structure reaching posterior border of a.cetabulum
and opening outside at depression of posterior end of body.

So far four species of Prosogonotrema Perez Vigueras, 1940 have
been described, P. bilabiatum Perez Vigueras, 1940 redescribed by
Manter (1969), P. clupeae Yamaguti, 1952, P. carangi Velasquez,
1961 and P. subequilatum Pritchard, 1963. Manter (1969) considers
P. clupeae a synonym of P. bilabiatum and the present author
cone~ In possessing an excretory ~eon the ventral surface well
anterior to the posterior end ot the body, and an accessory excretory
vesicle independent of the main excretory vesicle, P. pritchardae is
distinct from all the valid species of ProsoKo,v,trema. It is further
distinct from P. biuzbiatum (,;yn. : P. clupeae) and P. carangi in
smaller sucker ratio, vitelli1,c tubules never reaching testicular zone,
and more posterior position of acetabulum. From P. subequilat·u.m
also it differs in the preacetabular position nf ovary, lesser number uf
vitelline tubules which do not reach acetabular zone, and smaller
.fil!f!S.

Proso r ono t rema tidae
Prosogo notrema subequilat um .,._ P11 ,rc:.H~llo J'fG,3
( Figs. 11 and 12)
,,
Host: Naso unicornis (Forskal), kala or unicorn
fish (Acanthuridae) ; one specimen from 1 of 22
hosts.
L cr: .1tion: Stomach.
Hol,t11pc: No. 59893.
Desuiption: Body smooth, tapered toward each
encl, 4.837 long by 2.144 wide near acetabular
level. Preoral lobe well developed, single. Suckers
large and strong; oral sucker 0.760 wide; acetabulum 1.330 wide, wholly in posterior half of body.
Sucker ratio 1: 1.75. Forebody 2.717; hindbody
0.770 or less than one-thmi forebody. Pharynx
0.201 long by 0.368 ,,.;de; esophagus very short;
ceca di verging, then bending backward some distance from sides of body, bending inward between
testes and acetabulum, then outward to near edges
of acetabulum, extending to posterior end of body,
wall somewhat folded, lumen with some remains
of blood.
Testes two, rounded, diagonal, close together,
near midbody line midway between acetabulum
and oral sucker; separated by a very narrow
stretch of uterus. Seminal vesicle tubular, S-shaped,
immediately pretesticular, followed by a tightly
convoluted pars prostatica with glandular walls.
Genital cone 0.281 long by 0.167 wide at base,
tapering to a blunt point; conspicuous circular
muscles forming cuplike structure at base of genital cone. Genital pore median, opposite pharynx,
close to posterior edge of oral sucker.
Ovary globular, median, dorsal to center of
acetabulum. Vitellaria consisting of slender winding tubes arising from the yolk reservoir near
posterior end of ovary; five tubes on right, four
on left extending forward to level of testes and
backward to midacetabular level. Uterus preovarian, a narrow tube with mostly lateral coils
extending lateral to ceca, especially on the left
side, but not reaching edge of body, entering base
of genital cone to form hermaphroditic duct which
opens on blunt tip of cone. Base of atrium with
conspicuous semicircular muscles. Eggs 27 to 30
by 13 to 17. Excretory pore terminal; stem of
vesicle wide, forking at posterior edge of acetabulum; arms of vesicle not seen.

Discussion: The genus Prosogonotrema and
the family Prosogonotrematidae were named
by Perez Vigueras ( 1940). The type species,
P. bilabiatum, was from Ocyurus chrysurus
at Havana, Cuba. Yamaguti (1952) recognized
the family, revised the generic description, and
added a second species, P. clupeae from Clupea
( Amblygaster) clupeoides from the Celebes.
Velasquez ( 1961) described P. carangi from
Caranx sp. in the Philippines.
P. subequilatum differs from previously described species in a more posterior acetabulum
and shorter hindbody, more nearly equal suckers resulting in a smaller sucker ratio, and the
median ovary which is situated dorsal to the
acetabulum. It resembles P. clupeae in the
undivided preoral lobe and egg size, but further
differs in the number of vitelline tubes, smaller
body size, hermaphroditic duct, and smaller
genital cone ( the projected scale on Yamaguti's
figure should be 2.0 mm rather than 0.2 mm).
It further differs from P. bilabiatum in the undivided preoral lobe and larger eggs; and from
P. carangi in smaller body size, larger eggs, and
more posterior genital pore.

223. Prosogonotremll subequilatum Pritchard, 1963
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(Fig. 223)
HABITAT : Stomach of Naso hexacanthus (new host);
Hawaii.
DESCRIPTION (based on four strongly flattened whole
mounts): Body fusiform under strong cover glass pressure, 3.9-7.4 mm long, 2.0-3.0 mm wide at pre-acetabular
level. Hindbody appearing like a conical tail appendage.
Oral sucker subterminal, 0.62-0.82 X 0.7-0.96 mm, surmounted by simple preoral lobe; pharynx 0.12-0.28
X 0.28-0.41 mm; esophagus very short; ceca winding,
irregular in outline, terminating close together at posterior
extremity . Acetabulum 1.35-1.75 mm in transverse
diameter, with its center in anterior part of caudal third
of body. Sucker ratio 1 : l .6-1 .9.
Testes subglobular to ovoid, 0.23-0.34 X 0.28-0.5 mm,
slightly diagonal, intercecal, at junction of anterior with
middle third of body. Seminal vesicle sigmoid, 60-140 µ
wide; pars prostatica muscular, 40-90 µ wide, convoluted,
surrounded by rather scanty prostatic cells; ~jaculatory
duct 30-40 µ wide, slightly winding immediately behind
genital cone, which measures 0.44-0.55 mm by 0.17-0.28
mm. Genital pore ventral to pharynx just posterior to
oral sucker.
Ovary tnnsversely elongated oval, 0.15-0.43 X 0.30.63 mm, anterodorsal to acetabulum, nearly median.
Vitellaria largely obscured by uterus in mature specimens,
except three tubules, one of which extends backward
along the left border of the acetabulum, whereas the
other two reach to the midlevel of the acetabulum
dorsally or more posteriorly respectively. Theexact
number of the vitelline tubules, therefore, could not
be determined. Uterine coils extending into extracecal
fields. Eggs elliptical, 30-35 X 16-19 µ. Excretory pore
terminal or dorsosubterminal.
DISCUSSION: Although our specimens from Naso
hexacanthus are slightly larger than Pritchard's original
specimens from Naso unicornis, I venture to refer ours
to Prosogonotrema subequilatum Pritchard, 1963 because
of agreement in other characters. The egg difference is
£robab_!r due to a difference in measuring technique~
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222. Prosogonotrema symmetricum
Oshmarin,1965
(Fig. 222)
HABITAT: Stomach of Pristipomoides microlepis (local
name "opakapaka") and P. sieboldii; Hawaii.
Specimens deposited in U. S. Nat. Mus. Helm. Coll. j

No. 63800.
DESCRIPTION (based on 16 strongly flattened whole
mounts•, of which 14 are from Pristipomoides microlepis
and two from other host): Body robust, reddish in life,
tapered toward each end, 2.7-9.5 mm long, l.5-5.0 mm
wide at acetabular level. Cuticle very thick, smooth. In
the fore- and hindbody there are numerous ventral longitudinal muscle bundles attached convergently to the
acetabulum. Oral sucker subterminal, 0.27-0.9 X 0.34-1.2
mm, surmounted by simple or medianly notched, twolobed preoral lobe. Esophagus narrow, short; ceca irregularly undulating, terminating at posterior extremity,
one on each side of excretory pore. Acetabulum 1.0-3.0/
mm in diameter, situated at junction of middle with
posterior third of body; sucker ratio 1 : 2.6-3.0.
Testes subglobular, 0.07-0.5 X 0.09-0.6 mm, situated
almost symmetrically in submedian field at posterior
part of anterior third of body. Seminal vesicle tubular,
windina, 80-120 µ wide; pars prostatica well differentiated, 50-70 µ wide, with a coat of prostate cells,
winding longitudinally in intertesticular field in immature
specimens, but strongly convoluted in mature specimens;
ejaculatory duct also winding, 20-30 µ wide, entering
genital cone at its base and running forward to join the
metraterm half way down from tip of genital cone.
Genital cone entirely enclosed in genital atrium, 0. 24-0. 7 4
X 0.1-0.35 mm, ventral to pharynx and esophagus.
Genital pore ventral to oral sucker or pharynx.
Ovary subglobular, 0.1-0.5 X 0.18-0.57 mm, usually
situated anterodorsolateral to acetabulum, sometimes
median. Vitellaria consisting of several, filiform, strongly
winding tubules, converging toward the point immediately
posterodorsal to the ovary in form of a rosette, but
divergent in different directions; some anteriorly directed
tubules may reach to the level of the genital cone; others
ex!ending transverse! at testicular or pre-acetabular
level, but not further back of ovary. Uterus coiled trom
side to side between acetabulum and genital cone,
occupying whole pre-acetabular intercecal field in fully
gravid specimens; metraterm narrow like ejaculatory
duct, with which it unites in axial center of the genital
cone. Eggs elliptical, 21-30 X 12-16 µ. Excretory vesicle
Y-shaped, bifurcating immediately behind acetabulum;
lateral arms wide, with sinuous walls, uniting dorsal to
pharynx; excretory pore ventrosubterminal, 0.1-0. 5 5 mm
from posterior end of body.
DISCUSSION: This species differs from the most closely
related Prosogonotrema bilabiatum Perez Vigueras, 1940
in the sucker ratio being 1 : 2 .6-3 .0 instead of I : 3 .3,
and from P. subequilatum Pitchard, 1963 in the acetabulum being a little more posterior and in smaller egg
size. In Pritchard's species the sucker ratio is 1 : t .6-1.9,
and the uterine coils extend into the extracecal fields.
• The measurements given here are exaggerated owing to the•
strong pressure applied on the cover glass.
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Ptychogonimidae
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R11bu--.t ,I, . . t\)nw-.. Or.ti ,111d \"t·ntral c;urkn-. l,tr~t·.
Pharynx present. Tt--.tt-~ two. intt•rrf'cal, pu-.t,Hdahular. Cirrus 'pouch
present. ,·.,...,icula "'t'minalts anJ pro-,tatir complex t•ndosed in cirrus
pouch. Cirrus and utt>rus npt·mng tugethn intc, prntrusihlt' genital sucker
embedded in body and cown:d up hy cin ul,n ho<lv fold. Genital pore
median. pre-acetahular. (h·ary prde~t11 ul.1r . p< 1 t.tct•tabular. Rf'ceptacuJurn St'minis ab::,t'nt. Laurt>r\, c,111.d pn-...t·nt. \"itt>llaria follicular,
extending in latt•ral fidd~ of hinubn1h·. l tnu . . 1•xt1·11ding further backward than testes. pas-.mg on t•ach . . 1<t,· .. f "' .1r\' and testes. No <lefinite
excretorv ,·esicle; excrt'ton· arw-. run11iru~ forward lateral to ceca and
fom1ing ·a complett- nng around 11rdl :-uck,·r. P.ua-.ites of elasmobranch".
Type genus: Ptyclwgn,umus Luhe, moo.

Ptychnf:ntti,,ms Liih<-. moo
l'tychn~•111imidae : Body large, plump, covered
\\;th -thick, transn•r:,t.•)~- wrinklt·d rnticle. Oral sucker very large, subterminal. Pharynx wdl develupt·1l. Prepharynx and esophagus very
short or practically ab~nt. Ceca widt'. reaching to near µo~terior exGeneric diagnosi:--.

tremity. :\ct>tabulum nearer to anterior extremity than to posterior ,
extremitv. Testes median. din•t tlv tandem \"as deferens coiled; vesicula ·
serninali~ small. Genital sucker ~·ith three circular concentric muscular
folds, placed between pharynx and an·tabulum. Ovary slightly out of

~-~--~--_J
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SYSTEMA HELMINTH UM

medi~n line, between acetabulum and anterior testis. Laurer's canal
opemng dorsal to ovary. Vitellaria occupying most of lateral fields of
hmdbody. Uterus descending and then ascending on each side of ovary
and testes. Eggs m~derately ~arge. Excretory pore terminal; arms parallel
to each other, forrmng conspicuous circumoral ring. Parasitic in stomach
of sharks, and teleosts (?).
Geno~ype: P. megastom_us (Rud., 1819) Liihe, 1900 (Pl. 20, Fig. 256)_.._
syn. Distoma soccus Mohn, 1858; D. lymphaticum Linstow 1903 ·
Squalus galeus; Ari~ini. Also in Mustelus mustelus, Atlantic; Galeorhin~~
manazo, Japan; Raia nasuta; New Zealand. Additional hosts - Dollfus
(1937), Palombi (1942).
, Metacercaria was found in decapod crustaceans by Grobben (1878) and
\ aullegeard . (1895). For further life history data see Dollfus (1937)
and Palomb1 (1941).
O~her_ species: P. fontanus Lyster, 1939, in Perea flavescens; Salvelinu!.
fontinalis; Canada.
-
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PTYCHOGONIMUS Luhe 1900
· Body relatively little elongate, equally wide, much
flattened. Stem of the excretory vesicle exceptionaly short. Branches
unite both in front of and . behind the oral sucker, thereby producing
a ring canal around the sucker. Genital pore near the ventral sucker.
Genital sinus filled with four ring folds becoming larger toward the
outside. Cirrus sac lacking. Ejaculatory duct short and wide. Pars
prostatica somewaht longer. Seminal vesicle very long, much coiled,
reaching to the hind end of the ventral sucker. Ovary not far behind
the ventral sucker. Uterus sending a large coil posteri0rly on each
side of the gonads. Vagina to the center of the ventral sucker.
Eggs about 65 u long, thinnshelled, seemingly without yolk membrane.
Miracidium unciliated and with unusually strong bristle plates.
In sharks . .
Type species: Pt.megastomus (Rud.)
BDom Odhner 1911

Family PTYCHOGONIMIDAE
-!6. Ptychogonimus megastoma (Rud., 1819) Liihe, 1900
HosT: Raia nasuta Muller and Henle, skate; stomach.
Loc.ALITY: Portobello.
SPECIMEN DEPOSITED: U.S. Nat. Mus. Helminth. Collection No. 49168.
D1scussION: Four specimens were collected, all immature. Although no eggs
were present, the reproductive organs were fairly well developed .. Body size was
3·052 to 3·682 by 1·162 to 1·330 mm. Sucker ratio mts 1 : 0·76 to 0·80. No
character of specific value could be found to separate these specimens from
P. megastoma which occurs in a variety of selachians (dog fishes) in the European
North Atlantic and Mediterranean as far south as Mauritania. I believe it has
not been reported from the Pacific. Raia nasuta is probably not the normal host
since the specimens were immaturr and the species is hitherto known only from
dog fishes. Metacercariae are known from crabs.
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Ptychogonh·nus megastomus (RunoLPHI, 1819) Li.iHE, 1900.
Distoma soccw• MouN, 1858; D. lymphaticum
HoST : Mustelus canis (M1Tce1LL) (Carcharhinidae).
SITE: Stomach.
LOCALITY : Mbour, Senegal.
DATE : 9 February 1956.
SPECIMENS DEPOSITED : USNM Helm. Coll. No. 71901.
SY!liONYMS :

L1N.1Tow,

1903.

D1sctrss10:"11 : Our collection contains two adult worms. This
species has heen reporte4 from a wide variety of carcharinid, squalirl, scylliorhinid and raf d elasmobranch fishes from the British
Isles, Mediterranean, Tvrrhenian and Adriatic Seas Mauritania
Bermuda LG.!1La. Japan: :=in__d___&w_Z.eala..ru:L_ _
'
'

t-ro 'ffl fl sc'h+~u I ,."'J
Ptycho~onimus me~astomus (Rt uor.Pn1, 1819) Max

Tho "'"s.

LrEHE, 1!)0()

°MATERIEL DE LA coLr.E<:no-.; : nomhreux indi, id11s r<;cohrs
chf'z Jfostelus cunis M1ntt11.L. le 20-Y-1%3. a Gore('.
D'apri•s l'l-tiquettf' de rrcollc, ces individ11s out ,;tP lrouvcs clans
la ca, ite huf'calr. Corn me c'est un parasite de 1'<·,tomac, on peul
supposer que, apres la mort d., I'hote, il peut gagner la cavilP
huccale.
C'Pst unc espece a vaste distribution (cotes atlantiques d'Europt>,
MediterranPe, Afrique du Nord, .Japon, ~ouvel1e-ZeJa11dP). Ell"
est connue d'environ 10 especrs de Squaloirlei et une esph,, d" ,
Raja et a ete maintes fois decrite sous divers norm. Je ren, oie ii '
H. Ph. DoLLFUS (1937, p. 437-488, fig. 41-58; 1837, p. 60, 61, ti5.
fi6, 67, 71, 210-211) et a S. Y AMAGun (1958, p. 255-256, pl. XX.
fig. 256).
Aueune recoJtc n'avait ete signalt'·e au Sud d(' la Mauritanir
:-ur la ct>te d' Afriquf'.
1

1
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Dolfuss, 1037

Three ~pecimcn, t.1k1·11 fnim the :-tomachs of three otherwise par,1--ite-free
yellow perch frnm L.ikc· < ·umm,1nd ,u1t \\l're not referable to .tny family pre\ iou::-ly recor<kd from Pt·1 cid.w
Tlwy Wl'rt' adult and egg- lw:i1 int: . .1nd as
the perch. after c.1pture, h,ul lil'L'll kqit in a controlled tank ior :-l'\Tral \,·eeks
prior to killin~. \H' m.ty rnndud,· that t)l(':-,l' fi~h W('rt> suita ble ho:-,h, 111 ..;pite

oi tht> mall infection .
Tlw tluk<':- were ht·,1\·ily mu::-ckcl and fillP<l with large l'gg:,;. lkcau::--1 · .. 1 1 his,
examinatiun was difticult. hut tlwy an· ickntifiable as mernh<·rs of thl' ~t· nus
Ptyc Jzo?,onilllu s . Pn·Yiou-.h I bi-. :..:1•11Lb ha~ Jl()I been representl'd in f resh\\'ater
collt--1·ti!ln:,; and ha ... ht>l·n limitt•d t1, i.l ..;in~k ~pecies megastomum, fo1111cl most
fn·quently in sh<1rk:-. HO\wn·r, thl' l'lo:-,ely related family A:y_!!,iiJ,1e, from
whirh thi~ family ha~ hrt·n sep,1ratl'd because it has d evr lnpt•d a functional
anus (1), is known to occur in hoth fresh\\'ater and ocean fi s h (10).
Apart from the host and habitat differences, the present form varies in
having- oblique tt'ste::;, "hik I'. mee,nstonzurn has tandrm te:-t<'s. Though
otherwise n:ry like: the salr-wat<'r f(Jrm, it is justifiable to consiJer this as
representing a new :,;pcC'ie:-. Tlw clt-sil: nation Ptychogonimus fontanus sp.
nov. is propc,-.ed for it.

L'f~q,r> lq~q

Ptychogonimu.s Jon/anus sp. nov!

HosT: Perea jlat•escens
The specimens are markt·dly cont ractecl, heing only slightly over 1. 0 - 1. 5
mm. long and about 0 . 5 mm. in width. Oral sucker subterminal, strongly
muscled, about O. 25 mm. in maximum diameter; prepharynx short, not
extending beyond caudal-edged sucker; pharynx goblet-shaped, large and
strong-, about O. 14 mm. long; no oesophagus; intestinal crura leave pharynx
directly, pass anteriorly to oral -,ucker, then turn and run posteriorly to the
terminal area of the body, ,vhere they are in contact with the excretory bladder
and probably open into it. Genital opening within large sucker-like sinus in
line with and slightly left of ph.trynx, anterior to acetabulum, provided with
ejaculatory duct and seminal vesicle. Acetabulum large, 0 .196 X O. 235 mm .•
LYSTER: PARASITES OF FRESIIWATER FISH
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strong concentric muscles. Oral sucker, pharynx, genital sinus, and acetabulum closely crowded together. Ovary and most of testes obscured by eggfilled uteru!-, which reaches posteriorly midway down testes and passes left
and behind acetabulum to genital pore; two testes, strongly oblique, close
tog,·t h,·r 1war end of body; entire, transversely ovoid; ovary entire, only
lichtly .interior to testes; intra-uterine eggs numerous, yellow, varying in
.. ,,,, .•m<l shape but typically a broad oval about O. 0056 X O. 0035 mm.
\'itt:llarian follicles separate, pyriform or oval, lateral from midline of acetabulum to posterior margin of posterior testis, extending dorsally toward midline at thi::- point and around common vitelline duct at level of ovary.
Excretory sac intercrural at posterior limit, communicating with exterior by
tube throu~h musculature and in close association with crura. Longitudinal
muscle ban<ls complete, distinct; transverse muscles not distinct. The cuticle
is providnl throughout with many granulosities without apparent arrangement.
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( PTYCHOGONI: lIDAE

HH.\BDIOPOEIDAE

Poche, 19:!6

_Family diagno::-is. ---: Elongate: large monostomcs provided ventrally
with cur\'ed, blunt-pomted papillae or spines in quincunx. Near the
posterior extremity there is a large dorsal opening of the excretorv
icle, into which project several muscular processes, each arising from ,_
base of a tubular diverticle; of the four longitudinal excretory stems
outer are united anteriorly and give off numerous outer di\·erticles.
l sucker subterminal. pharynx absent. Ceca with short posterior
· rticles or distinctly sinuous walls, united together or separated at
terior end. No acetabulum. Testes symmetrical, near posterior extre1ty. Cirrus pouch long. Genital pore near oral sucker. Ovary inter- or
ttesticular. Vitellaria con isting of numerous follicular acini, post- or
testicular. Cterus forming lose transyerse coils between testes and
1rrus pouch; eggs small, filamented at each pole. Parasites of Sirenia.
Type genus: Rhabdiopoeus John ton , 191~.
Key to subfamilies of Rhabdiopoeid~e
xcretory vesicle with several tubular diverticula, from the
base of each of which arises a muscular process projecting
into the vesicle; paired muscular caudal lobes absent; ceca
united posteriorly; testes extracecal; vitellaria posttesticular
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rhab<liopoeinae
Excretory vesicle without particular structure; paired muscular
caudal lobes present; ceca not united posteriorly: testes
intercecal; vitellaria pretesticular ............... Taprobanellinae

Family RHABDIOPOEIDAE Poche, 1926
Family diagnosis.-Body elongated, rounded at each end, convex
dorsally and concave ventrally. Cuticle of ventral surface armed
with large, curved, hooklike spines. Posterior end of body provided
with large cavity opening dorsally, containing a number of probos•
cislike, protrusible structures. Excretory pore situated in the floor
9f the proboscid cavity; excretory vesicle with four anteriorly directed limbs, two lateral and two median; the lateral pair of branches
unite near the intestinal bifurcation and possess short lateral diverticula; the median branches are intercecal and terminate blindly near
intestinal bifurcation. Oral sucker subterminal ; esophagus slender;
intestinal ceca pass between testes and unite at posterior end of body.
Genital aperture situated at side of oral sucker; cirrus pouch long
and slender, containing a portion of seminal vesicle. Testes extracecal, situated in the same transverse plane near the posterior end of
body. Ovary between testes; seminal receptacle and Laurer's canal
absent. Vitellaria extracecal and posttesticular. Uterus long and
slender, with numerous transverse loops extending beyond lateral
· limits of the intestinal ceca; vagina as long as cirrus pouch. Eggs
small, provided with a long filament at each pole. Parasitic m
Sirenia.
Type gen'IJ)s.-Rhabdiopoeus S. J. Johnston, 1913.

Rhabdiopoeus Johnston, 1913

Generic diagnosis. - Rhabdiopoeidae, Rhabdiopoeinae: Body tongue_haped, tapering anteriorly, convex dorsally, with cun-ed papillae on
oncave ventral surface. Oral sucker muscular as u u:il, followed by
,mple esophagus; ceca conYergent as they pas along innrr margin of
t ~tes and joined at their posterior ends by transverse commissure
ht-hind excretory pit. Testes lobed, situated symmetrically just outside
ca in posterior third of body. ·eminal vesicle very long, tubular,
winding in median field. Cirrus pouch very long and slern.ler, containing
small distal portinn of seminal vesicle, prostate complex and long protrusible cirrus. Genital pore close alongside oral sucker. Ovary rounded,
intertesticular; shell gland compact. Neither seminal receptacle nor
Laurer's canal. Vitellaria massed behind testes, mostly outside ceca.
Uterine , oils transvers<', Yery numerous, overreaching ceca laterally at
greater posterior purtion; eggs operculate and filamented. Excretory
stems with numerous simple lateral branches, united dorsal to esophagus.
Intestinal parasitv:-; of Sircnia.
Grnotype: R. tayfr,ri Johnston, 1913 (Pl. 86, Fig. 1043), in Halicore
dugr~>if,· ~\m,tralia.

• Rhabdiopoeinae
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- ubfamily diagnosis. - Rhabdiopoeidae: Boclv spatulate, papillated
~cntrally. Oral sucker small, esophagus short ; ceca with short diverticles
steriorly, convergent as they pass a.lung umer margins of testes, and
mited behind excretory pit. Tc:,k:, t·xtracecal, symmetrical, 11ear poste10r extremity. Cirrus pouch very long and slender. Genital pore beside
ral ·sucker. Qyary intertesticular. Vitellaria posttesticular, mostly
xtracecal. Uterus in close transverse coils, overreaching ceca laterally;
ggs filamented. Excretory sterns with numerous s{mple lateral branches,
united dorsal to esophagus.

Genus RHABDIOPOEUS S. J. Johnston, 1913

Generic diagnos-i-s.-Rhabdiopoeidae: Characters of the family.
Type species.-Rhabdiopoe'IJ;S taylori S. J. Johnston, 1913.
RHABDIOPOEUS TAYLORI S. J. Johnston, 1913
Pl.ATE

12,

FIGURE

51

Description.-Rhabdiopoeus: Body elongated and lancelike, 22 mm
long by 5 mm wide; thinner anteriorly than posteriorly; dorsal
surface convex; ventral surface flat or slightly concave anteriorly
and more deeply concave posteriorly. The ventral surface is covered
with large, recurved, hooklike spines, 107p. long by o4p. wide at their
bases; they are set in a thick cuticula. Oral sucker almost circular,
733µ. in diameter, subterminal and directed ventrally; esophagus
moderately long; intestinal ceca slender, united at posterior end of
body; small lateral ceca are present along the posttesticular portions, but absent elsewhere along their course. A large cavity,
opening dorsally, is present near the posterior end of the body;
this cavity communicates with nine tunnel-like tubular spaces,
three o:f which are anterior and the remaining six are arranged in
two lateral groups of three, each containing a protrusible fingerlike
proboscis. The excretory pore is situated in the floor of the
proboscid chamber ; excretory vesicle large and branched, each of
the branches becoming narrowed into 1 of the 4 chief trunk vessels,
2 o:f the vessels being median and 2 lateral. The lateral vessels extend anteriorly, lateral of testes, and unite immediately anterior and
ventral of the intestinal bifurcation; they are provided with short
lateral branches along their course from the level of the anterior
margin o:f the testes to the level of the intestinal bifurcation. The .
two median vessels pass between the testes and extend anteriorly in
the intercecal field to near the intestinal bifurcation where they
terminate blindly. Genital aperture near right margin of oral
sucker. Cirrus pouch long and slender, its posterior end lying in
the median line about one-fourth of the body length from the anterior end; it contains a small portion of the seminal vesicle, an
ejaculatory duct surrounded by prostate cells, and a muscular cirrus.
Testes deeply lobed, about 2 mm long by 940p. wide, situated in the I
same transverse plane near the junction of the third and last body
:fourths; they are so situated that their long axes are oblique to the
long axis of the body, their bases being separated by the intestinal
ceca. The vas deferens is expanded to form a relatively wide seminal vesicle which extends anteriorly in a more or less tortuous course
from the level of the anterior margin of the testes to the cirrus
pouch. Ovary oval, 890µ. long by 570µ, wide; Mehlis's gland 820µ.
long by 490µ, wide, situated to the right of ovary; both ovary and
Mehlis's gland lie in the angle formed by the testes. There is no
seminal receptacle or Laurer's canal. Vitellaria extracecal and posttesticular in position, and consisting of grapelike groups of oval
follicles, each lateral mass being composed of about 50 groups.
Uterus long and slender, composed of numerous, closely packed
transverse loops which extend laterally beyond the limits of the ceca
as far as the lateral branches of the excretory system. Eggs 26p.
long by 15>' wide, thin shelled, and with a long filament at each pole.

B ost.-Balicore dugong.
Location.-Intestine.
Distribution.-Australia (coast of Queensland).

T,1proba11ellinae ~ rnbf-u.i, Yl'IM/n_:;vr1 l?s-,r
1
Subfamily cli;1g11usis. - Rhabdiopoei<lae: Body boat-shaped, spined
,·Lntrally, with a p,tir of bro;.id mu-;cular caudal lobes. Oral sucker
brg1·; l':--11phagui;; :,;hnrt; ,eca with di:,tinctly sinuous walls, not united
po,teriorly. Testc·s symmetrical, just medial to ceca near posterior
extremity. Cirrus pc,uc-h large, enclosing distal portion of seminal vesicle,
prostatic compkx, and long, strongly muscular ejaculatory duct. Genital
pore be-;icte 1)ra! sucker. Ovary merlian, immC"diately posttesticular.
Laurl'r's c-ann.1 .ihsc•nt. Vitelline follicles pretesticular, extracecal.
l't<:rn, n,·ern•aching C'L'Ca laterally; eggs filamented at each pole. Excn:tor-' · "Y--t<'m unknown, but apparently no such structure sui generis
as ob:--1•r~ nl _in Rliahdinpoeus_. _ .. _ _ _ _ _ _
__,

Ta{'rol1<uiella Cru-;z et Fernand, Hl.S-1

1
)

Gl'neric diagnosis. - Rhab<liopuci<lae, Taprllbanellinae: Body boatshapdl, prnlongcd backw,trd into two short broad, flat, unspined, muscular lube-.. cun~red ventrally with curved spines, smooth dorsally. Oral
sucker largl', with yentral aperture. E<;ophagus narrow, ceca with short
di,·ertides, extending to posterior end of body. Testes lobed, symmetrical,
directly medial tu I era near po::,terior l'xtremity. Cirrus pouch large,
cuntaining tlistal portion of seminal vesicle, prostatic complex and long
nrnscular tluctns ejaculaturius. Extt'rnal seminal vc~icle winding at
po:--terior end uf cirrus pnuch. Genital pore nrar left margin of oral sucker.
Ovary median, immecliately posttcsticular. Shell gland pre-ovarian.
Lanrer's canal ab5ent. Vitelline follicles in two short pretesticular extracecal lateral fielus. Uterus extending in transverse coils between testes
and cirrus pouch as ·well as on the left of the latter. Eggs operculate,
small, with 1-3 filaments at opercular pole and 2-3 at other end.
1

)

This genus was placed by the original authors in the Pronocephalinae.

Excretory pore median, dorsal. at or near level of ovary. Parasitic in
stomach and pyloric ceca of Sirenia.
Genotype: T. bicaudata Crusz et Fernand, 1954 (Pl. 102, Fig. 1235), in

Du~~ dufD!'~; Ceylon.

\

nom. emend. for
Rhopaliadae Looss, 1899

RHOPALL\SIDAE

l

Family diagnosis. - Digenea resembling Echinostomatidae in general
anatomy except for absence of head collar and presence of symmetrical/
armed probosci<les in forebody. Body elongate, spinose; forebody /
exca\'ated ventrally, provided on each side with a retractile proboscis
armed with hooks like acanthocephalan proboscis. Oral sucker and
pharynx small, esophagus variable in length. Ceca reaching posterior
extremity. Acetabulum much larger than oral sucker, near anterior
extremity. Testes directly tandem, in middle third of body or more
posteriorly. Cirrus pouch long. Genital pore pre-acetabular. Ovary pretesticular. Uterus long or short. Vitellaria in lateral fields of hindbody.
_Excreto~ vesicle? Parasites of marsupials.

RHOPALIASINAE - Corpo alongado e atenuado posterionnente; pode ser expandido
lateralmente na zona acetabular ou na
zona pre-acetabular; sua por~ao anterior
e escavada ventralmente. Cuticula espinhosa. Nas regioes laterals a ventosa oral, faringe e esofago, existe uma tromba retratil, com espinhos. Ventosa oral subtenninal.
Acetabulo situado pr6ximo a extremidade
anterior do corpo, muito maior que a ventosa oral. Pre-faringe e faringe presentes.
Esofago variavel. Cecos intestinais simples,
terminando na extremidade caudal. Poro
genital mediano, imediatamente pre-acetabular. Bolsa do cirro clavlforme, mais ou
menos curva, atingindo a regiao p6s-acetabular. Testiculos de forma e contorno va..:
riaveis, medianos, com campos coincidentes; ficam situados no tei:90 medio do corpo ou mais posteriormente. Ovarlo arredondado, mediano, pre-testicular. Vitelinos
la terais, dispostos na por9ao posterior do
corpo, podendo confluir atras do testiculo
posterior. Otero longo ou curto, pre-ovariano, no campo intercecal. Parasites de mamiferos. (Diagnose segundo Travassos, Freitas & Kohn, 1969) .

Especie tipo - Rhopalias coronatus
(Rudolphl, 1819) Stiles & Hassan, 1898.
Outras especies - Rhopalias horridus
<Diesing, 1850) Stiles & Hassan, 1898, Rhopalias baculifer Braun, 1901; Rhopalias
macracanthus Chandler, 1932.

Rlwpa/,ias Stiles et Hassall, 1898
Syn. R.Jwpalophorus Diesing, 1850, preoccupied
Generic diagnosis. - Rhopaliasidae: Body elongate, tapered posteriorly, may be expanded laterally at level of acetabulum or in front of it,
spinose; forebody excavated ventrally. On each side of the oral sucker,
pharynx and esophagus there is a retractile proboscis armed with hooks
like an acanthocephalan proboscis. Oral sucker subterminal, followed by
prepharynx. Pharynx globular to elliptical, esophagus very short to
moderately long. Ceca simple, terminating at posterior extremity.
Acetabulwn much larger than oral sucker, close to anterior extremity.
Testes variable in shape (subglobular to sausage-shaped), with smooth
or indented margin, situated in median field one directly behind the
other in middle third of body or more posteriorly. Cirrus pouch claviform,
more or less curved, reaching back of acetabulum, containing well
developed prostatic complex. Genital pore median, just pre-acetabular.
Ovary rounded, median. Uterus long or short, winding in intercecal field
between ovary and genital pore. Vitellaria confined to lateral fields of
hindbody, may be confluent behind posterior testis, commencing at level
of posterior end of acetabulum or a little posterior to it, leaving pointed
po terior extremity free or not. Intestinal parasites of marsupials.
Genotype: R. coronatus (Rud., 1819) Stiles et Hassall (Pl. 86, Fig.
1040), in Didelphis virginiana; Brazil. Also reported for other Didelphys
J cies (cancrivorus, nudicaudata, palmata, <Juica, and mat'supialis
rcinophaga), Trinidad; D. mesamericana tabascensis, Mexico.
Other species:
R. baculi/er Braun, 1900, in Didelphys palmata; Brazil.
R. "°"idus (Dies. 1850) (Pl. 85, Fig. 1026), in Didelphys myosurus,
D. philander; Brazil. Also in D. mesamericana mesamericana,
Guatemala; D. marsupialis, Venezuela.
R. macracanthus Chandler, 1932, in Didelphis toirginiana; ~- America. Also in D. mesamericana tabascensis; Mexico. Number and
morphology of chromosomes - Ciordia (1048).

RESULT.ADOS E DISCUSSAO
Nosso conceito sobre o genero e o seutnte:
Rhopalias Stiles & Hassan, 1898

alaopalias: Stiles & Hassan, 1898: 82, 93, 96
,lltopalias: Looss, 1399: 542, 581
llhopalias: Braun, 1900: 27-29
•hopalias: Braun, 1901: 318, 320, 324, 326329
Rhopalias: Pratt, 1902: 888
lthopalias: Braun, 1903: 23, 128, 145
Rhopalias: Braun, 1908: 156, 174
ahopalias: Odhner, 1911: 190
IChopalfas: Braun, 1915: 143.
IChopalfas: Skrjabin, 1923: 194
Rhopaltas: Poche, 1926: 172
llhopalias: Fuhrmann, 1928: 126
Rhopal1as: Chandler, 1932: 7
ahopalias: Hearin, 1938: 1, 12, 51, 54, 61,
65, 70
Rhopaltas: Travassos & Freitas, 1943: 396.
Rhopa.lias: Caballero, Bravo Hollls & Ce.
recero, 1944: 71
Bhopalias: SkrJabin, 1948: 307-308
l&h.opalias: Yamaguti, 1958: 901
l&hopaluu: Sandars, 1958: 152, 153, 157.
llhopalfas: Caballero & Montero Gel, 1961:
45, 64, 79, BO
,chopaztas: Prod'Hon, 1968: 393, 395
IChopalias: Travassos, Freitas & Kohn,
1969: 6, 433, 850

The body tapers toward-- thl' tail : there are two distinct regions,
e anterior being ex pa 11, 1,·rl and hrnader than the posterior, thts
ivision occurring 1mnu ,liLttdy lwl md the• acetabulurn (Plate I,
ig. 1). The total body length i-- :!·7.i- 1!1·11 mm .. tlw anterior region
f the bo<ly beinl{ 0·75-a-i, mm. long. The ratio of the anterior
ody to the posterior bod,· i-; l : 3 to I : !l , the average being 1 : 4.
he maximum width of tlw anterior body i:-- 0·J-1·5 mm., and of the
sterior bo,h- 0·5-1·5 nun .. the antt>rior hotly is heavily coven:cl with
gularly arr,mged cuticular spinr::-- tH1:l mm. long which extend on
the antnior of the po_terior body region and passing backwards
pidly decrease in numh,·r. There are only occasional scattered
ticular spines behind approximately the fir:-,t sixth of the length
the posterior body. In some specimens, the cuticular spines had
mpletely disappeared~is is doubtlessl · due to preservation.
The two proboscis sacs are comparatively long ranging fro~
98 to l ·4 mm., and being 0·21-0·29 mm. wide; they ex:tena pos"
riorly to the phar) nx. They are armed with spines, 60µ-70µ
ng x 20µ wide. There are three distinct groups of spines on tht,
treme anterior end of the body between the proboscis sacs,
easuring 60µ,-70µ in le.ngthjplate I , Fig. 3). .
The oral sucker is sub-Yentral, sub-circular or circular, 0·2128 mm. longx0·20-0·28 mm. wide. The acetabulum is muscular
d broadly oval, 0·60-0·91 mm . long X 0·49-0·84 mm. wi~e. The
tio of the oral sucker length to the acetabulum length 1s l : 3.
he prepharynx is 0·07 mm. long ; the pharynx is 0·21 mm. long X
13--0· 14 mm. wide ; the oesophagus is 0·28-0·56 mm. long ; the
· entary canal branches behind the proboscis sacs and anteriorly
the genital pore. The excretory pore lies posterior on the dorsal
ace of the body ; the excretory vesicle is large.
The two testes
in tandem and are elongate of uneven shapeuated in the middle of the length of the posterior region of the
y, between the lateral vitelline fields. The anterior testis is
77-0·7 mm long x 0·35-0·56 mm.; the pos~erior testis is 0·6377 mm. long x 0·35--0·56 mm. The cirrus pouch is large, conspicuous
d lagena shaped, extending from the anterior of the ovary, curving
hind the acetabulum to the genital aperture. (Plate I, Figs. 2 and
. It is 1·4-1·89 mm. long with a maximum width of 0·35-0·49 mm.
oss its posterior end. Thl' seminal ve~icle is large and lies
steriorly within the cirrus pouch ; the ejaculatory duct is well
efined.
The ovary is sphencal, 0·3-0·42 mm. diameter ; the oviduct
'sing from its posterior margin pa-.;scs backwards. Mehlis' gland
well developed and lies between the anterior testis and the ovary
late 1, Fig. 4). The receptaculum may be large, oval, 0·2 ·x: 0· 14 mm.,
d is close to Mehlis' gland. The vitelline fi.el<ls are lateral, the
·ni varying in size, being spherical, suLspherical and often elongate,
nd presenting a mosaic pattern; they are 0·07-0·1 mm. diameter
nd 0·07-0· 14 mm. x (H)4-0·07 mm. The vitelline fields extend from
e level of the posterior border of the acetabulum to the extreme
nd of the body, gradually increasing in width until merging
mediately behind the posterior testis. The transverse vitelline
ucts are in front of the anterior testis . The uterus passes from Mehlis'
land ventrally beneath the ovary, curves around the posterior
ntremity of the cirrus pouch to the dorsal side and returns to run
etween the cirrus pouch and the acetabulum opening immediately
osteriorly to the cirrus opening (Plate I, Fig. 3). The maximum
umber of eggs observed in the uterus ishetween one hundred and
ne hundred and fifty. They are operculate, 80µ-100µ X 60f::_ __,
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Comparison of H hopalias species

Ratio

Antenor Bodv
Posterior Body.

Body L<>ngth

I
'

Ratin
Length of
Pro hoseis Sacs

-----------1

10- 12 mm.

Oral Suckrr

No distinct
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Vny great.

o-~8mm.

I : 2·6-1 . fl

0·56-1·4 mm.
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l : 2' 8

0·17-0·26 mm.
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QUADRO COMPARATIVO DOS PRINCIPAIS CARACTERF.S DIFERENCIAIS
DAS ESPECIES DO G~NERO RHOPALIAS
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/
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do cirro

I
I
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15,116
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'
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I
I 0,15
---------I
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I
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--------- ---1

0,349
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I
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I 0,16
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I -------
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I!____________
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I
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Rela~ao vent.on.
oral-acetabulo

1
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-
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1

,-----I
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X

x

I 0,116 ___ I
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9
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Conclusoes:
& Hassall, 1898, somente com as espeDo estudo realizado e tendo em
cies que podem ser identificadas,
vista as discuss6es apresentadas ap6s
usando-se a cha ve que se segue para
as descric;6es de R. coronatus e R. macradeterminac;ao das mesmas e 03 quacanthus, fica o genero Rhopalias Stiles
dros (I e II).

CHAVE PARA DETERMINAC::AO DAS £SPECIES DO
G'£NERO RHOPALIAS
opalophorus cc

1 -

palophorus cc
opalophorus cc

_

2 opalophorus ca
opalocephalus
c,palophorus ca

3 -

Com corca de espinhos dorsais a ventosa oral, prob6scidas
longas ................... _......................... .
Sem coroa de espinho:; dorsais a ventosa oral, prob6scidas
curtas ............................................. .
Com balsa do cirro longa, geralmente alcanc;ando a zona
ovariana ........................................... .
Com bolsa do cirro geralmente curta, ultrapassando um
pouco a borda posterior do acetabulo ................ .
Espinhos da proboscida, pequenos e numeroso3 ....... .
Esp!nhos da proboscida, grandes e pouco3 ............ .

opaltas corona1

bo0\e5 and

Uin cen.t e. > / q +~

R. coro11atus
2
3

R. barnli/cr
R. hurriJ11s
R. macracanthus

Rhopali
Rhopalias coronatus
GENERAL D1scuss10~

Knowledge of the Achillurbainiidae pre~ents a confo sing picture
of distribution and also of host relationships, since the hosts are a
carnivore from Malaya and marsupials frum South America. Also,
there does not appear to be any constancy in the location in the
host where the parasites are found. Until further records are made,
nothing can be stated satisfactorily about the geographic distribution
of members of the family.
M etaddphis from South Amrrican opossums may represent a
group of trematodes to be found only in a restricted area from a
limited range of hosts. However, if a related species is found in
an Australian marsupial, it may well prove to be 8:nother example
in parallel with that of Zonorchis, where Zonnrchis allentoshi (Foster,
1939) from North and South American marsupials is closely related
to Zonorchis australiensis Sandars, rn5s· from Australian marsupials.

Similarly in Rhopalias, a membt>r of a family as yet limited to
American marsupials, if it is discowred to be J •resent also in
Australian marsupials, it will pr •sent another interesting link
phylogenetically. In America, Rhopalias is well established, occurring
in a number of marsupial species ,rnd lia ving a wide geographic
distribution. The four species of Rhopah1is are closely related
although s~ifical]_y quite distinc_t_.~ ---,--

5 ~ /<15"8.

Rhopalias coronatus (Rudo!phi, 1819)
Stiles & Hassan, 1898.

Sinonimia e referencias:
Distoma coronatum Rudolphi, 1819: 686
Rhopalophorus coronatus Diesing, 1850:
400
Rhopalophorus coronatus: Diesing, 1851:
521, 522
Distomum coronatum: Creplln, 1851: 275
Rhopalophorus coronatus: Diesing, 1855:
172, 173, pl. 1,

figs. 6-11
Rhopalophorus coronatus: Diesing, 1858:

35'7
Rhopalophorus coronatus: Cobbold, 1860;
51
Rhopalophorus coronatus: Carus, 1863: 479
Rhopalophorus coronatus: Linstow, 1878:

-~65
Rhopalophorus coronatus: Cobbold, 1879:
462
Rhopalophorus coronatus: Braun, 1892: 583
Echinostomum coronatum Stossich, 1892:

30
Rhopalophorus coronatus: Monticelli, 1893:
83
Rhopalophorus coronatus: Kaiser, 1893: 93
Rhopalophorus coronatus: Braun, 1893:
879, 880, 886,
890, 893, 895,
908, 911, 918
Rhopalophorus coronatus: Stiles & Hassan,
1894: 252
Rhopalocephalus coronatus Lutz, 1895: 182
Rhopalophorus coronatus: l·errler, 1897:

1769
Rhopalias coronatus: Stiles & Hassan, 1898:

93, 96

'/

Rhopaliasidae
Rhopalias coronatus
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Diston

Many
mals.
Host:
e

Habitat
Locality

Date : ;

Them

ander opossi

Many
mammals.
ed and ar

lchinostom a coronatus: Stossich, 1899 : 14
0,018 a 0,113 e os menores variam de 8 a
Er flinostoma coronatus: Looss, 1899 : 581
11 medindo de 0,019 a 0,059 mm. As bainhas
D1s toma coronatum : Braun, 1900: 27
das trombas sao grandes, e na maioria dos
IOtopalophorus coronatus : Braun, 1900: 28, exemplares estudados alcarn;am o nivel do
acetabulo. Medem 0,59 a 1,33 mm de com29
primento por 0,14 a 0,31 mm de largura.
r hinostoma coronatus : Braun, 1900 : 28,
As prob6sc1das sao retrateis e apresentam
29
em sua superfk ie 9 espinhos que medem
JOa opalias coronatus: Braun, 1900: 28, 29
0,039 a 0,059 mm de comprimento. Ventosa
Dutoma coronatum : Braun, 1901: 319
oral
subterminal com 0,14 a 0,23 mm de
E<'hinostomum cor onatum : Braun, 1901:
por 0,15 a 0,24 mm de largura.
comprimento
319
Acetabulo maior que a ventosa oral com
Rhopaltas cor onatus : Braun, 1901: 320, 321,
0,42 a 0,88 mm de comprimento por 0,28 a '
323, 324, 326, 328.
pls. 19 e 20, figs. 24 0,!?4 mm de largura. A rela~ao entre a
ventosa oral e o acetabulo varia de 1: 1,4 a
e 11
1 :3,7. Faringe musculosa com 0,17 a 0,26 mm
Rhcpali as cor onatus: Benham, 190l: 67
de comprlmento por 0.086 a 0,199 mm de
D~tomum coronatum : Mola, 1907: 39
Iargura. Esotago de dimens6es variaveis.
Rhopalias coronatus : Travassos, 1916: 2, 4 Cecos intestlnais insinuando-se na porr;ao
Rhopalias coronatus : Viana, 1924: 109, 110 posterior do corpo, atingindo sua extreRhopalias coronatus; Lutz, 1928: 122
midade. Abertura genital situada logo actRhopalias coronatus: Chandler, 1932: 7, 8
ma do acetabulo. Bolsa do cirro alongada
Rhopalias coronatus: Hearin, 1938: 11, 65, geralmente alcan~ando a zona ovariana e
m.edindo 1,23 a 2,48 mm de comprlmento
66
Rhopalias coronatus: Caballero, Bravo Hol- por 0, 24 a 0, 42 mm de largura. Vesicula
lis & Cerecero, 1944: seminal bilobada estreitada e recurvada
1Para ultras em sua por~ao media. Cirro
65-68, figs. 3-5.
Rhopalias coronatus: Caballero, 1946: 157 muse oso. Testiculos alongados e de conRhopalias coronatus·. Sk . b'
1948· 307 torno irregular, intercecais, p6s-acetabularJa m,
·
' res e pas
1
· ·
308 fi s. 166-167
- - -ovar ano~ com camoos comc1-

'

g

dentes e zonas as vezes coincidentes.

Rhopalias coronatus: Caballero & Vogel- Testiculo anterior com 0,39 a 1,35 mm
1949 61 63
sang,
de comprimento por 0,19 a 0,45 mm de
:
ll hopalias coronatus: Wolfgang, 1951: 352largura; testiculo posterior com 0,46 a
354. fi2s. 1-3
Rhopalias coronatus: Caballero, Brenes
1,86 mm de comprimento e 0,14 a 0,39 mm
Madrigal & Jimenez- ' de largura. OVario arredondado, interQuiroz, 1957: 142-144,
cecal e pre-testicular; mede 0,24 a 0,50 mm
147, 148, 154
de comprimento por 0,21 a 0,39 mm de larfig. 6.
gura. Glandula de Mehlis presente. 'Otero
Rhopalias coronatus: Sandars, 1958: 145,
153, 154- 157, pl. I,
figs . 1_4
Rhopalias coronatus: Caballero & DiazUngria, 1958: 27-28
Rhopalias coronatus: Yamaguti, 1958 : 901,
pl. 86, fig. 1.040.
Rhopalias coronatus: Caballero & Montero-Gei, 1961: 50, 64,
75-79
Rhopalias coronatus: Lumsdem & Zischke.
1961: 90
Rhopalias coronatus: Skrjabin, 1964: 22,
195, fig. 74
Rhopaltas coronatus: Prod'Hon, 1968: 393,
395
Rhopaltas dobbini
Prod'Hon, 1968: 393,
395, figs. a-c.
Rhopalias coronatus: Travassos, Freitas &
Kohn, 1969: 434, 435,
753, 850, figs. 299. 300

Tremat6deos de corpo alongado, com
parte anterior mais alargada que a posterior e recoberto Por espinhos que se estendem ate pr6ximo a extremldade distal.
medem 5,092 a 15,116 mm de comprimento
por 0,98 a 2,21 mm de largura. Na por~ao
mais anterior do corpo existe um grupo de
espinhos em fonna de coroa Que variam
de 18 a 25, distribuidos em 2 grupos: os
maiores variam de 10 a 14 e mectem de
a

pouco desenvolvldo indo da zona ovariana
regiio do poro genital. Ovos operculados, de easca fina e Ilsa, medindo 0,086 a
0,093 mm de comprlmento por 0,046 a
0,053 mm de largura. Foliculos vitelinicos
extra e lntercecais, ocupando toda a reR. coro
giao pos-testicular estendendo-se para
diante ate ao nivel acetabular. Vesicula 19.070, 25.37
excretora tubular abrindo-se na extremi- 4.458, 4.965,
8.869, 9.137,
dade posterior do corpo.

a

19.78a.

Observa9ao - Pode ocorrer em alguns
Mate
exemplares desta especie uma anomalia, positado na
que consiste na ausencia de uma das tituto Oswa
trombas.
a-aa.
Habitat - Intestino delgado de Philander philander (L): Chironectes minimus
(Zimmermann): Didelphis .aurita Wied:
Didelphis. m.arsupialis marsuptalis L; Metachiros nudtcaudatus (E. Geoff.); Metachirus
nudicaudatus myosurus (Temm.) ; Philander opossum opossum (L.) ; Philander opossum quica (Temm.); Monodelphis domestfca domesttca Wagner; Metachirops opossum (L.) ; Metachirus nudicaudatus personatu.s Mir.-Rib.

Nota

Prod'Hon, 1
ronatus

D1stribui9io geograf1ca - Brasil, Uruguai, Paragual, Trinidad, Mexico, Guatemala, Coata Rica.
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145,
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Diaz27-28

Monte1: 50, 64,

Zischke.
22,

1968: 393,
1968: 393,

a-c.
Freitas &
: 434, 435,
gs. 299. 300
gado, com

que a posque se esade distal.
mprimento
Na porc;ao
grupo de

0,018 a 0,113 e os menores variam de 8 a
11 medindo de 0,019 a 0,059 mm. As bainhas
das trombas sao grandes, e na maioria dos
exemplares estudados alcanc;am o nivel do
acetabulo. Medero 0,59 a 1,33 mm de comprimento por 0,14 a 0,31 mm de largura.
As prob6sc1das sao retrateis e apresentam
em sua superfkie 9 espinhos que medem
0,039 a 0,059 mm de comprimento. Ventosa
oral subterminal com 0,14 a 0,23 mm de
comprimento par 0,15 a 0,24 mm de largura.
Acetabulo maior que a ventosa oral com
0,42 a 0,88 mm de comprimento por 0,28 a
0,94 mm de largura. A relac;ao entre a
ventosa oral e o acetabulo varia de 1: 1,4 a
1:3,7. Faringe musculosa com 0,17 a 0,26mm
de comprlmento por 0.086 a 0,199 mm de
largura. Esofago de dimensoes variaveis.
Cecos intestinais insinuando-se na porc;ao
posterior do corpo, atingindo sua extremidade. Abertura genital situada logo acima do acetabulo. Bolsa do cirro alongada
geralmente alcanc;ando a zona ovariana e
medindo 1,23 a 2,48 mm de comprimento
por 0,24 a 0,42 mm de largura. Vesicula
seminal bilobada estrei tad a e recurvada
(Para tras em sua porc;ao media. Cirro
musculoso. Testiculos alongados e de contorno irregular, intercecais, p6s-acetabulares e pos-ovartanos com camoos coincidentes e zonas as vezes coincidentes.
Testiculo anterior com 0,39 a 1,35 mm
de comprimento por 0,19 a 0,45 mm de
Iargura; testiculo posterior com 0,46 a
1,86 mm de comprimento e 0,14 a 0,39 mm
de Iargura. OVario arredondado, intercecal e pre-testicular; mede 0,24 a 0,50 mm
de comprlmento por 0,21 a 0,39 mm de largura. Glandula de Mehlis presente. utero
pouco desenvolvido indo da zona ovariana
a regiio do poro genital. Ovos operculados, de cuca fina e lisa, medindo 0,086 a
0,093 mm de comprimento por 0,046 a
0,053 mm de largura. Foliculos vitelinicos
extra e !ntercecals, ocupando toda a reR. coronatus - Balsamo: 9.155, 9.324,
giao p6s-testicular estendendo-se para
19.070, 25.371, 25.762, 28.009. Formol: 2.270,
diante ate ao nivel acetabular. Vesicula
4.458, 4.965, 4.966, 5.687, 5.688. 5.693, 6.176,
excretora tubular abrindo-se na extremi8.869, 9.137, 15.198, 15.199, 15.217, 18.594,
dade posterior do corpo.
19~
Observa~ao - Pode ocorrer em alguns
Material helmintol6gico estudado, deexemplares desta especie uma anomalia, positado na Cole~ao Helmintol6gica do Insque consiste na ausencia de uma das tltuto Oswaldo Cruz, sob os numeros 30 617
trombas.
a-aa.
Habitat - Intestino delgado de Philander philander (L): Chironectes minimus
(Zimmermann); Didelphts aurita Wied;
Dictelphts marsupialis marsupialis L; Metachirus nudicaudatus (E. Geoff.); Metachirus .
nudtcaudatus myosurus (Temm.); Philander c,possum opossum (L.); Philander oposaum quica (Temm.> ; Monodelphis ctomestica domesttca Wagner; Metachirops oposaum (L.); Metachirus nudicaudatus personatus Mir.-Rib.

D1strtbul~io geogranca - Brasil, Urugual, Paraguat, Trinidad, Mexico, Guate-mala, Coat& Rica.

Nota
Consideramos R. dobbini
Prod'Hon, 1968, como sinonimo de R. coronatus (Rud., 1819) , pois os caracteres
considerados por PRoD'HoN para dlferencia~ao especifica sao insuficientes, em virtude da grande varia~ao encontrada por
nos em R. coronatus.
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Rhonaliidae

Rhoraliidae

*Rhoi,alias coronatus (Rudolphi, 1819) Stiles et Hassall, 1898 (Fig. 32)
Distoma cqronatum. Entoz. Synops. Mant. locul.. 686.

Many examples were collected from the digestive tract of marsupial mammals.
Host : Philander opossum (Linnaeus)-14 exx., Metachirus nudicaudatus (E. Geoffroy)-7
exx .. iJidelphis 111arsupialis Lin nae us 1-2 cxx .. D. paraguayensis Oken* 2 exx. -

Habitat : Small intestine. rarely ·e1ec um.
Locality: Tingo Maria (lJ NAS. Afilador . Castill11 Chico . Castillo Grande, Cueva de
la s Pavas .. Bella. Aucayacu), Dpto. Huanuco; Nan-choc ( La Veg_a . Bolivar).

Pl!!. ,eu

Dpto . Cajamarca .

Date: August 16 to October 1. 1976.

The maximum number of this species in a single host was 286 in Phil-

ander opossum collected · in Castillo Chico on August 23._ _ __ _

Rhopaliidae

Many .examples_ of this family were collected from various marsupial
mammals. All of the three species known from South America were included and another unidentified species was added.

Rhopaliasidae
Rhopalias baculifer Braun, 1901

This genu~ i~ restrictrd to tht' American marsupials. There are
four specib, vi ·~ : Rhnpah.rs li,1eullfer Braun . 1901 ; R. coronatus
(Rudolphi, 18] H1 • which j..., th e most com mun species \vith the widest
distribution : R. /inrndz.ts (Dic·~ing, l~ilO) ; R. macraranthus Chandler,
1932.
Rhopalias barnlzfer has brt·n recorded on ly once . from Chironectes
minimus from Br.izil. South America.
Sa,n.dLl/t,V.1 /c;~-s
: Rhopalias baculifer Braun, 1901 -

Reter~nclas:
Rhopallas baculifer: Braun, 1900: 28, 29
Rhopalia, baculifer: Braun, 1901: 325-326,
pl. 19, fig. 1
.Rhopalias baculifer: Travassos, 1916: 2
R~lias baculifer: Viana, 1924: 99
Rli4palias baculifer: Chandler, 1932: 7, 8
R/iopalias 'baculifer: Hearin, 1938: 11, 65,

66
Rhopalias baculifer: Skrjabin, 1948: 307,
.
308, 313, fig. 168
Rlaopalia, bacv.li/er: Wolfgang, 1951: 354
R
itu bacvU/er_: Caballero, Brenes
Madrigal & Jimenez.
Quiroz, 1957: 144
lt~ta& baculifer; Yamaguti, 1958: 901
N>a 1 ,palfa& baculifer: Bandars, 1958: 152
RliOJMlitu baculifer: C&ballero & Montero
Gel, 1961: 50, 54, 67,
75, '19, figs. 1-3
R1'()Jllllu.ta baculi/er: Lumadem & Zischke,
1861: 90
baculi/er; Prod'Hon, 1968: 393
Ror,11"1fa1 bacuHJer: Travassos, Freitas &
Kohn, 1969: 434, 438,
753, 850, tig. 302
mat6deoa de corpo alongado, reco-

I

I

I

.,,..•!fas

por esplnhoa que sio matores e mats
ablilldantes nos doia ter~oa anteriores e
ffl4!1101'e8 e eacaasoa no ter90 posterior. Me.s de comprimento 8,085 a 13,78 mm e
dt- ~ a 1,39 a 1,89 mm. As bainhas das
mrnbaa lio pequeria.s em rel~io ao tanulnho do corpo e medem 0,89 a 0,34 mm
u COftlJ>l1mento por 0,16 mm de largura .
. · , Pl'Ob6acldu retrateis sao encontrad(~ 10 eapinhoa que medem 0,11 mm de
por 0,053 a 0,059 mm de lar'VentOI& oral subterm~ com 0,32
mm de comprlmento por 0,29 a 0,40
l .... .,,....e largura. Acetabulo maior que a
Y.
oral com 0,51 a 0,69 mm de compramento por 0,81 a 0,71 mm de largura.
A rela9&o eqtre a vent.oaa oral e o acetabulo
e de 1:1. l'arlnce muaculosa com 0,22 a 0,33
mm de compriment.o por 0,19 mm de largura. Dtfago de tamanho vartavel. Cecos
Jntnt.lnala lnalnuando-se na por~lo pos~ do oorpo, atlngindo sua extremtdade.
~ 1enJta1 situada logo abaao da
'-91c> doa ceco1 lntestlnais. Bola& do

--~t.o

o mes a.t\c.

·

at

pJ
fo
fn

ctrro pequena, alcan~ando a zona p6s-acetabuiar com 1,10 a 1,25 mm de comprimento Por 0,25 a 0,30 mm de largura. VesicUla seminal llgeiramente lobada. Cirro
muscUloso. Testfculos alongados, intercecals, pos-acetabulares e pos-ovarianos com
camPos coincidentes e zonas as vezes coincidentes. Testiculo anterior co.m 1,25 a 2,37
mm de comprimento por 0,32 a 0,50 mm de
largura; testiculo posterior com 1,10 a 2,53
mm de comprimento por 0,32 a 0,45 mm de
largura. Ovario arredondado, intercecal e
Pre-testicular; mede 0,36 a 0,43 mm de
comprtmento por 0,32 .mm de largura.
Gli.ndula de Mehlis presente. 'Otero pouco
desenvolvido indo da zona ovariana a reglao do poro genital. Ovos operculados de
casca lisa e fina m.edindo 0,093 a 0,119 mm
de comprimento por 0,046 a 0,057 mm de
lal'gura. Foliculos vttelinicos inter e extracecais estendendo-se do nivel da balsa do
ctrro ate a regiao posterior do corpo onde
sao mats numerosos. Vesicula excretora
tubular abrindo-se no poro excretor na
extremidade distal.
Habitat - Intestino delgado de Chironectes minimus minimus (Zimmermann),
Philander opossum Juscogriseus (E. Geoff) ;
Philander opossum opossum L.; Metachi-

rops opossum (L) .
Distrlbui~o geografica - Brasil, Urugual e Costa Rica.
Material estudado depositado na Cole~io Helmintol6gica do Instituto Oswaldo
Cruz, sob os numeros 30 624 a-bi_ 30 625.

Gomes and
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Balsamo: 17.798 a-b.
, 17.799 a-b, 17.801 a-b, 17.802 a-b. Formol:
R. baculifer -

5.689, 15.261, 17.733.

1

*Rhopalias baculifer Braun, 1901. (Fig. 34)
R

R

R

JI

B

Zool. Jahrb .. Abt. Syst.. 14: 325. Taf. 19. Fig. 1.

This species is as large as R. coronatus but easily distinguishable by shorter probosces against its body length.
'
Host : Philander opossum ~Linnaeus)-2 exx .. Metachirus nudicaudatus
(E. Geoffroy)-4
exx .. Didelphis marsupialis Linnaeus-3 exx.
Habitat : Small intestine.

Locality: Tingo Maria (UNAS, Afilandor, Castillo Chico. Castillo Grande, Cueva de
las Pavas, Bella), Dpto. Huanuco.
Ps,eu
Date: August 16 to September 5. 1976.
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Rhopaliasidae
Rhopalias horridus (Diesing , 1850)

R hopalias lwrr1dus has been recorJed fro m Didelphis marsup1'alis
aurita, }.,[ etachirus nttdiccrudatus, JI eta'-hirus oposswm and P hilander

philander from Brazil, South America; from Didelp his -m arsupialis
from Venezuela and from Didelphis mesamericana mesamericana
from Central America.

·· hFrl!II. R>~AIIAI"

F•o"" Pll4 rr1 l'f~ -

Rhopalias horridus (Diesing, 1850) Stiles & Hassan, 1898.
Sinonimia e referencias:
Rhopalophor us horridus Diesing, 1950:

400
Rhopalophorus horridus: Diesing, 1851:
520
Rhopalophorus horridus: Creplin, 1851:
275
Rhopalophorus horridus: Diestng, 1855:
173, pl. 1,
figs . 12-16
Rhopalophorus horrid us: Diestng, 1858:
357
Rhopalophorus horridus: Cobbold, 1860: 51
Rhopalophorus horridus: Llnstow, 1878: 65
Rhopalophorus horrid us: Cobbold, 1879:
432
Rhopalophorus horridus: Braun, 1892: 583
Rhopalophorus horridus: Braun, 1893: 903
Rhopalophorus horridus: Monttcelli, 1893:
83
Rhopalocephalus horridus Lutz, 1895: 182
Rhopalophorus horridus: Perrier, 1897:
1769
Rhopalophorus horrid.us: Stiles & Hassan,

_....

/

-

---

• O.fom . I /,,,___

:_. --------------

-

1898: 93

Rhopalophorus horridus: Benhan, 1901:
66, fig. 11
Rhopalophorus horrid us: Braun, 1901: 319,
320, 323, 324.

Rhopalias horridus

Braun, 1901: 323, 325,

pl. 19, fig. 3
Rhopalias hor,,.tdus: Travassos, 1916: 2
Rhopaltas horrid us: Viana, 1924: 124
Rhopalias horridus: Fuhrmann, 1928: 38,
fig, 46
Rhopalias horridus: Lutz, 1928: 122
Rhopalias 17.orridus: Chandler, 1932: 7, 8
RhopaUas horrid.us; Hearin, 1938: 11, 65.
66, 67
Rhopalias horrid-us: Caballero, J.946: 137,
157, 158, 159, 160, 161,
163, figs. 10-12
Rhopaltas horrldus: SkrJabtn, 1948: 308,
316, fig. 169
Rhopalftu horridus: Caballero & Vogelsang,
1949: 21, fig. 10

Rhopalias ho"utus: Wolfgang, 1951: 354
Bhopaliaa horrldus: Caballero, Brenes
Madrigal & JimenezQulr6s, 1957: 144, 145,
147, H8, 155, fig. 7

-ave

Rhopalias horridus: Sandars, 1958: 152
Rhopalia& horrid us: Caballero & Diaz-

Ungria, 1958: 28
Rhopaltas horridus: Yamaguti 1958: 901
Rhopalias horrid.us: Caballero & Montero
Oei, 1961: 50, 66, 75,
76, 77, 78, 79

Ovos pouco numerosos, operculados, de
casca lisa, medindo 0,14 a 0,16 mm de
comprimento por 0,078 a 0,083 mm de largura. Foliculos vitelinicos dispostos laterak
mente desde a regiao acetabular ate a regiao do testiculo posterior, ap6s o qual
ocupam toda a parte posterior do corpo
Vesicula excretora tubular abrindo-se na
extremidade distal.

Rhopalias horrid us: Lumsdem & Zischke,

1961: 90
Rhopalias horridus: Prod'Hon, 1968: 393

Rhopalias horridus: Travassos, Freitas &
Kohn, 1969: 4'M, 436,
fig. 301

Tremat6deos pequenos, de corpo alongado, com a regiao anterior do corpo um
pouco mais alargada que a posterior. Medem 2,54 a 3,46 mm de comprimento por
1,09 a 1,20 mm de largura. Cuticula recoberta de espinhos que se estendem ate ao
nivel do testiculo posterior. Bainhas das
trombas, estendendo-se ate ao nivel da faringe, medlndo 0,42 a 0,48 mm de comprimento. As prob6scidas sao retrateis e apr_esentam em sua superficle numerosos esplnhos que medem 0,089 a 0,090 mm de
comprtmento. Ventosa oral subterminal
com 0,14 a 0,16 mm de comprimento por
0,16 a 0,17 mm de largura. Acetabulo maior
que a ventosa oral com -0,26 a 0,29 mm de
comprlmento por 0,27 a 0,35 mm de largura. Lateralmente a ventosa, exlstem 5 a
6 espinhos. A relac;ao entre a ventosa oral
e o acetabulo, varia de 1: 1,6 a 1 :2. Faringe musculosa co.m 0,20 a 0,23 mm de
comprimento por 0,12 a 0,14 mm de largura. Esofago curto. Cecos intestinais insinuando-se na regiao posterior do corpo,
atingindo a extremidade. Abertura genital
situada na regiao compreendida entre a
bifurca~ao intestinal e o acetabulo, apresentando um esfincter grande e fortemente
musculoso ao rector do qual sao encontradas formacoes de aspecto glandular, obexemplares estudaservadas em todos
dos. Bolsa do cirro alongada, alcan~ando o
nivel da regiao ovariana, medindo 1,13 a
1,44 mm de comprimento. Vesicula seminal
bilobada medindo 0,60 a 0,77 mm de comprimento. Cirro musculoso. Testiculos de
contornos irregulares, nao alongados, intercecais, p6s-acetabulares, p6s-ovarianos,
com campos coincidentes e zonas as vezes
parcialmente coincident.es. Testiculo anterior com 0,22 a 0,32 mm de comprimento
por 0,32 a 0,38 mm de largura; testiculo
posterior com o,32 a 0,47 mm de comprimento e 0,32 a 0,38 mm de largura. Ovario
arredondado, intercecal e pre-testicular;
mede 0,20 a 0,22 mm de comprimento por
0,26 a 0,29 mm de largura. Glandula de
.Mehlis ocupando a regiao entre o ovario e
o testiculo anterior, medindo 0,19 a 0,29 mm
de comprimento por 0,47 a 0,51 mm de largura. Otero pouco desenvolvido, indo da
zona ovariana a regiao do poro genital.

Habitat Intestino delgado do Philander philander (L); Chironectes minimus
minimus (Zimmermann>; Didelphis aurita
Wied; Metachirus nudicaudatus nudicaudatus CE. Geoff.>; Metachirus nudicaudatus myosurus (Temm. l ; Philander opossum
opossum (L) ; Philander opossum Juscogriseus (Allen>; Metachirops opossum !L)

Distribuic;ao geogr.afica - Brasil, Venezuela, Guatemala, Costa Rica.
O material estudado foi depositado na
Colec;ao Helmintol6gica do Instituto Oswaldo Cruz, sob os numeros 30 626 a-r.

Gomes Onu
R. horridu.s - Balsamo: 9.325,
17.049, 17.146, 17.795a-b, 17.796a-b,
a-b, 17.800, 25.762, 30.378. Formol:
6.177, 6.178, 8.966, 15.283, 17.731,
~.008_, 28.010.
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*Rhopalias hot-ridus (Diesi~g, .1850) Stiles. et Hassall, 1898 (Fig. 33)
Rhopalophorus horridus. Syst. helm .. I : 400.

This species was often found from the hosts with the above-m
species together.
Host: Philander opossum (Linnaeus)-10 exx., Didelphis marsupialis Linnaeust'2
Habitat: Small intestine, rarely pancreatic duct.
Locality: Tingo Maria(UNAS. Afila.dor, Castilio Chico, Castillo Grande), Dpto.
Date: August 14 to September 11, 1976.

Pe~u

The maximum number of this species in a single host was 130
· ander o~ossu?"" collected in UNAS on September 8.
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rs. 1958: 152
ero & Diaz' 1958: 28

Iero & Montero
1961: 50, 66, 75,
, 78, 79

OVos pouco numerosos, operculados, de
0,16 mm de
comprimento por 0,078 a 0,083 mm de largura. Foliculos vitelinicos dispostos lateralmente desde a regiiio acetabular ate a regiao do testiculo posterior, ap6s o qual
ocupam toda a parte posterior do corpo
vesicula excretora tubular abrindo-se na
extremidade distal.

cascJ. lisa, medindo 0,14 a

r
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nts.

& Zischke,
Habitat Intestino delgado do Phi·
lander
philander
IL); Chironectes minimus
1968: 393
minimus (Zimmermann); Didelphis aurita
assos, Freitas &
Wied; Metachirus nudicaudatus nudicau, 1969: 434, 436,
datus <E. Geoff.>; Metachirus nudicauda01
tus myosurus (Temm.) ; Philander opossum
opossum (L) ; Philander opossum fuscos, de corpo alon- griseus (Allen,; Metachirops opossum (L)

rior do corpo um
Distribuic;ao geografica - Brasil, Vea posterior. Mecomprimento por nezuela, Guatemala, Costa Rica.
ra. Cuticula recoo material estudado foi depositado na
estendem ate ao
rior. Bainhas das Cole~ao Helmintol6gica do Instituto Oste ao nivel da fa- waldo Cruz, sob os numeros 30 626 a-r.:._
48 mm de compriretrateis e apr_e cie numerosos esR. horridus - Balsamo: 9.325, 17.047,
9 a 0,090 mm de 17.049, 17.146, 17.795 a-b, 17.796 a-b, 17.797
oral subterminal a-b, 17.800, 25.762, 30.378. Formol: 6.175,
comprimento por 6.177, 6.178, 8.966, 15.283, 17.734, 17.744,
a. Aceta.bulo maior ~8.008, 28.0_10 .
.0,26 a 0,29 mm de
a,,,,tl Y I ~ 1 111-t..
o,35 mm de larntosa, existem 5 a
e
st
tre a ventosa oral
e 1: 1,6 a 1: 2. Fa,20 a 0,23 mm de
a o,14 mm de larecos intestinais inposterior do corpo,
e. Abertura genital
preendida entre a
o acetabulo, aprerande e fortemente
qual sao encontraecto glandular, obexemplares estudagada, alcan~ando o
na, medindo 1,13 a
to. Vesicula seminal
a 0,77 mm de comuloso. Testiculos de
nao alongados, in*Rhopalias horridus (Diesi~g, .1850) Stiles et Hassall, 1898 (Fig. 33)
ares, p6s-ovarianos,
Rhopa[ophorus horridus. Syst. helm., I : 400.
tes e zonas as vezes
tes. Testiculo anteThis species was often found from the hosts with the above-mentioned
m de comprimento
species together.
e largura; testiculo
Host: Philander opossum (Linnaeus)-10 exx., Didelphis marsupia/is Linnaeust-2 exx.
0,47 mm de compriHabitat: Small intestine, rarely pancreatic duct.
de largura. ovario
al e pre-testicular;
Locality: Tingo Maria(UNAS, Afila.dor, Castillo Chico, Castillo Grande), Dpto. Huanuco.
de com prim en to por
Date: August 14 to September 11, 1976.
Pe12u
.
argura. Olandula de
The maximum number of this species in a single host was 130 in Philtao entre o ova.rio e
edindo 0,19 a 0,29 mm
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1. RHOPALL\S MACRAC.ANTUt:S Chandler, 1932

.

·~J ~ ~ ) 1Cfr""2..

(Figs. 1' and 2)

Specific diag11osis: Body elongated, taperi1~g gradu~ll)'.' to_ blunt point at

posterior extremity; with a more or kss definite ~onstnct1011 JUS~ behind level
oi acetabulum which separates body into anterior and postenor segments.

T, Jg1,1r1- n-c,I So ,

Posterior segment more than twice the length of the anterior segment. Body
3.80 to 4.65 mm. long by 0.80 to 0.92 mm. for the anterior segment and 0.8~ to
0.90 mm. in maximum width for the posterior segment. Cuticula rather thick,
thicker anteriorly than posteriorly; armed with rather stout, long spines anteriorly, but becoming sparcer and shorter as they approach the acetabulum,
finally terminating at or just below the constriction of the body. Oral S';lcker
subterminal, 170 to 200 µ. in diameter, often triangular in shape, but with a
width equal to its length. Prepharynx variable, depending upon the amount of
contraction in the anterior part of the body for its total length, of ten attaining a
length of 150 µ, or more. Pharynx muscular, forming a U-shaped band of
muscles about digestive tract at end of prcpharynx, about 200 µ, long by 150 µ,
wide. Esophagus short or absent. the digestive ceca diverging almost imrnedia tely behind the pharynx. Ceca variable tubes, passing outward and downward from the pharynx to end blindly about 130 p. from posterior extremity of
the body. To either side of oral sucker lie the well developed proboscis sacs;
these are relatively short, stout structures, 280 to 350 µ, long by 160 to 190 µ,
wide, opening to the surface a short distance laterally to the sucker and ending
at or slightly to one side of the anterior part of the muscular pharynx. The
proboscides are eversible and bear about 10 spines each; spines near anterior
end of each proboscis shorter, measuring about 100 µ, in length, while those
toward the base measure up to 130 µ, in length by a maximum width of 25 to
35 µ_ Between the opening of the probo.scis sacs and the margin of the oral
sucker lie a single row of alternating sp.ines that are easily distinguished from
other cuticular spines; these number from 5 to 8 spines in each row and measure
from 8 to 16 µ, in length. Acetabulum circular or elongated oval, from 380 to
440 µ in diameter; located about 940 µ, from ~terior end of body, just in advance of constriction that separates body into two segments. Ovary 165 µ, long
by 240 µ wide, situated slightly to left of midline at the end of the large cirrus
pouch, from 400 to 570 µ. behind the acetabulum, and is separated from the
anterior testis by the large, irregularly shaped shell gland. Uterus slightly
convoluted, ascending to left of cirrus pouch to genital pore, with relatively
few ova. Ova 100 to 115 µ, long by SO to 70 µ. wide. rnstal end of uterus
highly glandular, forming metraterm which equals about half the length of the
cirrus pouch. Genital pore median, about midway between acetabulwn and
bifurcation of the ceca, forming a small genital cloaca with the opening of the
male duct. Vitellaria follicular, voluminous, from body constriction or just
slightly anterior to that level to posterior end of body; in area posterior to
gonads the vitellaria occupy most of the body, but anteriorly the follicles are
confined to the lateral margins and appear as two bands of follicles which
gradually diminish in number until they terminate. Testes median, tandem, a
short distance behind the ovary; anterior testis often with slight constriction or
with slight twist, -J35 to 525 µ, long by a maximum ,vidth of 365 to 440 µ,,
Posterior testis close behind anterior on~ often abutting it. from 650 to 750 µ
long by 310 µ, wide, situated from 1.00 to 1.40 mm. in advance of posterior
margin of body. Cirrus pouch massive, from genital pore to ovary, about 1.40
mm. long hy 320 µ in width, containing greatly coiled seminal vesicle in posterior
third, a large flask-shaped pars prostatica, numerous prostatic gland cells, a
relatively short ejaculatory duct and a relatively short but stout cirrus.
Host: Didclf'/,is ,-irqiniana Kerr.
Habitat: Small intes tine.

Locality: Reelf t Lake iu 1 nnessee.
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Rlwpalias macracanthus has been r<>corded only from Northern
America. It was described by Chandler (1932) from Didelphis
tnarsupialis virginiana from Texas. Caballero (1946) also recorded
Rlwpalias macracanthus from Didelphis mesamericana tabascensis
!!om Mexico.
s.

Rhopalias macracanthus Chandler, 1932
( Figures 4 to 5 )
Hosts.-Didelphis virginiana Kerr, and
MM11ela vi1on Schreber {new host record].
Location.-Small intestine.
Localily.-Goodhope oil field, Louisiana
(new locality record].

Diagno1i1 (based on 10 mature specimens from Didelphis virginiana) .-Rhopalia.r. Body elongate, 2.45 to 5.0 long,
superficially bisegmented by post acetabular
consuiaion. Anterior body segment expanded laterally, concave ventrally. Posterior body segment narrower, two and one-half
times length of anterior body segment, gradually tapering posteriorly to a point. Body
with dorsal flexure at level of junction of
fore- and hindbody. Forebody 0.700 to
1.500 long, hindbody 1.750 to 3.50 long.
Cuticle spinous to level of posterior testis;
spines largest and most numerous on forebody, diminishing in size and number posteriorly. Oral sucker subterminal, 0.145 to
0.230 long by 0.128 to 0.230 wide. Acetabulum well developed, its ventral protrusion
visible when viewed laterally, 0.256 to 0.422
long by 0.102 to 0.384 wide. Sucker ratio
1: 1.76 to 1.83. Prepharynx 0.44 co 0.145
long. Pharynx 0.142 to 0.256 long by 0.099
to 0.154 wide. Esophagus short, sometimes
appearing absent, 0.000 t0 0.087 long. Ceca
two, extending along sides of body to terminate blindly, 0.260 to 0.333 from posterior extremity. Two proboscis sacs, one on
each side of oral sucker, 0.256 to 0.333 long
by 0.115 to 0.180 wide. Each eversible
proboscide with 10 well developed spines
measuring 0.078 to 0.128 long by 0.01 5 tO
0.026 wide at their bases; posterior proboscis
spines longest and widest. A single row of
alternately arranged spines, six to eight in
number and 0.023 to 0.035 long, present on
each side of forebody on anterior margin
between openings of proboscis sacs and oral
ticker. Genital pore median, preacetabular,
connecting with genital atrium containing
openings of metraterm and male duct. Tesce incercecal, tandem, in middle third of
hindbody. Anterior testis 0.256 to 0.490
long by 0.230 co 0.350 wide; posterior test is often in contact with anterior testis,
346 to 0.875 long by 0.205 tO 0.280 wide.
c irrus sac prominent, dextral to acetabulum,
c xtending 0.700 to 1.085 posteriorly from
geni tal pore, 0.180 wide at its base. Cirrus
sac containing S-shaped seminal vesicle,
large pars prostatica, prostate gland cells,
and stout, unspined cirrus. Ovary pretescicular, sinistral co base of cirrus sac, separated from anterior testis by irregularly
shaped Mehl:s' gland, 0.128 to 0.1 54 long
by 0.090 to 0.230 wide. Uterine coils pretesticular, ascending from Mehlis' gland to
genital atrium; distal portion of uterus forming a large merraterm dextral to cirrus sac.
Eggs 0.102 to 0.115 long by 0.051 to 0.064
wide. Virellaria follicular, filling entire posetesticular region of hindbody, extending anteriorly as two lateral rows on ventral surface of hind body to posterior margin of
ace tabulum. Vitelline reservoir posterior and
dorsal to Mehlis' gland. Excretory system
nor observed.

Disetusion:
Rhopalias
macracanthus tioned morphology was found, thougn
Chandler, 1932, is a common parasite of Di- dence of some reduction of the hind
de/phis i·irginiana and has a wide distribu- was seen in other specimens recovered f
tion. Chandler ( 1932) described the spe- the posterior regions of the opossum i
cies from opossums in the vicinity of Haus- tine.
It appears that in hyperinfections s
ton, Texas. Byrd et al. ( 19426) found R.
macracanth1u in two of every three opos- individuals are forced posteriorly in the
sums examined at Reelfoot Lake, Tennessee. testine, apparently with deleterious eff
The species has also been reporte? from The posterior regions of the digestive t
Illinois (Babero, 1957) and Georgia (Ba- of the opossum may be unsuitable for nor
bero, 1960 a). Yamaguti ( 1958) cited Di- development and / or proper maintenanc
delph'ljs mesamexicana tabascensis as a hostt, R. macracanthus.
for R. macracanthus in Mexico. Other species of the genus are R. baculifer Braun,
L11MSDl/V ir 21sc1--fk
1901, R. coronatus (Rudolphi, 1819), and
l?~I
R. horridus ( Diesing, 1850); these three
species were described from South American
opossums. Loftin ( 1960) reported R. bac7:lifer and R. coronatus from opossums m
Florida. Loftin's identification of these species is difficult to evaluate, as no figures or
descriptions were presented in his paper.
The four opossums autopsied were heavily infected with R. macracanthus as well as
with the strigeid, Fibricola lucida. Although
R. macracanthus is predominantly found in
opossums, this parasite is apparently capable
of infecting a variety of hosts. McKeever
( 1961 ) reported a single mature specimen
from the intestine of a wild turkey, Meleagris
gallopavo, in Georgia, and we have recovered a single R. macracanthus from the intestine of a mink, Mustela vison, in Louisiana. Our specimen was evidently an immature worm, as judged by its small size ( 2.1
long) , the absence of eggs in the uterus,
poorly developed vitellaria, and relatively
small ovary, Mehlis' gland and testes.
The location of the parasites in the host
and the density of the infection appear tO
have a considerable effect on the size of
the worms. Specimens from one heavily
infected opossum showed a definite grada- ·
tion in size with respect to the section of
the intestine in which they were found. The
majority of worms were found in the anterior third of the small intestine; these were
large ( 3.8 t0 4.62 long) and well developed. Several medium-sized worms ( 3.5 to
4.0 long) were found in the middle third of
the small intestine, and a few, much-stunted
( 1.96 tO 3.15 long) specimens in the posterior third of the small intestine. Most of
the smaller worms, as well as the larger ones,
were sexually mature, as judged by the presence of eggs in the uterus. One wo.:.-m from
the posterior section of the sm, 'l intestine
showed m iking abnormalities (fig.-5) . This
specimen measured 3.15 long; there was
only slight differentiation into anterior and
posterior segments, and the posterior end of
the body was bluntly rounded rather than
tapered to a point. A single testis was pres-

F~oM

ent, the vitellaria were sparse and confined
to the sides of tbe body, and the Mehlis'
gland and ovary ' ere somewhat reduced in
size. There wer however, ten f ggs in the
uterus. The c1 us sac, with it · contained
structures, as , l as the srructul"'S of the
forebody, appe~red normal. Th, unusual
morphology appears to be degenerate or
terr r, logical rather than definitive in nature.
OnlJ a single specimen with the foremen-

Discussion:
Rhopalias
macracanthm
Chandler, 1932, is a common parasite of Di( Figures 4 to 5 )
de/phis l'irginiana and has a wide distribuDiJelphi1 wginiana Kerr, and rion. Chandler ( 1932) described the spe·son Schreber [new hose record].
cies from opossums in the vicinity of Haus.-Small intestine.
ton, Texas. Byrd et al. ( 1942b) found R.
.-Goodhope oil field, Louisiana macracanthus in two of every three opossums examined at Reelfoot Lake, Tennessee.
ity record].
ru (based on 10 mature speci- The species has also been reported from
DiJelphi1 virginiana) .-Rho- Illinois (Babero, 1957) and Georgia (Bay elongate, 2.45 co 5.0 long, bero, 1960 a). Yamaguti ( 1958) cited Diy bisegmenced by pose acecabular delph'f/s mesamexicana tabascensis as a host~
n. Anterior body segment ex- for R. macracanthus in Mexico. Other speterally, concave ventrally. Posceri- cies of the genus are R. baculifer Braun,
gment narrower, two and one-half 1901, R. coronattts (Rudolphi, 1819), and
of anterior body segment, grad- R. horridus ( Diesing, 1850); these three
ring posteriorly co a point. Body species were described from South American
flexure at level of junction of opossums. Loftin ( 1960) reported R. bac7:hindbody. Forebody 0.700 co lifer and R. coronatus from opossums m
g, hindbody 1.750 to 3.50 long. Florida. Loftin's identification of these speinous co level of posterior testis; cies is difficult to evaluate, as no figures or
gesc and most numerous on fore- descriptions were presented in his paper.
inishing in size and number posThe four opossums autopsied were heaviOral sucker subrerminal, 0.145 co ly infected with R. macracanthus as well as
g by 0.128 co 0.230 wide. Acetab- with the strigeid, Fibricola lucida. Although
1 developed, its ventral protrusion R. macracanthus is predominantly found in
en viewed laterallv, 0.256 to 0.422 opossums, this parasite is apparently capable
.102 to 0.384 wide. Sucker ratio of infecting a variety of hosts. McKeever
1.83. Prepharynx 0.44 co 0.145 ( 1961) reported a single mature specimen
arynx 0.142 to 0.256 long by 0.099 from the intestine of a wild turkey, Meleagris
wide. Esophagus shore, sometimes gaUopavo, in Georgia, and we have recovabsent, 0.000 to 0.087 long. Ceca ered a single R. macracanthus from the innding along sides of body co ter- testine of a mink, Mustela vison, in Louisiindly, 0.260 co 0.333 from posteri- ana. Our specimen was evidently an immaity. Two proboscis sacs, one on ture worm, as judged by its small size ( 2.1
of oral sucker, 0.256 to 0.333 long long) , the absence of eggs in the uterus,
to 0.180 wide. Each eversible poorly developed vitellaria, and relatively
e with 10 well developed spines small ovary, Mehlis' gland and testes.
0.Q78 to 0.128 long by 0.015 to
The location of the parasites in the host
e at their bases; posterior proboscis and the density of the infection appear to
gest and widest. A single row of have a considerable effect on the size of
y arranged spines, six to eight in the worms. Specimens from one heavily
nd 0.023 to 0.035 long, present on infected opossum showed a definite gradaof forebody on anterior margin tion in size with respect to the section of
openings of proboscis sacs and oral the intestine in which they were found. The
enital pore median, preacerabular, majority of worms were found in the anterig with genital atrium containing or third of the small intestine; these were
of metraterm and male duct. Tes- large ( 3.8 to 4.62 long) and well develcecal, tandem, in middle third of oped. Several medium-sized worms ( 3.5 to
Anterior testis 0.256 to 0.490 4.0 long) were found in the middle third of
0.230 to 0.3 50 wide; postenor res- the small intestine, and a few, much-stunted
in contact with anterior testis, ( 1.96 to 3.15 long) specimens in the pos0.875 long by 0.205 to 0.280 wide. terior third of the small intestine. Most of
c prominent, dextral to acetabulum, the smaller worms, as well as the larger ones,
g 0.700 to 1.085 posteriorly from were sexually mature, as judged by the presore, 0.180 wide at its base. Cirrus ence of eggs in the uterus. One worm from
raining S-shaped seminal vesicle, the posterior section of the sma.l intestine
rs prostatica, prostate gland cells, showed striking abnormalities ( fig.-5) . This
t, unspined cirrus. Ovary pretes- specimen measured 3.15 long; there was
inistral to base of cirrus sac, sepa- only slight differentiation into anterior and
om anterior testis by irregularly posterior segments, and the posterior end of
ehlis' gland, 0.128 to 0.1 54 long the body was bluntly rounded rather than
to 0.230 wide. Uterine coils pre- tapered to a point. A single testis was presr, ascending from Mehlis' gland to
crium; distal portion of uterus form- ent, the vitellaria were sparse and confined
rge merraterm dextraJ to cirrus sac. to the sides of tr e body, and the Mehlis'
02 co 0.115 Jong by 0.051 co 0.064 gland and ovary were somewhat reduced in
itellaria follicular, filling entire pose- size. There wer , however, ten eggs in the
r region of hindbody, extending an- uterus. The ci r us sac, with its contained
as two lateral rows on ventral sur- structures, as we ll as the structures of the
hindbody to posterior margin of forebody, appeared normal. T hi~ unusual
um. VirelJine reservoir posterior and morphology appears to be degenerate or
o Mehlis' gland. Excretory system terr r0logical rather than definitive in nature.
On! r a single specimen with the foremenrved.

macracan1hu1 Chandler, 1932

tioned morphology was tound, thougn ev1dence of some reduction of the hindbody
was seen in other specimens recovered from
the posterior regions of the opossum intestine .
It appears that in hyperinfections some
individuals are forced posteriorly in the intestine, apparently with deleterious effects.
The posterior regions of th~ digestive tract
of the opossum may be unsu1tabl~ for normal
development and / or proper mamtenance of
R. macracanthus.
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Rhopaliasidae

B1&opalfaa macracanthus Chandler, 1932

8&nonlmla e referencias:
ltl&opalfaa macracanthus: Chandler, 1932:
5-8, fig. 3
Bl&opaUaa macracanthus: Hearin, 1933:
204, 234

Rhopalfu macracanthus: Hearin, 1938: 1,
7, 8, 10, 11, 12,
16, 18, 39, 44, 50,
54, 56, 57. 58, 59,
61, 65, 67, 68, 69,
70, pl. I, figs. 1-5
Rhopalias louisiana Hearin, 1938: 11, 54, 56,
62, 64, 67, 68, 69,
70, pl. 2, figs. 611.
Rhopalias macracanthus: Leigh, 1940: 192,
193
Rhopalias macracanthus: Byrd, Reiber &
Parker, 1942:
130-133, 142,
pl. 1, figs. 1-2
Rhopalias macracanthus: Caballero,

Bravo-Hollis &
Cerecero, 1944:
67-68, 71, figs. 6-7
Rhopalias macracanthus: Caballero, 1946;
162
Rhopalias nwcracanthos: Ciordia, 1948: 2,
15 (sic)
Rhopalias macracanthus: Skrjabin, 1948:
308, 313, 314, fig
169 a
Rhopalias macracanthus: Ciordia, 1949:
417, 419. 421, fig,
1-11
Rhopalias nwcracanthus: Self & Mc
Knight, 1950: 59
Rhopalias macracanthus: Wolfgang, 1951:
354

Rhopalias macracanthus: Caballero,

Brenes Madrigal &
Jimenez-Quiroz,
1957: 144

Rhopalic s macracantlzus: Yamaguti,
901

1958:

Rhopalias macracanthus: Sandars, 1958:
152, 153
P.hopalias macracanthus: Babero, 1960: 461
Rhopalias macracanthus: Lumsdem & Zischke, 1961: 89.
90, fig. 4
Rhopalias macracanthus: Cab a 11 er o

&

Montero Gei
1961: 67, 77
Rhopalias macracanthus: Kontrimavitch.
1968 : 53 , sic)

Corpo distintamente dividido em por~ao anterior e posterior. A pon;ao anterior
c alargada, concava ventralmente e separada da pon;ao posterior logo apos o acetabulo por uma constric;ao. A porc;ao posterior e aproximadamente de duas vezes e::
meia maior que a anterior; med em de 4 a
4,75 mm de comprimento por 0,75 a 1 mm
de largura na regiao anterior e 0,680 a
0,90 mm de largura na regiao posterior.
Bainhas das trombas curtas terminando ao
nivel da faringe, medindo 0.280 a 0,320 mm
de comprimento por 0,160 mm de largura.
As trombas sao armadas com 10 espinhos
cada urna. arranjados em um grupo pr6ximo a extremidade, sendo 5 ventrais e 5 dorsais. Ao lado da ventosa ha 5 a 6 espinhos
com formatos semelhantes aos das trombas
com 0,020 mm de comprimento. Cuticula
recoberta de espinhos que se estendem ate
aproximadamente ao meio do corpo. Ventosa oral, ligeiramente triangular com 0,150
a 0.180 mm de comprimento, sendo um pouco menor na largura. Pre-faringe com 0,075
a 0,090 mm de comprimento seguida por
uma faringe bem desenvolvida com 0,150 a
0,185 mm de comprimento por 0,122 a
0,150 mm de largura. Poro genital abrindo-se na altura da bifurca~ao intestinal,
anterior ao acetabulo. Bolsa do cirro grande medindo 1,25 a 1,55 mm de comprimento por 0,270 a 0,370 mm de largura. Testiculos situados na regiao mediana da parte posterior do corpo, de contornos irregulares mais compridos que largos. O anterior mede 0,380 a 0,540 mm de comprimento por 0,290 a 0,395 mm de largura; o posterior com 0,645 a 0,685 mm de comprimento por 0,290 a 0,380 mm de largura. Ovario
situado logo ap6s a bolsa do cirro, arredondado ou oval de dimensoes varia veis
com 0,167 a 0,200 mm de comprimento por
0,200 a 0,225 mm de largura. Glandula de
Mehlis situada entre o ovario e o testiculo
anterior, de formato irregular, geralmente 2 vezes maior que o ovario. Anteriormente ao ovario ha um receptaculo seminal. geralmente maior que ele. Vitelinos
ccnstituidos de pequenos foliculos ocupando toda a parte posterior do corpo, estendendo-se anteriormente ate ao nivel da
margem posterior do acetabulo. Otero pouco
defenvolvido com 6 a 10 ovos, situado na
rcgiao anterior ao ovario e posterior ao
r-,oro genital. Ovos com 0,105 a 0,110 mm
de comprimento por 0,060 mm de largurJ..
Habitat - Intestine delgado de Diclelvhis virginiana Kerr e Didelphis mesa mericana tabascensis Allen.

:cistribui~ao geografica - Estados Unidos <TexasJ e Mexico.
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de largura na regiao anterior e 0,680 a
0,90 mm de largura na regiao posterior.
Bainhas das trombas curtas terminando ao
nivel da faringe, medindo 0.280 a 0,320 mm
de comprimento por 0,160 mm de largura.
As trombas sao armadas com 10 espinhos
cada uma. arranjados em um grupo pr6ximo a extremidade. sendo 5 ventrais e 5 dorsais. Ao Jado da ventosa ha 5 a 6 espinhos
com formatos semelhantes aos das trombas
com 0.020 mm de comprimento. Cuticula
recoberta de espinhos que se estendem ate
aproximadamente ao meio do corpo. Ventosa oral, ligeiramente triangular com 0,150
a 0.180 µim de comprimento, sendo um pouco menor na largura. Pre-faringe com 0,075
a 0,090 mm de comprimento seguida por
uma faringe bem desenvolvida com 0,150 a
0,185 mm de comprimento por 0,122 a
0,150 mm de largura. Poro genital abrindo-se na altura da bifurcaGao intestinal,
anterior ao acetabulo. Bolsa do cirro grande medindo 1,25 a 1,55 mm de comprimento por 0,270 a 0,370 mm de largura. Testiculos situados na regiao mediana da parte posterior do corpo, de contornos irregulares mais compridos que largos. O anterior mede 0,380 a 0,540 mm de comprimento por 0,290 a 0,395 mm de largura; o posterior com 0,645 a 0,685 mm de comprimento por 0,290 a 0,380 mm de largura. Ovarfo
sltuado logo apos a bolsa do cirro, arredondado ou oval de dimens6es varia veis
com 0,167 a 0,200 mm de comprimento por
0,200 a 0,225 mm de largura. Glandula de
Mehlis sltuada entre o ovario e o testiculo
anterior, de formato irregular, geralmente 2 vezes maior que o ovario. Anteriormente ao ovario ha um receptaculo seminal , geralmente maior que ele . Vitelinos
ccnstituidos de pequenos foliculos ocupando toda a parte posterior do corpo, estendendo-se anteriormente ate ao nivel da
margem posterior do acetabulo. -Otero pouco
de.r envolvido com 6 a 10 ovos, situado n'l
rcgiao anterior ao ovario e posterior ao
r,oro genital. Ovos com 0,105 a 0,110 mm
de comprimento por 0,060 mm de largur3..
Habitat - Intestino delgado de Dic.!el1Jhis virginiana Kerr e Didelphis mesame ricana tabascensis Allen.

.r:istribuic;ao geografica dos <Texas, c Mexico.
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Rhooaliidae

Rhopalia., sp. (Fig. 35)
This species is as large as and closely allied to R. horridus, but differs
from it by broader body, more emarginated testes, comparatively more
uterine eggs, and more anteriorly distributed vitellaria commencing almost
at the posterior margin of acetabulum. Detailed description will be given
in a separate paper.
Host: Philander opossum (Linnaeus)-4 exx .. Dide/phis marsupialis Linnaeus-14 exx.
Habitat : Small intestine.
Locality: Tingo Maria (UNAS. Moyuna. Afilador. Castillo Chico. Castillo Grande,
Cueva de las Pavas, Bella. Aucayacu), Dpto. Huanuco.
Date : August 16 to September 12, 1976.

The m_a ximum number of this species in a single host was 957 in Philander opossum collected in Castillo Chico on August 23.
It is interesting that none of D. paraguayensis collected in the Condebamba Valley harbored the rhopaliid trematodes.

Rt-lOPA Li Ft 5 idCL~

RHYTIDODIDAE

e

Odhner, 1926

Fa.?rtilf dia~osis. - Digenea related to Echinostomatidae. Body
lo~a&, ~l'\,Mrgins crenulated or not; cuticle smooth. Acetabulum

rtecr .ite,.;~ e.l'trtt1tity or far away from it. Oral sucker with an annular
r·1dge con~,~ lg cf th1ee (one dorsal and two subventral) muscular lobes.

Pharynx pret-ent. Esophagus long, lined with intestinal epithelia. Ceca
reaching to post,•rior extremity. Testes tandem or somewhat diagonal, in
middle third ur posterior third. Cirrus pouch present. Genital pore preacetabular or near intestinal bifurcation. Ovary pretesticular. No
receptaculum seminis. Laurer's canal present. Vitellaria extending from
lateral fields to under dorsal and ventral surface. Uterus winding in
intercecal field between ovary and acetabulurn. Excretory vesicle Yshaped, with very long arms, broken up into network extending throughout whole body. Parasites of turtles.
Type genus: Rhytidodes Looss, 1901.

Key to genera of Rhytidodidae
Acetabulurn near anterior extremity; testes postequatorial;
vitellaria in hindbody .............................. Rhytidodu
Acetabulum near midbody; testes near posterior extremity;
vitellaria extending into forebody . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rhytidodoides
Rhytidodes Looss, 1901

Generic diagnosis. - Rhytidodidae: Medium to large size. Forebody
tapered anteriorly; hindbody nearly uniform in breadth, with crenulated
lateral margins. Acetabulum small, one fifth to one third of body length
from anterior extremity. Oral sucker with three muscular ridges, followed
directly by pharynx. Esophagus slender, bifurcating a little in front of
acetabulum; ceca narrow. Testes in middle third of bo<!_y:'._~~ pouch
very thick, pH·-aceta~ular, enclosing tubular winding seminal vesicle,
well dt:n~lopl'd prostat1c complex and narrow eversiblc ductus ejaculatorius. MalC> and female genital pores separate, immediately pre-acetabular.
Ovary median or submedian, a little in front of anterior testis. Vitellaria
extending from a little behind acetabulum to posterior extremity.
Uterus winding from side to side in intercecal field between ovary and
acetabulurn; eggs numerous, moderately large. Excrrtory stem bifurcating a short distance behind posterior testis. Intestinal parasites of
turtles .
. Genotype: R. gelatiJ!os_a. (Rud., HH9) Looss, HlOl (Pl. 44, Fig. 540),
m Chelone mydas,· _Anmm1, Panama. Also in Thalas ,~•1chrlys cort£cata,
Egypt; "5ca tortoise", Australia; Eretmochelvs t'mhricat,1, Cuba.
Other ~1wciL·s: R. secunda Pratt, Hl14. i11 Carella c,,retta,· C111f of :.\ frxiro.
·1 he governrng noun uf tlw compound gt·nvric rwmc is feminirn·.

Rhyt1dod1dae
Rhyt1dodes gelatinosa (Rudolph1, 1819) LoosR, 1901
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!!)gt~des secundus Pratt 1914
Found in the duodenum of both of two loggerhead turtles,
8 from one, 19 from the other. The worm corresponds 1n all
the anatomical and histological details to fl.5elatinosus 1'~###
as Aescribed byb Looss in 1902, with the exception of size.
Body length 4- 9 mm. greatest width l.mm. About 1/3 size of
R.gelatinoaue. mature.
Body long, slender, muscular, without spines or scales.
Both suckers small. Oral sucker 600µ including paired lateral
projections or 400µ without them; ventral sucker 360µ.
Pharynx small, esophagus long (1.15 mm.), ceca narrow to
posterior
end. ves1cle e Y-shaped with irregular lateral branches.
Excretory
Genital pore in front of ventral sucker. No genital sinus.
Testes are small oval bodies, median, tandem, near mid-body.
Short, thick cirrus sac in front of acetabulum. Sem. ves.
fills about½ cirrus sac. Cirrus short and thick.
ovary small, spherical, in front of testes, to the right.
Shell gland to the left and behindovary.
Yolk glands from a point about¼ way between ventral sucker and
ovary to the hinder end of body, lateral in front of testes,
filling body behind them. Follicles small, numerous. L.canal
present.
Uterus of transverse folds betwe en ovary and ventral sucker,
bounded laterally by the exceetory trunks. Metraterm long,
slender, along left side of ventral sucker. Eggs 62 by 37 µ.
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Rhytidndoidrs PriCL', I !1:W
Generic diagnosis. - Rl1ytic.Jodida<>: Holly flatknec.1 !:,Ubr>di11drical to
elongated p)Tiform. Acetabulum small, near midhndy. Or,d Sil< kn with
small projection on each side. Esophagus narruw, ma~.: h,· \'\'ry long when
the acetabulum lies behind the equator. Ceca narrow. Tt•stes clfJ:-e together, tandem or somewhat diagonal, near posteriur extremity. l ' irr11s
pouch rounded or elongate pyriform, pre-acetahular ur t'xtcnding frum
acetabulum to intestinal bifurcation. Genital pore po:-tbifurcal or bifurcal. Ovary exactly or almo~t median, prt'testic:ular. ~o r1::ceptaculum
seminis. Uterus winding between ovary and acdal>ult1111. \'1tcllaria in
fore- and hindbody, may or may not rl'ach as far forw,ml as pl1ar>·nx.
Parasitic in intr-.tine or gall blaJdl'r uf turtles.
Genotype: R. intestinnlts Pricl', rn:m (Pl. 00, Fig. tilti), rn c,mall
intestine of Che/one m,·das,· Xat. Zuol. Park, \\',1:-.h. 0. C., J 1anama
(Pacific).
,
Other species: R. similis Price, 1930, in gall blacid<'r uf Cl1clo11e 1nydus:
Nat. Zool. Park, Wash. D. C., Panama (Pacific).
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Rhytidodidae Odhner

R11ytidodoides similis, n . .ap.

Price, 1939

Description.-Body somewhat laneeolate (Fig. 1, B), 1.3 to 3.8 mm. long by
0.51 to 1.4 mm wide in vicinity of ovary. Cuticula smooth and without spines. Oral
sucker subterm.inal, 150 to 3~0 µ in diameter, with lateml projections as in the
preceding species; aeetabulum 165 to 370 µ in diameter, preequatorial. Prepharynx inconspicuous; pharynx 74 to 165 µ long by 63 to 160 µ wide; esophagus
220 to 720 µ long; intestinal ceca simple. Excretory pore subterminal, dorsal;
remainder of excretory system not observed. Genital aperture median, at or
slightly anterior to intestinal bifurcation; cirrus pouch elongate piriform, 200 to
800 µ long by 160 to 430 µ wide, largely preacetabular. Testes in posterior third
of body, placed slightly oblique to long axis of body; anterior testis globular, 185
to 400 µ in diameter, posterior testis oYoid, 220 to 480 µ long by 135 to 400 µ wide.
Ovary globular, 90 to 300 µ in diameter, submedian, pretesticular; Mehlis' gland
to left of ovary; Laurer 's canal not observed. Vitellaria consisting of relatively
large, more or less elongated follicles, extending from level of base of pharynx to
posterior end of body and uniting in esophageal and posttesticular zones. Uterus
filling intercecal space between ovary and acetabulum. Eggs 63 to 70 ~t long by
37 to 40 µ wide.

Host.-Chelone mydas.
Location.-Gall bladder.
Distribution.-United States (Washington, D. C.).
Specimens.-U.S.N.M. Helm. Coll. Nos. 4149 (type) and 4150 (paratype).
This species is similar to Rhytidodoides intestinalis but diffeTs from it in
body shape, shape and position of the testes and in the position of the genital
aperture. Both R. intestinalis and R. similis are in each case based on only 2
specimens, consequently it is not possible to determine the amount of variation
within the species. However, the fact that in both specimens of each species the
differences are constant and this coupled with the location in the body-small
intestine in R. intestinalis and ga1l bladder in R. similis-seem to warrant rega,rding them as distinct species.
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Rhytidodidae Odhner

Rhytidocloides, n.

g.Price, 1939

Diagnosis.-Small unarmed flukes; gonads confined to posterior third of body;
vitellaria extending into preacetabular zone. Other characters as in Rhytidodes.
Type species.-R1iytidodoides i11testi1wlis, n. sp.

Rhytidodoides intestinal is, n.....

Pr 1 Ce , 19 39

Descriptio11.-Body slender (Fig. 1, A), 2 to 2.1 mm long by 320 to 335 µ
wide, slightly attenuated anteriorly. Cuticula smooth, without spines. Oral sucker
subterminal, 110 to 130 µ in diameter, with small projection' on each
side; acetabulum 103 to 115 µ in diameter, slightly postequatorial. Prepharynx inconspicuous; pharynx 60 to
70 µ long by 55 to 70 µ wide; esophagus slender, 730 to 830 µ long; intestinal ceca slender, extending to
near posterior end of body. Excretory aperture subterminal, dorsal;
remainder of exceto1·y system not
observed. Genital aperture median,
about 90 µ posterior to intestinal
bifurcation; cirrus pouch ovoid, 110
to 137 µ long by 105 to 115 µ
wide, almost entirely preacetabular.
Testes globular, tandem, in posterio1· fourth of body, each about 130 µ
in diameter. Ovary 90 to 110 µ in
diameter, median, separated from
anterior testis by Mehlis' gland;
seminal receptacle absent; Laurer 's
canal not observed. Vitellaria consisting of relatively large follicles
extending from a short distance
FIG. 1. A-Rhytidodoicles intestinalis; caudal to pharynx to level of tips of
complete worm, dorsal view. B-Rhytidodoides similis; complete woi·m, dorsal view.
intestinal ceca, uniting in esophageal region. Uterus nearly straight,
in median line. Eggs 60 to 63 µ long by 45 to 52 µ wide.
Host.-Chelone mydas.
Location.-Small intestine.
Distribution--United States (Washington, D. C.).
Specimens.-U-8.N.M. Helm. Coll. Nos. 4147 (type) and 4148 (para,type).
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